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THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 14,

Unity’s New Bank,

William McGee, one of the older citizens of
Winterport, died early Friday morning, Nov.
8th, at the age of 85 years. He had been in
very good health until about 6 o'clock that
morning, when he was taken suddenly ill. He
failed rapidly and succumbed shortly after.
His death came as a sudden shock to his many
friends, who were deeply pained to learn of
his demise.
He leaves to mourn his death, his
wife; two sons, William McGee of Orono and
I John
McGee of Winterport; and four daughters, Mrs. Mary Morgan, Mrs. Lulu McCormack and Mrs. Katie Sweeney of Winterport
1
and Mrs. Annie Wheelden of Bangor. In the
death of Mr. McGee Winterport loses one of
! its most highly respected citizens. Born in
Ireland, he had been a resident of Winterport
nearly all his life, coming to this country
when a very young boy. He was always prominent in town affairs and took an active
interest not only in the affairs of his
j own town but in the country at large.
He was a man of remarkable ability for one of
his years, and had a very clear memory, recallI ing perfectly the happenings and dates of 50
years ago. In the community in which he
lived he was surrounded by hosts of friends,
being possessed of many admirable traits
which made him a friend to all with whom he
had dealings.
He was a kind and devoted
father to his children. Honest, kindly, genial,
those who wrere so fortunate as to partake of
the hospitality of his home long remembered
him. Few have lived so perfect and unselfish
a
life. He always had a liberal hand outstretched to the needy, and words of cheer for
all. The funeral services were held at the
home Sunday afternpon, Rev. Fr. O. Connor
officiating. A large number of friends were
present to extend their sympathy to the bereaved family.

j

j

Georgianna, widow of the late Frank B.
Frederick of Belfast, passed peacefully away
at her home in Dorchester, Mass., Nov. 7th,
after a long illness extending over eighteen
j
months. She was born in Belfast in April,
;
ai Belfast, or their descendants, 1835, the daughter of Isaac and Esther Farrow
>
VA number of letters Boardman, and was a sister of the late Hon. I.
: on.
s‘.dents were read, all of which
M. Boardman, of this city. Early in life she
in
the
erest
work, and express|
married Frank B. Frederick. Three sons were
.-a: sfaction over the fact that the
be published. These re- born to them, George, Walter and Frank, of
j
vide range of territory, from I whom Walter alone survives.
a
She resided in
and from the Pacific coast,
uri and Minnesota. Those in Belfast until after her husband’s death in 1874,
jy,rj
y nowr to go ahead at once when she removed to Dorchester, where her
1
a ion just as soon as ihe money
home has been with her son and his wife,
whose untiring devotion and loving smypathy
:he terms of the subscription
.’:.L
could only be equaled by an owm daughter’s
.[•ers present at the meeting
a
|
mg committee of five, with affection. They were truly mother and daughoiled the subscriptions and
ter. She was a most estimable woman, quiet
and to do all things to prog .and unassuming, finding her greatest happiii.un and sale of the second
W':
ness in her home and family, to whom she
mmson's History of Belfast.
j
:11.‘ is composed of: Alfred Johnwas devoted till stricken by the disease which
*:r
rendered her a helpless invalid; but her memo•-■s, James C. Durham, Ben D
p : h
>.
_I
Quimby. Manager and treas- ry as a lovirg mother will linger forever.
lift.
1.1:son. 14 Arlington street, BosServices were held at her late home in Dorujr...
-ks should be made payable to chester, Nov. 10th, and the remains were
t.
\i.10 his address,
brought to Belfast for interment in the family
lot in Grove cemetery, beside her husband and
George A. Quimby, Clerk.
j
sons.
Walter F. Frederick, of Boston, came to
DING BELLS.
Belfast to attend the burial.
the Ladies Auxiliary Combeen collecting vital records,
ge graduates, etc.
fixing the price of the book
i-nis of canvassing the city
v 1
as ways of reaching for-
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SECRET SOCIETIES.

and contain every convenin a cement vault and
there are 14 safe deposit boxes. Opposite is
the directors’ room. Off the main room
is a
coupon room and a telephone booth. All the
rooms are well lighted and the windows
are
protected by iron bars. The floors and finish
In the basement is a hot
are of hard wood.
water heater that will warm all the rooms
above in the coldest weather. J. L. Russell
pf
Bangor was the contractor.
November 8th was the day selected for op-

ening

The

the

large

new

banking

rooms

and

were

present.

sent out to

officers of Pbcenix Lodge, F. & A. M.
were installed last Monday evening by R. W
D. D. G. M., Aug. D. Hayes as follows: Rev. D
L. Wilson, W. M ; W. A. Nichols, S. W.; O. S
!
Vickery, J. W.; W. J. Dorman, Treas.; C. J
i
Pattee, Secy.; Elon B. Gilchrest, S. D.; Wilson
!
Ellis, J. D.; L. F. Gannon, S. S.; B. J. Benner
J. S.; E. S. Webber, Chap.; A. Millett, Marshal;
| A. C. Tuttle, Tyler.
The

_„

e

The Chapman Concert. The Belfast Musi
cal society has arranged with Prof. Chapmai
to include Belfast in his concert tour of Maim
and the concert will be given here Saturda]
Dec. 21st, the only date available. A featun
of the concert will be the singing of Salva
tore Giordano, who is pronounced a secorn
Italian Caruso. At the recent Portland Musii
Festival he fairly swept his hearers off theii
feet. He has a fine stage presence and “whei
he sang his voice seemed to
pour forth in
golden flood of melody.” And it is furthei
said: “It was a blase music-lover who coulc
listen unmoved to the warm, pulsating, magnetic tones of Giordano.” Announcement wil
be made later of other features of the pro,
gram.

winter.

was

in

Mrs.

Camden last Fri-

Harold Coombs is spending the week in Bangor.

Charles Thomas is visiting in East
Edding-

ton.

George

E. Brackett returned last Satshort visit in Rockland.

on

Mr. and Mrs. Ralph L. Cooper returned
Tuesday morning from a short visit in Bangor.

of

Mr. and Mrs. Orman A. Hopkins left last
Friday for Florida, where they will spend the

Dr. F. L. Adams returned last
Friday from
business trip to Lewiston.

urday from

a

R. W. Rogers went to
Bangor last Tuesday
business.
Mrs. John W. Hatch of Bangor is the
guest
friends in Belfast.

Mrs. Frances A. Perkins is
spending
in South Orrington.

Maurice L.Slugg returned last
Friday from a
week s visit at his home in
Carteret, New

v:___ r_\i

few

Misses Pearl and Eunice Chase of Jacksom
guests of their aunt, Mrs.
K. Fletcher

are

Mrs. Georgia S. Pendleton has taken board
for the winter with Miss Harriet
P. White, 21
Cedar street.

Mrs. Herbert S. Morey left last
Friday for
visits in Brownville Junction and in Sussex
N. B.

Mr. and Mrs. Walter C. Townsend
returned
from a few da} s’ visit with relatives
in Palermo.

Levi Clay spent the week-end
family at Citypoint, returning to
Monday noon.

Tuesday

Miss Ruth Kimball returned to Castine Norschool last Monday after
spending Sunday
at her home in Belfast.

Mrs.

mal

at

his
Portland

with

Wm. H. Beckwith has closed her house
winter in

Citypoint, and will spend the
Springfield, Mass.

Capt. Samuel Devereaux of the Sailor’s
Snu« Harbor visited relatives and friends iu

Mrs. Arline S. Cooper left for her heme in
Newport, Tuesday after a short visit in Belfast with Miss Grace A. Lord.
R. F. Crocker of Belfast was one of the aids
Assembly held at the UniverEity
of Maine last Saturday evening.

at the Junior

|
j day

and &Irs- Ralph H. Howes returned
Sunfrom a week’s stay at Pine
Lodge, the
Howes’ cottage at Pitcher’s Pond.

Mr. and Mrs. Herat e Chenery have closed
their summer home, Crosby Place, and left
by
boat last Monday afternoon for Boston.

Mr. and MrB. Amos E. Sinclair of
Northeast
Harbor were in Belfast several
days last week
guests of Mrs. George E. Brackett.
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PERSONAL.

Miss Ida M. Ames spent Monday in Waterville on business.

yacht'

o’clock followed by a banquet at 6.30
There will be a rehearsal this, Thursday, afternoon at 3 o’clock.

Ti_,

James S. Harriman
day on business.

ing season and was moored for the wintei
above the railroad wharf. Ste~n lines wen
run to the wharf and a
gang plank gave easj
access to the craft, which was left in
charge
of Capt. John McCauliffe. For three or fou:
years she had not left her moorings until las
Saturday, when, having been sold to New Yorl
parties, she was hauled into the stream. Evei
with her housed topmasts and canvas-cover
ed masts she was a noble looking craft of tin
good old-fashioned type that is fast disappear
ing and soon will be seen no more. Saturday
afternoon a tug took her in tow for Rockland
where she has been hauled out on a marin<
railway to be transformed from a yacht into
fisherman.

at 6

j
j

PERSONAL.

The first stage rehearsal of the Elopemen
of Ellen was held in The Colonial last Saturday
night. Miss Alice Simmona is coaching thi
cast The play will be presented at The Colonial Friday evening, Nov. 29th, under the aus
pices of the North Church Guild, and a feat
ure of the third act will be the introduction 01 |
several musical numbers to be given by loca
talent. The play is a very popular one am
has attracted large audiences wherever pre
sented.

Castine the past week.
Miss Cora Dyer has returned to her
Good bye, Speranza. Some years ago th<
home in
schooner yacht Speranza, owned by F. W. Hil I Burnham after a week’s visit in Fairfield with
her sister, Mrs. Edna Ward.
of Bangor, came here at the end of each

At the regular meeting of Primrose Chapter
O. E. S., Friday evening, Nov. 15th, will occui
the official visitation of Mary A. Sears, Granc
Matron of the Grand Chapter of Maine anc
there will be work in the several degrees. A
reception to the Grand Matron will take plac<

invitations

friends and all interested to
meet the officers between the hours of one and
four on that day, and considering the inclement weather there was a goodly number present. President W. H. Quimby, Treasurer Wilbur R. Blodgett, and trustees O. E. Frost,
James H. Howes, Horace Che'nery and Ralph
L. Cooper left Belfast on the 12.15 p. m. train
for Unity to do the honors of the occasion.
The manager, Mr. Benjamin A. Fogg, was
found at the bank ready to welcome all comMr. Fogg was for 21 years the manager
ers.
of H. P. Hood & Sons creamery in Unity and
is in every way well qualified for the position
he now holds—a genial man of recognized
business ability and integrity, who has the
confidence of all who know him. He will be at
the bank every week day frcm 9 to 12 and
were

Golden Cross Commandery worked the de
gree on three candidates last Thursday evening and received seven applications for membership. Grand Comihander Charles A. McKinney and District Deputy A. P. Varney of Portland were present. A banquet followed th<
work.
Notwithstanding the ram about 5(

safe is

NUMBER

The News of Belfast.

Orrin J. Dickey, major of the 1st Batallioi
And Some of the Industries of that
Enter- of the 2nd Maine Regiment, will inspect Can
prising and Flourishing Town.
ton Bangor, P. M.. L O. 0. F., at Bangor Nov
March 4,1912, the Waldo Trust
local Cantons a
Company of 20th and later will inspect the
this city, in response to requests
from their Fort Fairfield, Hou 1 ton and Camden.
patrons in Unity and vicinity, opened a branch
The officers of Palestine Commandery wen
in Unity, with Mr. B. A. Fogg of that
town as installed last evening and the occasion was obmanager; and Mr. Wilber R. Blodgett, treas- served as Ladies’ Knight, each Sir Knight t<
urer, of the Waldo Trust Co., spent
several invite a guest, and all Sir Knights of othei
weeks in Unity to get the new institution
in commands visiting in the vicinity were invitrunning order. Its success was immediate. In ed. A business meeting was held at 7.30, folfact, to use a common expression, it filled a lowed by the installation.
n
long felt want and the business increased so
Canton Pallas, P. M.. I. O. O. F., was offici
rapidly that it was decided to put up a suitally inspected Nov. 13th by Major L. L. Ander*
able bank building.
The location selected was
son and staff of Canton Molineau of Camden
near the railway station on the main
road to The
degree was worked on two candidates
the village and next to the general store of J.
Lieuts. John T. Davis and Arthur R. Murcl
H. Far well & Co., and here a brick
building, and chevalier W. J. Roberts were the commit32x24 feet, one story and
basement, has been tee on the banquet that followed the inspecerected. The banking rooms are
attractively tion and degree work.
fitted and furnished
ience.

1912.

Mrs. Annabel V> alker Berry of Rockland has
been spending a few days in this
city with
her mother and brother on Spring street.

Mrs. Ralph D. Southworth
left by train Friday morning to spend a few days with her
son,
Dana B. Southworth, at Hebron
Academy.

Rev. Arthur

A.

Blair went to Stockton

Springs Wednesday and and gave a lectur e on
the subject of Eugenics before the Current
Miss Hazel Doak and Miss Belle
Keating Events club of that place.
were guests the
past week of Mr. and Mrs.
L Colby A. Rsckliffe. a former U. of M. stuFrank O. Haskell, Ingraham Hill,
Rockland.
dent, attended the Maine-Bowdoin game at
Mr. A. C. Hopkins motored to
Bucksport Orono^last Saturday, and was the guest of
last Thursday on business and was
accompani- friends over the week-end.
ed by Mrs. Hopkins, who spent a
delightful
mrs. frank Arden
Elms, formerly Miss Eva
day with old friends and neighbors.
L. Morris of Belfast, left
Wednesday by boat
Capt. Theodore Colcord of the American- to
join her husband in Worcester, Mass., where
Hawaiian S. S. line, who is
spending some time they will make their home.
at his home in
Searsport, was the guest last
Donald W. Vaughan, clerk in the
week of Mr. and Mrs. Thomas B.
City Drug
Dinsmore.
store,is taking his annual two weeks' vtcation.
Avery life-like portrait of Hon. Arthur 1. He will
the
spend
week-end in Portland with
Brown of this city has been added to
the gal- his Bister, Mrs. M. L.
Stantial.
lery of portraits of former premiers in the
Among the recent initiates into The Mystics,
private office of the Secretary of State in Authe sophomore
gusta.
interfraternity honorary society
at Colby, w ere Crawford W. Treat of
Stockton
Cards have been received by Belfast
friends Springs and
Ralph A. Bramhall of Belfast.
of Mr. and Mrs. Carl Lamson,
announcing their
Charles M. Brewster of Belmont haE been
arrival in Havana, Cuba. After
touring the drawn as a
member of the grand jury for the
island they will visit Jamaica, South
America

installed Nov. 5th by Past Illustrious
The Y. M. C. A. An interested audience
!
i Master, George R. Doak, assisted by Illustri- assembled in the Opera House last Sunday
ous William C. Libby, Grand Master of Cere<
uuiu
bu « u tiwa.
evening to listen to an address by Mr. Jeffer
monies. The following were installed: Aller son
Smith, State Secretary of the Y. M. C. A
Unity is a shipping point for a section that L.
Curtis, T. I. M.; George C. Trussell, D. M. It was first announced as a
includes many fine farms and is the home of
meeting for mei
Charles Harmon, P. of W.; Illustrious Wilmei and
boys exclusively, but at the Sunday morn
many thriving local industries. It has long
J. Dorman, treasurer; Charles E. Johnson, re- ing services the women and
needed the banking facilities now afforded it
girls of the citj
corder; Illustrious A. D. Hayes, C. of G.; FranV were invited to attend. Mr. O. E. Frost
and it is safe to predict that the business of
pre
E. Bramhall, C. of C.; Illustrious C. J. Pattet sided and
spoke of Belfast’s need of some pro
the bank, and of the town, will grow in unison.
Adrian C. Tuttle, sentinel; Rev vision for men and
steward;
boys who do not have th<
Within a stone’s throw of the railway station
David L. Wilson, chaplain; Illustrious Willian
benefit of a good home. Rev. D. B. Phelan
are the creameries of H. P. Hood & Sons and
C. Libby, Master of Ceremonies.
pastor of the Methodist church,offered prayer
the Turner Center Dairying Co., the general
Worthy Matron, Mrs. Bertha E. Dorman and Mr. E. S. Pitcher, with Mrs. W. B. Fletch
stores of J. H. Farwell & Co., and the Maplewood Lumber Co., the latter’s large storehouse Past Worthy Matron, Mrs. Jessie S. Pattee er at the piano, led the congregational singing
Lakie’s orchestra rendered several pleasinj
and new grist mill, the saw mill of Bartlett & Dr. and Mrs. Adelbert Millett. Mrs. George B
| and Panama.
Chase, the large potato house of F. M. Leon- Dyer, Mrs. Fred Toothaker, Mr. W. A. Mason selections before the address. Mr. Smith’
Mr- and Mrs- Fred R. Poor returned
ard & Co. of Boston, and not far distant is the Mrs. Veretta Bailey, Misses Grace H. Hall ant talk was practical and business like. He tol< 1
home
Loula A. Mason, Mrs. Hattie S. Ritchie, Mrs
of the work being done by the Y. M. G. A., ii t last Saturday from a visit with relatives in
canning factory of the Portland Packing Co.
Jennie
E. Leavitt, Mrs. Sarah E. Pierce, Mrs
Massachusetts. Mrs. Poor had been the
the cities, in the army and navy, in the lumbe
The creamery of H. P. Hood & Sons was esguest
Isa C. Howes, Mrs. Lulu C. Hills, Mrs. Charlei cam
for a week or more of her
tablished here 21 years ago, and for the pAst
ps, among sailors, and in fact among mei
mother, Mrs. E. B.
W. Jenness, Mrs. Lillian B. McDonald, Mrs. O and
in Lynn.
in
walk
of
Billings
life.
Behind
thi
boys
every
eight months has been under the management
S. Vickery, Misses Maude E. Barker, Edith M
worK
are
hard-headed business men, wh« •
of Mr. Fogg’s successor, W. E. Glazier of MilMr. and Mrs. Rnwrinin W
-r t_i
Southworth, Charlotte M. Tibbetts, Florence realize the necessity for just such influence a
boro were guests Monday of Rev. and
ton, Vt., a young man of good business ability.
Mrs. D.
Chaplee, Emeroy Ginn, Capt. R. W. Warrei this association wields, and it is their mone; B. Phelan.
all.
Mrs. Ada H. Kimball
Charles F. Chapman met his death near his In this connection it may be noted that the
They attended the Bowdoin U. of
Fred
and
T.
Chase
went
to
Camden
::
Monday that maintains the Y. M. C. A. buildings ti M. game in Orono Saturday ar.d
in Boston received word last Saturday
'■•uman, both of Belfast, were home in Rockland Nov. /th
by accidental firm
spent Sunday
to
represent Primrose Chapter, O. E. S. counteract the pernicious influences of th<
at 7.30 p. m Nov. 10th, at
the national dairy show at Chicago,
with friends in Pittsfield.
drowning. He lived at the Highlands and that at
at
official
the
1
inspection of Maiden Clif saloons. Mr. Smith told of a number of prac
i:
'he bride in Waldo avenue by
won the gold medal for market milk
had
they
Mr. and Mrs. John Beckwith, who were callwent down town Tuesday evening for provisMrs. Euda Lermond of Union
--a n of the North
«•-,
tical and helpful things done for the boys ii
Congrega- ions,using one of a pair of work horses. About a by scoring 96.9 points out of a possible 100. Lodge by
ed to Belfast by the death of
Mr. Wm. H.
E’nly the families of the bride quarter of a mile from his home is a lime rock ! There were contestants from all over the District Deputy Grand Matron. Orien Waterville, Augusta and Portland. The worl Beckwith, returned to their home
in Springof Union, and Naomi Chapter o
Chapter
i
:.essed the ceremony, in which
is
maintained
of
th(
generally
independently
United States and Canada.
field, Mass., last Monday, accompanied t.y Mrs
pit fenced off from the street, and inside the
St.
were guests, and representative; 1
George
is
was
churches
and
is
and
in
man’
a
moral
used. The bride wore a
'>>:
always
The Turner Center creamery is a more refence a foot path had been made to cut off the
Beckwith, who will spend the winter with
were
Beach Chapter o
present from
:ed gown of blue cloth. Mr.
instances a financial success.
The meetinj
them.
distance. It appears that Mr. Chapman left cent addition to the local industries, and with Lincolnville and Golden Rod of
Rockland
r.
EG:
left on the steamer Monday
closed with the benediction by Rev. David L
the branches in Troy and Jackson is under the
his horse to keep the road, while he took the
Hon. W. P. Thompson of
A delicious supper was served by the hos
k''
Bangor, the newly
Wilson of the Congregational church.
ton, on their way to Florida,
walk. The horse came to the barn, and the superintendence of Guy P. Norton, a bright, chapter at 6.30 and a
appointed reporter of decisions, was a visitor
lunch was provid
dainty
pass the winter, taking with
hard
New Advertisements. Owners of Edisoi 1
working young man. It has here one of the ed later in the
after waiting a short time for Mr. C.
in
family
Saturday
Augusta. While here he called
te
evening. A fine musical an<
wishes of many friends. Mr.
Phonographs should not fail to read the “Ex bpon Attorney General
started in search of him. Saturday afternoon best equipped creamery buildings in the State.
was furnished after the work
a few years ago, after
Pattangall and Secre|
being his body was found in the pit. There was a Both creameries ship to Boston,and the Turner literary program
Carle & Jones in our advertising
by
planation”
of
State Cyrus W. Davis.—Kennebet
tary
Nearly all the Belfast visitors returned 01 columns.
business for several years,
They had previously advertised t Journal.
bruise on the side of his head, but his watch Center creamery will soon begin shipping to
Tuesday morning's boat.
member of the John Cochran
It has about 300 milk prorepair all Phonographs brought to iheir stor
and money were intact showing the fall was Lynn, Mass., also.
Co'- Blaine Owen, on the staff of Gov.
of the Thomas H. Marshall
receives
about
ten
Plaiscans
1,000
Nov. 18th, 19th and 20tb, free, and now the;
ducers,
gallon
accidental.
He
was
born
in
THE FARMERS’ YEAR.
Belfast,
was elected president of
w:ive worker in the North
ted,
the Augusts
4
week
and
from
to
6
car
loads
are authorized by the Edison company to sa;
per
ships
per
the son ofi the late George and
Harriet
•'
Board cf Trade at its annual
".'.•'ties.
Nov. 8th
Chapman, and was 49 years old. He is sur- week. They have an apparatus for making A Record Breaking Crop of Corn. Increas* : that the parts that may be needed will be fur and >s the youngest man to meeting
occupy the position
stock of skimmed milk that is used in
free with the single exception of main
nished
glue
in
and
of
Size
Value
Other
The
his
Miss
vived
of
wife,
Mr.
by
formerly
Crops.
Mary Claymarriage
-bice the board was organized.
Robert A
springs. Also note Carle & Jones’ offer of , j
Washington, Nov. 8. A corn crop of 3.169,
Milbridge, and Miss Eliza- tor of Vinalhaven; by two sons, Allie, aged 19 paper sizing and it is a profitable branch of the
Cony, Jr., was e lccted secretary.
water
set
to
the
business.
the
most
ou
or
person
bringing
Islesboro
took
15
bushels
mor
281.021,000
137,000 bushels,
years; by two brothers.
place at the years and John, aged
;
Miss Ida M. Ames resigned from the
ine unity plant, oi tne roruana
of repair Edison Phonograph into their storebe
office
racuing i„o. than the greatest crop of corn ever grown ii
ages in Belfast Nov. 11th at John F. of Belfast and Geo. Chapman of Wor|
of Leonard & Barrows last
fore Nov. 19th.. .A half-price sale on all agat
Saturday, as hei
.d B. Phelan, pastor, cffic- cester, Mass., and by two sisters, Mrs. Alice is credited this year with the largest pack of any country of the world, is the feature of th
marriage to Leroy A. Webber is to take place
corn in the State irrespective of acreage.
K
the single ring service.
country’s most remarkable agricultural year i: ware, tin ware, galvanized ware and black iro
A Brooks and Mrs. Rose Keyes, Doth of Worcesat an early date. Miss Louise Brown will
The potato house, owned by f. M. Leonard history, according to the November crop re
ware ,in the basement salesroom of Carle i
John
Mr.
F.
ter.
went
to
Ri
Rockland
to
Chapman
the
t-sboro, including
bride’s
substitute in the Leonard it Barrows office
& Co. of Boston and efficiently managed by port of the United States department of Agri
Jones will begin today and continue for fou
Mrs. Annie and Miss Kalh- attend the funeral which took place Monday.
j
culture, issued today. The report complete* I
during November and Miss Florence M. Brown j
Mr.
Charles
W.
is
Nov.
18th.
a
busiDo
mis
not
Mitchell,
closing
doing
large
days,
Monday,
and Mrs. Bowdoin N. Penthe government’s preliminary estimates of th |
Word has been received of the death of ness. The
will take the position permanently Dec. 1st
building is 85 by 45 feet and has 24 nation's principal farm crops. This great cro; ] this opportunity to stock up your kitchen wit!
i vndleton, Mrs. Inez Pendle!
Flora White, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. W.
with
of corn was worth on Nov. 1st to farmers $1,
Miss Bertha A. Wiley went to
an average capacity of 750 bushels.
the very best quality of goods at half price
bins,
and Grace Pendleton and
Portland
White, formerly of Winthrop, at San Jose,
Calif., where they moved this fail.
Miss It is a model of neatness and convenience. 850,776,010.
....See statement of the Stockton Spring
Wednesday, Nov. 6th, accompanying her sisover to attend the marriThe enormous sum of $4,171,134,000 repre
White was to take a post-graduate cuurse at There are stored in the
Trust Co., Stockton, Me... Regal shoes, Boni ! ter. Mrs. Walter
house, waiting for sented the farm value on Nov. 1st of th
Varney, who had been at the
becomingly gowned in a Stamford university. She was born in Winstreet model, at The Dirsmore Store. Cal I home of their parents, Mr. and
‘-it with hat to match. They throp, Nov. 18, 1888, would have graduated shipment to Florida Dec. 1st, 12,000 bushels United States' crops of corn, hay, wheat, oats
>Mrs. Frank E.
|
flax
and
seed,
buckwheat
rye
seed potatoes, “Rose No. 4,” to be potatoes, barley,
and see them.S. E. & H. L. Shepherd Co
Wiley, for a week. Miss Wiley will visit in
An informal reception was from the Winthrop High school in the class of of
the value of the growing cotton cro^
With
|
1905, but left to attend the Cony High at Au- planted Jan. 1st and the resulting crop will
are prepared to buy oxer
Boston and Haverhill before
;‘:-d Mrs. Phelar,
and the crops of tobacco, rice and apples, th* | Rockport, Me.,
returning to Belimmediately gusta, from which she graduated in 1906.
steers, beef cows, hogs and lambs; also poultr;
fast, and will be gone several weeks.
v.
Mrs. Phelan, assisted by i From there she went to Mt. Holyoke, where be returned to the Northern markets eaiiy aggregate value of these principal farm pro
will mount well beyond $5,000,000,00C
ducts
Mrs. Bowdoin N. Pendleton, she was
in
and
all
kinds
of
the
for
whicl
Mitchell
is
&r.
a
an
spring.
country produce,
graduated in 1910. From that time
Flom a personal letter we learn that the
rt\ cake and fruit punch.
Later until this summer she has taught in the Madi- able and enterprising business man who is Upon the preliminary estimates of productioi 1 they will pay the market price and sell at hot
Drexels and Mr, L. L Biddle, who are summei
and prices announced today the value of th*
od to the Windsor Hotel, son
High school. She was one of the most not afraid of work. Ke buys and
k*;
do
cash
tom
a
business
prices. They
strictly
ships to crops figures out as follows:
residents of North Islesboro, will, on accounl
by invitation of Mr. Ward. brilliant scholars ever attending the High
Corn. $1,870,776,000; hay $854,615,000; wheat .Annual meeting of the stockholders o
r- minent
in Milbridge social school at Winthrop and her death comes as a Boston large quantities of potatoes.
The
of the war trouble and the unsettled
t;
state oi
oats,
$603,639,000;
s
$476,169,000;
potatoes,
and
$188,
the bride is one of shock to her many friends and classmates,
I
house is arranged so that teams unload at two
the Waldo Trust Co., at 10.30 a. m., Nov. 19tl
the countries involved,
flax seed, $39,693,
$120,845,000;
501,000;
barley,
probably give up the
Pbly
ladies.
ill
a
short
respected
She
was
i
young
time, death resulting large doors on the street side and the
v
only
Tho
are only to be ha' 1
original
Holeproof
potatoes
which
000; rye, $24,370,000; buckwheat, $12,526,000.
‘it in the home town
trip
they have been planning througl
schools, from a surgical operation for appendicitis.
There was an increase in the total value o
at The Dinsmore Store. They are not onl;
■'
been engaged in millinery I Besides her father and mother she leaves one after inspection are taken through opposite
.•
parts of Turkestan, Russia and about the
each of these crops excepting buckwheat, po
to
wear
six
months
many friends extend con- brother, Claudius, who is also in California.
doors
onto platforms and loaded directly into
without
a
hoi
:
guaranteed
Black Sea, and will winter on this side of the
tatoes, barley and rye. The increase nette* |
Mr. and Mrs. Ward went |
■J"''
Miss White was one of thirteen in a class of cars on the track. The ventilation and heal
l" Lake the steamer
*$515,057,000 over the value of ltst year’s crops but are of the “silky-soft, fine spun, warm a Atlantic.
•u''
Stockton
over two hundred who graduated from Mt.
are so arranged that potatoes can be kept in
Record crops of corn, potatoes, flax seed
toast kind”....See request for return of *
v> ere followed there
by their
The Marshall K. Hale Circle, No.
■•rfd with rice and confetti.
rye and hay were harvested thi
rj
collar and cuff set to H. M. Black’s store...
Holyoke with the highest honors. She was a the house for late shipment. Last year’s busi- oats, barley,
2J, of Noryear. The government's official estimates o
niece of Mrs. Alfred A. Small and had been a
Man and wife wanted to take charge of a farr , ridgewcck held a special meeting in the Ode
ness was very satisfactory, but September and
the value of the various crops and its final es
Fellows Hall, Nov. 6th. State president, Mrs
October of this year the receipts have ex- timates of total production will be announce* l near Belfast....The special sale next Satui
frequent visitor in Belfast.
State Inspector, Mrs. Phebe Hatch
at “The Home of Good values” will l B Tarbox.and
wins tht
total of 1911. Plans are in pro- in December.
ceeded
the
day
Williom .Tapnha fnr
fVion A(\
Championship: Colby Takes
both of Fryeburg were present. Three new
“Southworth’s
the
On
thi
for
of
hats.
,
the
house
Special”
capacity
Derby
gress
duplicating
Second Place.
UDCJ\ ■ ■
members were added to the list and a bakic
ployed on the Bangor & Boston steamers, died next
day only you can buy a $2.50 hat for only $1.7!
spring.
v. 10.
Miss Mary Kent Davey returned to Bostor
University of Maine at his home in Bangor Nov. 8th after an illness
bean dinner was served to some of the mem
window
See
4
display....Mrs. William H. Beck
uiain
y vj.
uioj/icn
last week, after spending several months wit
intercollegiate football cham- of several months. He was for many years
bers of the Post and to the members of th<
> by defeating Bowdoin, 17 to
with and family publish a card of thanks....
and F. E. Whitehouse) conducts a large gen- her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Davey...
circle. Several visitors were present fron
Piously won from Colby and quartermaster, serving on the steamers Katah- eral store ai d does an extensive business in Miss Marian Jennison after a
House No. 107 Waldo avenue to rent. Enquii B J
month’s
visit
i
kept Maine from scoring un- din, Cambridge, Lewiston, New Brunswick,
Madison.
on the premises... .November 16th, 18th an j |
'f the second
period, once Penobscot, City of Bangor, City of Rockland, long and short lumber, spool stock and town returned last Saturday to her home i 1
Mr. and Mrs. Elijah S. Shuman left Mnnrla.
l>n the one-foot line after a
Their new storehouse is 80 by 32 Waltham, Mass....Mitchell’s orchestra playe I 19th will be children’s days at the dry gooc 9
shingles.
Belfast and Camden.
He leaves his wife
b on the Bowdoin
noon on a wedding
trip to Jacksonville, Fla
37-yard
feet. They recently installed a grist mill, at the Hallowe’en ball at Fred Allen’s hall las c store of James H. Howes in Odd Fellow 3
J a goal from placement.
three sons and a daughter.
where they will spend the winter. Mr. an< i
iod Maine scored on a forprincipally for their own use, but also do cus- Thursday night-Mr. and Mrs. Harry Wy block. The sale will include coats, dressei j
Mrs. Shuman were married last Sunday even
the 17-yard line and in the
tom grinding.
man of
Thorndike were in town Sunda f sweaters and knit goods, underwear and hois
A New, Boston Ciub.
at 7.30 o’clock at the home of the bride
ery. The infant's department is well stocke< i. !
The Bartlett & Chase saw mill furnishes calling on relatives... Roy Wight of Belfas t
•; series of line plunges Carlei'l over for a touchdown.
! Mrs. Ada H. Kimball, Rev. David L. Wilson
Display and sale begins next Saturdav.
A new business men’s club, primarily for
lumber, custom work, and contract spool stock. was a guest of Mr. and Mrs. F. P. Bennet
first down by rushing but
the convenience of out-of-town business men.
pastor of the Congregational church officiating
kicking and line plungirg ha been formed by prominent business men ; for Pawtucket, R. I. Others engaged in the last week. Gus Sherman of Lawrenc 3
73 weeks in a year.
1
i The marriage was strictly private. They hav<
was
in town last week, visiting his fathe
of Boston, and has secured a building for club lumber business are W. H. J. Moulton & Sons,
'■i'ainst Bowdoin on her own
the best wishes of their many friends.
Stevens & Libby, Bartlett & Chase and Seth and sisters at the Beaulieu farm.
rooms at 20 Kilby street, opposite the Stock
■me in the
One Week Left Over, so that Goes for a I
history of Maine Exchange
It is to be known as the Pendleton; and this is by no means a
Mr. and Mrs. Marcellus Metcalf of Camdei
complete Joseph Chapman and Mrs. Millie Harmon wer 3
played a fighting game Interstate building.
Commercial
Association.
The
Time.
obHoliday
"1 by the heavier lads of the
list of Unity’s local industries.
! celebrated the 50th anniversary of their mai
married last Saturday by L. D. Jones, Esq...
ject of the association is to provide convenient
We hereby call for three cheers for Thom; s
riage Friday evening, Nov. 1st. About fifti
quarters for out-of-town business and pro- ! The village shows evidences of enterprise Levi Whitcomb of Belfast has been the gues f B. Dinsmore, of Belfast, Maine.
•:'V. 11.
By^defeating Bates fessional men who come Lo town from time to and prosperity,and ia the Central House it has of his
Everybod y were present and a notable feature of the oc
-uni field Saturday
daughter, Mrs. Percy Leman.Mi
afternoon, time to transact business.—Boston Post.
up!
hotel.
an
The annual fair of the and Mrs. Herbert Bradstreet of Freedom wer 3
casion was the presence of the oldest gentle
place in the Maine college
up-to-date
Mr. Dinsmore has invented a new calenda
man in town, James Storey.
Although the score was large
Unity Park association brings many peop'.e, guests last Sunday of Mrs. Mary Cox....Wil
They were pre
with seventy-three five-day weeks in a yea ’•
game was the most interestA Camden Man’s Valuable Invention.
sen ted with forty dollars in gold, beside othe
and Windermere Park on the shore of the lake
liam Greeley was in Belfast on Monday...
After he’d made up twelve regulation size ^
Colby showed her true
1,1:1 ter team work
is rapidly growing in favor as a summer resort Major Everard Hatch, U. S. A., was in tow 1
presents. The house was artistically decorat
than at any
An exchange says that a new carburator has
months of six weeks each, he found he had a
1 he whole team was out for
ed, ice cream, wedding and bride’s cake wer !
the first of the week, calling on old friends
been invented by a Camden man which uses
left
week
over.
F.
wound
Orchard.
mly
George
Terry’s Apple
up their season in kerosene as well as gasolene. It is said to turn
served and a short program given,
1
Major Hatch is now stationed at Columbui >
including 1
"y had Bates at her mercy,
So he stuck that week on at the end, and he 8
up double what the ordinary carburator does
poem composed for the occasion and read b;
uie second
Ohio.Mrs. Samuel Morse and daughter o f
F. Terry has just finished
half.
George
Bates'
only
and
will
the
picking
revolutionize
motor
trade.
to
call
it
going
1
engine
“Holiday week,” and nobody s Mrs. Fred Porter.
'nc second
period, when on a ! The kerosene arrangement is what interests 600 barrels of choice apples at his Mountain Belmont are spending the week with Mr. an ^ to do
any work.
forward pass by Dennis, DanDr. and Mrs. Eugene L. Stevens have re
j engine owners, for kerosene is much cheaper farm, about two miles from Waterville. They Mrs. L. C. Morse....A. J. Skidmore made 3
?
We’re for you, Mr. Dinsmore! We’re for
end, went over the line fora I than gasolene.
It is said that gasolene will
yoi L
business trip to Augusta last week....A
ceived the following invitation: “Mr. and Mrs
Mlkt )
I probably be 20 cents a gallon next season, are largely of the Baldwin variety. This is
Another good Doint in the Dinsmore calei
oufset Colby played Bates off whereas it was 15 cents the
Rufus Choate request the honor of your pres
doubtless the largest crop reported from ore Martz and company appeared at St. Georg B der is that with
past season.
seventy-three Sundays in th ® ence at the
farm in this immediate vicinily. Mr. Terry’s hall on Monday night before a good sized an
marriage of their daughter, Celii
year (one a week) we’d gain about twenty-fit
trees are all young, many of them just coming dience.... Mr. and Mrs. Walter N.
f"'
The Shoe Situation.
Cargill c f holidays there. And Mr. Dinsmore would hat e Mason, to Mr. Ralph Wardlaw Crockett, oi
Camden Postmastership.
into bearing, and the present season’s crop
all the regular holidays left in besides.
Arlington, Mass., are guests of Mr. and Mn
Wednesday afterncoq, the twenty seventh o
will exceed that of former years by about 200
“To the American people in their mad rua
^ ilson’s
W. L. Cargill.
Trade in footwear is active in seasonable barrels. There are hundreds
election became a cerNovember, one thousand nine hundred an< l
of still younger
for business and pleasure, my calendar migl
bght for the postmastership lines, the weather having stimulated demand, trees on the place and under Mr.
the means of making a sturdy nation out < £ twelve at 5 o’clockat the Congregational churcl
Terry’s pro
at Camden. Three candidates and most factories are busy with supplemenHart L. Woodcock, Belfast’s gifted painte '• be
a condition that seems fast
gressive management he will soon have one of
tending toward a Essex, Mass. At home January sixteenth an< I
®iah H. Hobbs, chairman of tary orders; but spring business remains quiet, the best orchards in Kennebec
who has been spending several days in
Bango ’, race of nervous wrecks and dyspeptics,” saj s thirtieth from three to five o’clock at 481 Mail
county.
e|ectmen; J. Frank Knowlton, although in some directions fair orders foi
on
Mr.
left
Dinsmore.
Thursday for his camps at Bingham. ] „
to the legislature, and E, E.
March delivery are reported.
All kinds ol
Miss Alice Thorndyke, local
Odds of 736,427 to 1 are hereby offered (i Q street, Lewiston, Maine.” Mr. Crockett hai
operator in the a few weeks he is to leave for Nassau, N. P
°minent business man.
Al- shoe leather continue to display exceptional Western Union office, Dover, left
for
matches;
Monday
pay day isn’t till
that M •. several times been the guest of Dr. and Mrs
°f
only 3,000, Camden has the strength, with prices fully maintained on aboul a three weeks’ vacation to be spent in Belfast, where he will spend the winter,as has been h: s Mr. Dinsmore isn’t one oftomorrow)
the “great leisui e Stevens and is well known in Maine Command
mil varieties.—Dun’s Review, Nov. 9tb.
navinK a first data post office.
Camden and_ Rockland.—Piscataquis Observer. custom for some years.—Bangor News.
class.”—Boston Ameiican.
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United States district court at Portiara and
Josiah Colson of Prospect a member of the
petit jury for the December term.

Mrs. William Bryant of South Deer Isle is in
her 99th year, and with the
exception of deafness retains her faculties
remarkably. She is
as spry about her house work as
many young
women and her sewing is
something nice.
Mr. and Mrs. Jewell Duwiing of
Brookline.
Mass., who have been visiting in Swanville,
will leave Boston about the loth for
Arizona
California, where Mr. Dowling has busi-

and

ness

interests,

and

winter.

where they will spend the

Recent business letters from Mr. William O.
of Arlington, N. Y., announce his
marriage to Mrs. Laura Elms Webster, formerly of Belfast. Mr. and Mrs. Stoutenburg
will soon come to Belfast for a visit of several weeks.

Stoutenburg

Mrs. Florence Gilmore llutchler of
Roxbury
briday and ; assed the week-end
with Mr. and Mrs. Leroy haul. On her return
to Boston Monday afternoon she was accompanied by her niece, Mrs. Paul, who will pass
a week in the citv.

arrived last

Miss Lottie Cunningham left last
Saturday
a short
vis t in Boston
previous to scar"
ing Tuesday for Los Angeles, Calif., where she
expects a position as teacher in the public
schools. Her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Cornelius Cunningham,
accompanied her as lar as
Boston.
for

Mr. and Mrs. Horace C. Marden of Meriden,
Ct, have sent out cards announcing the marriage of their daughter, OUie Lee, and Mr.
Benja min Horace Little field, at Melrose, Mass

Wednesday, October 16th. Mr. and Mrs.
Littlefield will be at home after Jan. 1st, at

on

1073 South

StTPPt. Roolinrl oln

A-fr,.--.

Among those who attended the Maine-Bowdoin game at Orono Saturday was quite a delegation from Belfast, which included, beside
all the U. of M. students, Clarence E. Read of
Belfast, “Pater” Collins of Colby, and Charles
E. Brown and George J, Wentworth of ”ThtPastures," the latter

an

alumr.us of the L'ni-

versity.

....

[

1

mnra

naorc

The 1914 “Prism,” the University of Maine*
annual, will be of more than usual interest ir.
this vicinity. Nicholas P. Maknna of Bangor,
formerly of Belfast, is business manager and
A. B. Ferguson of New York is the artist.
Among the associate editors are R. S. Ferguson of New York and
Mark P. Pendleton of
Tslpshoro.
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The

wedding

of

Frances, daughter

of Mr

Mrs. Marshall 0. Knowlton, and Phillip
Pike, will take place at the bride’s home on
Thanksgiving day. Miss Knowlton is a popular member of the younger set, and the
groom,
a brake man on the Belfast branch of the Maine
Centra), has made many friends sir ce coming
to Belfast.
and

_

ivr.

nryani

ten

rittsneid, Nov. 7th foi

VVe3t

Medfield, Mass., where he will make his
home with his daughters. Mrs. R. L. Kcndell
and Mrs. W. L. Parsons. Before his
departure he was given a farewell
reception in the
Free Baptist church and
with
a nice
presented
Bible. A program was given and ice
cake and coffee were served.

cream

FREEDOM.
Carter B. Keene, Esq., came from Wash
ington to vote Nov. 5th ar.d left on his return
Nov. 6thf accompanied by his mother, Mrs,
Abbie C. Keen.... Mrs. W. R. Sparrow", Mrs
Fred Nichols, Mrs. Lewis March and Misses
Winifred Dodge and Lffie M. Flye attended
the special meeting of the Eastern Star in
Thorndike Nov. 7th_Mr. Fred N. Flye is
paintirg the dwelling hi uses of Mr. E. J. Vose
and W. R. Sparrow. He is a fine
painter, having learned his .trade of his brother, Albra E.
in
Boston.... The Freedom Cor.gregaFlye,
tional church had a reunion and dinner Saturd ay, Nov, 9th, and a good time was
enjoyed
by all present. Nearly forty answered to the
roll call, either by being present or by letter,
T he pastor, Mr. Atchison, made some
very int eresting remarks in regard to church work..
M r. Charles Johnson from Waterville was the
g uest of his sisters, Mrs. Martha Vose and
Miss Henrietta Johnson, Nov. 9th....Miss
Clair Farra, 11 years old, from Knox, will
make her home with Mrs. Almatia Wescott.

and constructive statesmanship. He has progressive idea does not root.
brought the party to defeat. Perhaps
he takes pride in his achievement, conYou Run No Risk When You Use This
|The Progressive party is a one-man
scious that
the vote polled for
Remedy.
The aspiring youth that fired the Ephesian affair. Aside from
dome
Mr. Roosevelt himself, it has made an
We promise you that, if your hair is falling
out and you ! ave not let it go too far. you car. Outlives iu fame the pious fool that rais'd it.
extremely small showing. It appears to
But ia the eyes of the world such fame,
repair the damage already dune by using Rexhave elected only eleven members of the
all “S3” Hair Tonic, with persistency and regu- with its trail of abandoned
principles,is a
larity, for a reasonable length of time. It is melancholy
as against more than ten times
exchange for the universal House,
a scientific, cleansing antiseptic, germicidal
Other third paradmiration for a man who, after exercis- as many Republicans.
stimulates
arid
preparation,
destroys microbes,
ties, without half the pretention, have
good circulation around the hair routs, pro- ing the highest power in the Republic, done much better than this. There were
motes hair nourishment, removes dandruff and
achieving great things and performing
assorted Populists
acts to restore hair health. It is as pleasant to
great services, retired to private life sixteen variously
as many Greenbackuse as pure water, and is delicately perfumed.
commending to the people the wisdom of elected in 1896, and

FALLING HAIR

FOR

It is

a

real toilet

We want you

necessity,

the

tradition

which

forbade

's

that he

#1

our

What Other

Papers Say.
fit
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COLONEL,

RESPONSIBLE.

The colonel himself was responsible
for the failure of all compromise plans.
His dictum that he would be the compromise candidate, if there was one, settled
the question. —Boston Herald.
ABLE AND LOVABLE.

Mr. Taft has been

minded,

so

cheery,

so

so

able,

lovable,

so
so

broad-

single-

in devotion to his duty as he
the political fates must fee!
relegating him to private
life. —Boston Post.

thoughted

saw it, that
a sorrow in

AN UPRIGHT MAGISTRATE.

To William Howard Taft, 26th President of the United States, supporters
and opponents can afford to unite this
morning in a sincere and deserved expression of respect and good will. He
has been an upright, patriotic magistrate. He has been a good executive.
He has given the country an efficient administration, free from scandal or suspicion. He has been an exemplar of
American ideals before the nation.—Boston

Globe.

DEMOCRATS SHOULD HAVE DONE BETTER.

But the joy of Maine Democrats should
be moderate. Their victory is due less
to their own worthy effort than to the
folly of their enemies. The two parts
into which the Republican party divided
gave a large majority of votes over the
Democratic party. A vote on the Republican side considerably larger than in
September; on the Democratic sidp a
falling cff of about one-fourth. The
Democratic party of Maine might, to
have done better.—Lewiston Sun.
MAINE’S SIEGE OK POLITICS.
Two

years

ago

Maine had

a

State

election, followed by the regular session
of the Legislature.
In 1911 it went
through the agony of a resubmission
campaign and referendum balloting.
This was followed by a special session of

the Legislature. Then came the primaries campaign of 1912 ai d nominations,
fought as vigorously as was the State
election campaign which followed. This
political pyramid was topped off with
the national campaign and election, to be
followed by a Legislature in a few
weeks. Truly Maine has had its share
of politics in the past tw'O years. The
people deserve a rest. Suppose we take
it and see what the men we have elected
will do? —Kennebec Journal.

Roosevelt secession. The result is the
triumph of ihe Democratic party in the
nation, the election of a Democratic
President and House of Representatives,
and probably the winning of enough
Legislatures to make the Senate Democratic. In a word, it appears to be a
repetition of the clean Democratic sweep
of 1892.
Whether the parallel is to be
continued remains to be seen. For the
first time in the history of the Republican party it has lost the State of Maine
in a Presidential election. And the party
has lost State after State hitherto almost
invariably Republican. Woodrow Wilson receives a large
majority of the
electoral vote.
The cause of this revolution? Theodore Roosevelt. To use one of his own
expressions, he has “bit the hand that
fed him.” Because he failed to get the
Republican nomination at Chicago, which,
he vehemently desired and was ready to
take on the platform adopted, he led his
followers into revolt and staited a new
party with him as the nominee. The
Republican party was good enough for
.him until it turned down his candidacy.
Then he turned upon it with fury and
tried to rend it. It then became to his
inflamed imagination all that was vile
and villainous. Of its leaders there was
nothing too bad for him to say. In traducing them he exhausted the dictionary
of expletives.
All this for revenge, the revenge of
disappointed ambition. If he could not
control he would destroy. All the political honors he has enjoyed—and he has
received many and some of the highest—
he has received at the hands of this same I
party, which he has now sought to throw
down. To compass the destruction, or
if not destruction then the greatest pos- 1
sible injury, he has stopped at nothing.
He has been false to friendships and has
broken his word.
Having declared that
because of "the wise custom" that limits
a President to two terms he would under
no circumstances be a candidate for or
accept another nomination, he disregarded his pledge ami became a candidate for
He has flouted a traditiona third term.
al policy that had ccme to have the force
of law.
He turned upon his best friends
who could not follow him in this strange
and
abused them shamefully.
His
path
violent and unmeasured attacks upon the
President of the United States exceeded

t
:

anything ever known.
In all this he has been able to draw

i

aftpr him a large number of men, hundreds of thousands of intelligent citizens, victin s of the strange Roosevelt

|

obsession, hynotized by

a

personality,

deaf to facts, blind to the prodigious
faults of their hero, devotees to hero
worship, filled with zeal, impervious to
r>ason, swallowing the most outrageous
misrepresentations. It is the most astonishing political phenomenon of our
times, and its spirit is perfectly expressed in one of the Roosevelt hymns:
Follow, follow, I will follow Roosevelt,

The future of the Republican party,
believe to be secure, because it still
represents, as it has always represented,
definite and fundamental principles of
statesmanship. In all kindness we feel
called upon to suggest that theProgressivo
party contains within itself the seeds
Anywhere, everywhere, 1 will follow on.
That will lead to its own destruction,
Follow, follow, I will follow Roosevelt,
because it is made up of men who have
Anywhere he leads me 1 will follow on.
aims.
It
is
essentially opposite political
And to what end? Rule or ruin. If
who
desire
that
consumers
eomposerfof
he could not be elected himself, he would
the high cost of living shall be reduced cause the defeat of the Republican
party.
and that the prices of the products of He has accomplished that. He has wreakthe farm shall be lessened, and of pro- ed
But
he
has
not won a third
revenge.
ducers who are anxious that prices of term. What Washington would not have
products shall not be lessened and who and Grant could not have, Roosevelt canvoted against President Taft yesterday not get. The
country has defeated the
because his theory of reciprocity would third term aspiration, and defeated it for
have interfered, as they believed, with all time, it is to be hoped. Noris that all.
the good prices which they are receiving The country has
rejected the strange
j
for their products. A party made up new doctrines of the new
movement,
thus, of men differing so essentially, subversive of our institutions and involvcannot be a permanent one. —Portland ing
personal government and one-man
Evening Express.
rule. Even at a cost of a Democratic
triumph it is worth the price. The counWAS IT WORTH WHILE.
try is safe from that danger at least, and
More in sorrow than in anger, more after the
experience that is coming to it,
with a feeling of sympathy than of con- it will have
recovered its balance four
demnation, we would like to ask the
years hence.
leaders of the progressive party whether
President Taft has made a good Presisatisfied with their
we

they are entirely
work which culminated yesterday in the
wreck of the Republican party and the
defeat of William H. Taft.
Mr. Roosevelt and his followers began

the assumption that they could conthe voters of this country, in times
of prosperity, that a nation was being
badly treated, that there was a great
tack of justice, that the rights of man
were being invaded, that the rights of
women were nil, that generally the country was on the verge of damnation and
on

vince

t._1*.
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only persons who could save it
from perdition.
fn the campaign which they have con-

were

the

ducted very hard blows have been given
and taken. Mr. Roosevelt has entirely
changed hi3 visiting list. He has broken
practically all his friendships of a lifeUiEM, and he has failed in his ambition to
have a third term as President. He has
c'tmsed numerous of his newer friends to
spend their private fortunes like water,
and he has created a feeling of distrust
of American institutions in the minds of
a

large number of persons.

But, fortunately, that large number of
small minority of the
persons is a very
total citizenship of the United States.
The constitution still stands, the government still lives, and it is to be hoped that
the course of prosperity will continue.
Was it worth while? Out of the wreckthe proage of the Republican party

gressive patty

cannot be built up.

It is

not founded on strong underlying prinsupported it are
ciples. Those who have
for the most part men of no deeply
the
Grand Old
grounded views. But Roosevelt
lies
Party which honored Mr.
the Democracy
prostrate in the dust and
has come into control of the government.
W as it worth while?-New York Herald.
ROOSEVELT’S REVENGE.

the Presidency
Governor Wilson wins
the division of his natural oppoHe did not inspire enthusiasm or
nents
candidate than
show himself a stronger
not to
Mr. Bryan. He owes his victory

through

in himself or
superior public confidence
Roosevelt’s
the Democracy, but to Mr.
the
desire to wreck the Republican party
instant he could not rule it. Inspired by
over-weening ambition and personal amagainst the
mosity, Mr. Roosevelt turned
him the highest
party which had given
had obtainhe
honors and through which
the popular
ed his marvellous hold on
Its leaders and policies
imagination.
which he
were the leaders and policies
stood ready
had long commended, and he
it if he could.
to take a nomination from
from its
But when it declined to depart
historic traditions to loyalty to represenconstitufixed
tative government under
tional guarantees and an independent juand revoludiciary and take up radical
had
tionary doctrines which he themopposed
a suitin
along with it until he saw
able instrument of personal aggrandizeto tearing
ment, he devoted his energies
Sedown the structure built by Lincoln.
and
McKinley
ward, Grant, Garfield
■which has ever been the home oj liberty

:

goes to the Republicans,
who saved many more districts than
they did in 1890, and about as many as
they did in the clean-cut contest of 1892.
The minority leader of the House will be
a Republican, and his party will be "the

Washington

Of course the Progressives will claim
that they are the magnet and all else the
filings, and that to them all minority
forces must ultimately be drawn. But
it is not easy to see how this will come
It will be extremely difficult
to pass.
for Mr. Roosevelt to keep before the
American people for the next four years,
without holding a public office from
which to preach. His field for agitation
is also likely to be much circumscribed
by the output of progressive ideas of the
Democratic congress; after that body
has had its fling at new devices destined
to “enthrone the people,” it is doubtful
if any large hunger for further efforts in
that direction remains unsatisfied.
The weakness of the Rooseveit party
has been its lack of definite and affirmative principles, particularly in the field
of national legislation.
It has been
reactionary to the last degree on the
tariff. And yet it was on that issue that
the group of senators who have long
called themselves
Progressive broke
away from the Republican standard.
Most of the “causes” which the Roosevelt movement has espoused either come
within the domain of State law, or are
already in process of being attended to
by the older parties. The popular election of senators, for example, and the
federal income tax are in course of
cxuupuun

uu

vue

impetus

ui

a

xvepuuucmi

Congress.
It accordingly looks as if the Progressive party would dry up and blow away,
as have the long line of third parties of
the past. Much, of course, will depend on
what happens in the immediate future.
If, in the Congressiona elections two years
from now, the Republicans should make
substantial recoveries, the party prestige

would be restored once more, and with the
prospect of victory under the old banner
assured, Prog^essiveism would rapidly
fade out. But if the cleavage in Republican ranks continues unmodified, and
one or two presidential elections roll by,
with the country given to the Democrats by the failure of the opposition
forces to coalesce, the electorate might
ultimately turn in desperation to the newer broom.
This, however, is extremely
remote. The mass of experience is against
perpetuity of a one-man party, and particularly a party so lacking in definite
excuses for existence.
This is made particularly clear by the
inverted pyramid aspect of the Progressive vote.
It is largest at the top. It
tapers down very fast. It was not in
this way that the Republican party of
1856 displaced the decadent Whiggery.
That new party laid its foundations deep
and strong in popular support. It be-

recognized as a vigorous opposition in Congress before it successfully
grappled with the electoral ticket. And
no one man created Republicanism:
it
had principles enough to summon into
service the men whose names are today
its peculiar pride. —Boston Herald.
came

PORTO RICO’S NEW WONDER.
Porto Rico come reports of a
wonderful new discovery that is believed will
vastly benefit the people. Ramon T. Marchan,
of Barceloneta, writes "Dr. King’s New Discovery is doing splendid work here. It cured
i me about five times of terrible coughs and
colds, also my brother of a severe cold in his
chest and more than 20 others, who used it on
my advice. We hope this great medicine will
yet be sold in every drug store in Porto Rico."
For throat and lung troubles it has no equal. A
trial will convince you of its merit. fiOc and
$1.00. Trial bottle free. Guaranteed by all
From far away

In

Memoriam Gov. Hill.

A bronze tablet presented by the citiof Eliot is to be erected on a large
boulder at the Hill homestead in that
town, bearing the following inscription:
This Tablet
Is Erected by
zens

His Grateful Townsmen
to Commemorate the

Birthplace

of
John Freemont Hill
Born October 19, 1855
Died March 16, 1912.
• Governor of Maine
1901-1905.

Sixth in D< scent from Samuel Hill
Who settled there in 3686

NOT ONLY IN BELFAST
Similar Cases Occur

Daily

in This

Vicinity.

Not only here in Belfast but in our neighboring towns, the same good story is heard.
An encouraging instance from Rockland is
given here, and will be read by us with great

CURING THE CAT.
That ever, a cat may experience sudden reformation is proved by the experiment thus reported by Mrs. Gray:
I had been missing young chickens,
one or two at a time, from the brood we
were raising in the back yard.
At last I
discovered that our neighbor’s cat was
the thief. He was a big black fellow
with a yellow stripe round his neck, and
I did not want to cause his death, but I
did desire very much to effect his reformation.

I watched him until I found out the
time he usually slipped through the cross
fence and came over for his supper of
spring chicken. Then I brought a large
cannon firecracker and sat down by an
upstairs window that overlooked the
chicken yard to wait for him.
Directly he appeared, cautiously looking to the right and left waving his tail
in anticipation. He picked out his prey
and crouched. I lighted the fuse of the
cracker and held it as long as it was
safe. Just as he was ready to spring I
pitched it to the ground.
It struck not a foot behind him and exploded as it struck.
That cat went into the air almost two
feet, with a blood-curdling squall, and
alighted running. It never came back.
It lives to a good old age in the house
next door, but it never came into my
yard again, and 1 do not believe a plate
of cream would have tempted it six
inches beyond the fence.—Youth’s Com-

interest.

L. C. Rollins, 602 Main St., Rockland,
Me., says: “In December, 1S03, I was taken
sick and was confined to my bed until May,
1904. I doctored all the time, but when I was
able to get about I found that my kidneys
were in terrible shape. My back ached severely and it often felt as if it were breaking. My
mother had used Doan's Kidney Pills with the
best of results and on her advice I tried them
getting my supply at Hill’s Drug Store. The
first few doses helped me and it seemed as if a
heavy load had been removed from my back. I
continued using Doan’s Kidney Pills and was
restored to good health. I feel certain that if
I had used this remedy sooner I would have
been spared a great deal of suffering.” (Statement given November 14,1904.)
Mrs.

GRANDMA CRIE’S 83d BIRTHDAY.

'•
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opposition.”

dent, able, prudent, sagacious, safe, sane druggists.

and progressive.
He deserved better at
the hands of his countrymen. He is the
victim of misrepresentation.
He has
been horribly traduced and belied. No
other public man of modern times has
suffered such treatment. Posterity will
do him justice and place him in the list
of best Presidents.—Portland Press.

when you use a

^

(xienwood

in 1878.

to try Rexall “93” Hair Tonic
In the State legislatures the Progresshould again be President.—New York
promise that it will cost you nothing
sive organization cuts a very sorry figure.
unless ycu are perfectly satislied with its use. Tribune.
The men who will make the country’s
It corns in two sizes, prices 50c. and $100.
BIT THE HAND THAT JTED HIM.
laws, local and general, are either ReRemen.her, you can obtain Rexall Remedies
The expieted has happened. A house publicans or Democrats.
Nowhere do
in this comm unity only at our store—The Rexall Store—City Drug Store, Edmund Wilson divided against itself cannot stand. The the third party men even hold the balRepublican house was divided by the ance of power. The minority room in
Prop., 93 Main Street.

with

]

Being A Housekeeper Is Some Fun

u

The Range that
Makes Cooking Easy"
A Glenwood Coal or Gas Range for cooldnflf, and I
Glenwood Parlor Stove, Furnace or Boiler for heating
means solid comfort and iaaa fad.

I

4

Mitchell $ Trussell, Belfast

_i/
TRANSFERS IN REAL ESTATE.

j

Sylvester, do.;

land in

Belfast.

Boyce Mitchell, U litv, to E. E Rirgland in Unitv and’Unitv
The following transfers in real
Plantation.
were recorded in Waldo County Registry
B. F. Fuller, Searsmont, to Charles
i
M
of Deeds for the two weeks ending Nov.
Howes, Liberty; land in Searsmont
D.
1912.
Washington
11,
Harriman, Prospect
to Percival N. Ginn, do.; land
in ProsHorace Robbins, Searsport to Clarilla pect.
!
P. Blake, do.; land and buildings in
A. A. Ginn, Prospect, to P. M Ginn
Searsport.
I do.; land in Prospect.
Isaac A. Terrili, Old Town, to
Jacob L. Ames, Unity, to W. H. J.
GeorgSwift, Newton Highlands, Mass
Moulton, do.; land in Unity.
]1 ianna
land
and
in
buildings
Northport.
Unity Lake Land and Improvement 1 The
Inhabitants of the City of BelCo., to W. H. J. Moulton, do.; land in
to Ida M. Holt, do.; land in Belfast,
Unity.
Milton B. Hills, Lincolnville, to Mary fast.
Angie M. Tucker, Malden, Mass, to
R. Coggins, do.; land in Belfast.
Geo. H. Clark, Searsmont, to Loren Marian H. Bailey, Belfast; land in Belfast.
W. Bennett, do.; land in Searsmont and
Morrison R. Heal, Camdei-, to Alton I
Appleton.
Emily E. Mears, New Haven, Ct., tc Heal, Searsmont; land and buildings iii
E. R. Connor, Belfast; land and build- Searsmont.
H. C. Buzzell, Belfast, to William A.
ings in Belfast.
land and buildings in Belfast.
Winthrop S. Baker, Troy, to James Clark, do.;
Harry C. Carlton, Boston, lo Abbie E
W. Luce, do.; land and buildings in Troy.
Charles F. Fletcher, Burnham, to Al- Greenlaw, Northport; land and buildings
fred L. Bowden, do.; land in Burnham. in Northport.
C. E. Lane, et als., Brooks, to The InWalter P. Staples, Camden, to Parkhabitants of Brooks; land and buildings
er E. Dean, Lincolnville; land and build| in Brooks.
ings in Lincolnville.
David Ritchie, North Jay, to George
Rufus C. Ames, Lincolnville, to Leroy
H. Ames, Camden; land in Lincolnville. C. Ward, Frankfort; land in Frankfort.
George D. and Sarah J. Marden WinCharles W. Coombs, Belfast, to Albea
1 terport, to Chandler R. Merrill ComE. Hutchins, do.; land in Belfast.
Herbert R. Dyer, Searsport, to Eu- pany, do.; lane and buildings in Wintergene T. Savage, Bangor; land in Sears- I port.
West P. Jones, Montville, to Perley
port, (two deeds).
Abiah B. Grady, Belmont, et als. to i W. Jaquith, do.; land in Montville.
W. B. Jaquith, Montville, to Perley
WJ
Mary C. Colcord, Belfast; land and i
! Jaquith, do.; land in Montville.
buildings in Belfast.
T. E. Gushee, Lincolnviile, et. als., to |
Wm. A. and John C. Morrill, Belmont, j
Sansom, Searsmont; land in
to Willard A. Morrill, do.; land in Sears: Abram
Searsmont.
j
mont.
i
Emery W Cunningham, Swanville, to j
C. E. Libby, Burnham, to Bateman
Edward
L.
Cunningham, do.; land and I
Mfg. Co., Grenloch, N. J.; lar.d in Burn- I
buildings in Swanville.
ham.
F. A. Doly, Montville, to Sarah E.
Harry E. Kinney, Burnham, to Bate- ;
Perry, do.; land in Montville.
man Mfg. Co.; Grenloch, N. J.;land in
i Sarah E. Perry, Montville, to Charles
Burnham.
F. Perry, do.; land in Montville.
Ida M. Warren, Vinalbaven, to Grace
Addie W. Adams, et. als., Bangor, to
E. Cole,. Hampden Highlands; land and
Aldnzo K. Rollins, do.; land in Islesboro.
buildings in Winterport.
William Toles, Thorndike, to Viva M. j (three deeds.)
Alvah
Gordon, do.; land and buildings in Thorn- i William C. Treat, Stockton Springs, to
1
Klapatawisk, Prospect; land
dike.
|
estate I Co., Bangor;

For Sale
One

of

dences in
12

rooms

and
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Hamilton, Minneapolis, Minn.; land in
Searsport.
Hattie C. Brewster, Belfast, to Sarah
J. Nichols, Belmcnt; land in Belmont.
Benj. B. Toothaker, Belfast, to Geo.
F. Marriner, Belmont; land in Belmont.
Carrie M. Carter, Belfast, to Mamie E.
McNally, Unity; land and buildings in

and

buildings

in

Prospect.

storage accommodations. Fine

particulars apply

Chas. F.

FARE REDUCE!!
Belfast and Bosh
TURBINE STEEL STEAMSH

£.-

_Flsr

AND CAMDEN
I

j

For other

to

Thompson.

Leave Belfast at 2.00 p
days, Wednesdays, Thur
For Bangor at 7.30 a. n
days, Fridays and Saturl
Leave Boston at 5.00 j
days, Thursdays and Frid,
Leave Rockland at 5.1
of steamer from Boston
days, Fridays a:.d Saturd;.
FRED W. POTE, Age*

E. H. BOYINGTH
A Cow-Tail Holder DR.
EYE SPECIALIST
INVENTED AND PATENTED A
hold a cow’s tail during
milking, and which has proved satisfactory
whenever used. The price is only 25 cents,
and they may be had at the stores or of me.

1HAVE
cow-tail holder to

JOHN PENNEY,

3m38p

Thorndike, R. F. D.

Twenty-four years exper
fitting glasses enables me
f glasses will help. Consul la;

| 44 Siuth Main St..

3.

WINTER

4

v,\:

Office Days, Mondays
Se

con

d- h and

goods of every description. Furniture. bedding, carpets, stoves, etc
Antique furniture I
a specialty. If you
have anything
sell drop me

posta card and you will receive a prompt call.
WALTER H„ cOOMBS,
Corner Cross and Federal t>tr ts, Belfast,

1

NOTICE.

o'

Guaranteeu wora in Chi'
inp, Shampooing and Facie!
full line of all

parlors

For Sale

DENTiST,

at

No. II High Street, Beltast V

MAIN STREET,

over

kinds of He

*

Shiro’s Store f

23tf

The Frank Blodgett house on Cedar street;
9 rooms and attic; stable and two hen houses;
(ot about 5-16 acre. Enquire of
JOHN R. DUNTON or
34tf
RALPH I. MORSE.

A square piano is offered for sale, cheap,

j Appiy

BANGOR L1M

j

sleeping |

Excellent closet and

stable connected.

N

Hot

Dr. W. C. LIBBEl

Piano for Sale
I

bath.

a

and cold water in six
rooms.

resi-

CORPORA!

Belfast—containing

1

j

the finest

^EASTERN STEAAASHTp

MISS E\

William Lincoln
Ex-Veterinary liih-pe*

lor

Industry If. S. Heparin

«

VETERINAli
TREATS

ALL

DISEASE

Hospital, riiann:
Sl’EIIsG STREET,
H

BELFAST. MAINE

okpital

Phones—Hospital

> e>

59-13.

Belfast.

Elijah S. Shuman, Belfast, to BerWade, Lineolnville; land and buildings in Belfast.
James A. Robinson, Bangor, to Edward R. Adams, do.; land in Islesboro.
Maude E. Barker, Belfast, to Henry
Savage! Bragdon, York Village, et als.;
telle

land in Belfast.

Henry Savage Bragdon, York Village,

to Nathan F. Houston, Belfast; land and
buildings in Belfast.
Frank A. Bartlett, Unity, to Willis
Giles, do.; land in Unity.
Heirs of Martha Tozier, Thorndike, to
Sam. Barron, Waterville; land in Thorn-

dike.
Frank

A. Bradstreet,

M. Bradstreet,
buildings in Palermo.
Amelia

Palermo,

do.;

land

to
and

Henry Savage Bragdon, York Village,
et als., to Maude E. Barker, Belfast;
land in Belfast.
Ellen A. Wright,

Bangor,

and James

S. Haley, Montpelier, Vt., to Michael H.
Haley, Rochester, N. Y., land in Frankfort.

Louise M. Peavey, Monroe, to John A.
Clements, do.; land and buildings in Monroe.

Sarah F. Birmingham, ’Frankfort, to
Alfred L. Campbell, Winterport; land
and buildings in Frankfort.
James H. Wentworth, Waldo, to W.

R. Howard, Williamstown, Mass.; land
buildings in Waldo.
Caro E. Babbidge, Islesboro, to Theo-

and

dore Frothingham, Philadelphia, Pa.;
land and buildings in Islesboro.
Charles A. Peabody, New York, to
Anita L. Peabody, do.; land and buildings in Islesboro.
John P. Bragg, Islesboro, to Jason W.
Ladd, do.; land and buildings in Islesboro.
Abbie T. Hisler. Palermo, to Andrew
C. Halpen, Windsor; land in Palermo.
Louis Starr, Philadelphia, to A. J. D.
Paul, Radnor, Pa.; land and buildings in

Wednesday evening, Oet. 30th was the
83d anniversary of Grandma Crie’s birthIslesboro.
day, the people of Criehaven from EastEthel Harding, Atlantic, Mass.; to Alern End to Sunset Point united in giving
bert G. Woodman, Northport; land in
her a

genuine birthday surprise party.
Sitting in her favorite arm chair she had Northport.
Charles C. Swasey, Jr., Newburyport,
no thought of company until there came
to J. J. Clement, Montville; land
a knock on the front door and her daugh- Mass.,
and buildings in Montville.
ter, Mrs. Rhodes, ushered in the guests
Herbert L. Littlefield, Boston, to Anna
to the number of 24, who came to wish
M. Larrabee, Winterport; land and buildher all the
and blessings possihappiness
in Winterport.
ings
ble, and to bring her gifts to attest their
Lucius H. Jackson, Jr.,Waldo, to Sellove and respect.
Besides gifts they den
A. Flanders, Belfast; land and buildbrought a treat of candy, nuts and lemin Belfast.
onade and two large birthday cakes. A ings
Benj. S. Palmer, et al., Newton,
profusion of beautiful garden flowers, Mass.,
to Effie P. Clinkenbroomer, New
untouched by frost, were brought to
A SECOND ENDORSEMENT.
York; land and buildings in Islesboro,
grace the occasion. A bunch of raspSeveral years later Mrs. Rollins was interberry twigs bearing blossoms, green and (3 deeds.)A. Potter, et als.,
Hugh
Winterport.
viewed and she said: *T still think that there ripened fruit, was among the
offerings. to Leslie L. Downes, do.; land
and build,
is no other kidney remedy as effective as Doan’s Post cards and gifts from friends and
in Winterport.
ngs
Kidney Pills. Time has not altered my high relatives from Seattle on the Pacific to
Abbie W. Merrill, Dixfield, et als., to
Castine on the Atlantic were received by
o pinion of this preparation and I recommend
W. T. C. Runnells, Searsport; land and
it whenever I have an opportunity. I am only Grandma. The school children recited buildings in Searsport.
poems about “Grandma,” the young peoAlbert W. Boardman, Thorndike, to
too willing to let others know how effective
ple sang, and altogether it was a most Lovinia E.
Doan’s Kidney Pills are.”
Gray, Detroit; land in Thornenjoyable occasion, and Grandma’s heart dike.
For sale by all dealers. Price E0 cents. Fob- is full of thankfulness for such a demonArlo C. Twitchell, Burnham, to Georgie
ter-Milburn Co., Buffalo, N. Y., sole agents for stration of love and good will.
A. Small, do.; land in Burnham.
the United States.
Nicolai Paulsen, Boston, to Hazel
For
Remember the name—Doan’s—and take no sore earache, toothache, pains, burns, scalds,
throat, try Dr. Thomas’ Eclectic Oil, a Adams, Unity; land in Unity.
other,
J.
C. Durham, Belfast,et als., to J. F.
for
splendid remedy
emergencies.
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YEAR’S SUBSCRIPTION-*
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=TO THE-

New York Tribune Farmer

FAVORITE
|
I^The Republican
AND YOUR

I

t

9

9
9
9

9
w

9
w

Journa'
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!

f

The Tribune Farmer
Is

j
j
j!

FOR ONLY $2.25.

9
w

HOME PAPER

jS

thoroughly practical, helpful, up-to-date illustrated national
weekly. Special pages for Horses, Cattle, Sheep, etc., and most
a

reliable market reports.
Dr. C. D. Smead, the best known'veterinary surgeon in
America, writes regularly for The Tribune Faimer, thoroughly
covering the breeding, care and feeding of all domestic animals,
and his articles meet the needs of every practical working farmer and interests every man or woman in city or town who owns a
horse or cow.
The subscription

price of

The Tribune

Farmerjalone

is $1.00.

|

Z
Z

subscribers and all old subscribers who will pay
and
one year in advance we make this liberal offer
up arrearages

I

•

The Tribune

2

JW* To

new

Farmer, one year,
The Republican Journal, one year,

|

$1.00
2.00

f

{

Both for $2.25.
4

I Republican

Journal Pub. Co., Belfast, Me.
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Annual meeting
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Montville.
The
Editor of The Journal:
Oct. 26th
week
ending
the
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’r‘

fact,

in

rainy;

very

the

cold and windy and wet,
of the Dale had their
to shout to the
U puckered up
as he should appear, “we
s0

*e,ttiert"pukes
tt**
u>c“l:!\a.0on
Cb|f
a'

gut Saturday

••

s0

;

| meeting

Saturdayi. that

s>l

reBlH,':

that

on

known, and

date the Chief has

to

^r,

held

was

Be it

night.

«

of

told another story, and the

tkc5a“n‘

:

night

in touch with the weath-

go

that weather conditions

11

can

requirement.

meet the

in

Cl SIB auu

Ulttl

great

nUU*

i gry bear of the north, Russia. Persia
had started needed reforms.
Russia
didn't want them. That was her pretext
for one of her many high-handed acts
for which Bhe merits the execration of
the world.
China was next considered, as a vast
empire suddenly blossomed into a Republic in the Orient, extending hands to
greet her Sister Republic in the Occident.
Chinese students in America had hastened the matter, seemingly prematurely;
but the hope was expressed that, though
difficulties and hardships are inevitable,
the Flowery Kingdom will yet be well
governed, and will make great progress
under Democratic rule. The Chief read
an interesting letter lately received from
his friend, the beautiful young Chinaman, M. R. Kevay, now back in Pekin,

f worked into Belfast
id by land and thence out
;Ue in a sea of mud, and

China, engaged in the public service,
o'clock, evening, sharp, though having met with a painful exout of the clouds final- perience on landing in Shanghai, through
,,ck p. m., and at three some misconception of officers in the
began to show silver Republican army. Mr. Kevay came out
nief knew that things of it pure gold.

|

Between five and

way.

and, red face of old Sol
Hog Hill in Liberty,

j

The late Italio-Turkish war next had
By the treaty of peace just

j

mention.

concluded,

that

Turkey might give

un-

old Dale Chief divided attention to a grave situation
nieetin’?”
Ten nearer home, Italy had gained exclusive
great round, red face dominion over a large tract of North

night,
vreat

Africa that would add to her

Chief, I’ll light

Bulgaria,
ance

Male Meetin’, and they
11;r.' for ye now.” When

He

George Randall of Car-

before in

than

regretted

the

instability of the
Mexico, and expressed

government of
fear that the United States would have

anteroom, and he rushurge and told him he

■

■anger

Turkey, and, by allifederation, found a seventh
Europe that would put a stop

or

power in
to the atrocities that the six powers
have winked at so long.

the vehicle at Grange
ille, the first man he

\

Greece and Monte-

Servia.

negro would crush

and old folks

aged

..lie

as one

host

a

strength

of the six powers of Europe.
He strongly expressd the hope that

imast spur of Hatchet
■. Inville, and said, “Good

sooner or

later to deal with the situation

occasion

always

calls, he

hailed

an

1

heightened, regardless of his physics I !

frailties of these later years, with all th<
mirthful and jocose
prompting of hi
younger days, with which he was so
hap
I pily endowed. A frail body: a

strong
optimistic, morally controled, patriotic
home-loving, triend-cherishing, human

ity-kindly-wishing,

refined and gracioui
his marks; and foi
them his memory will stand, in
perpetuo
among the priceless treasures of th(
Dale.
I would cease to speak, but the
heart
forbids. I stand in the hush; but the
prompting is for yet another salutation
from his brave and tenacious hold of a
recognition known to us who linger or
this grain of sand moistened by the teai
forbidden—for a salutation such as he
last gave me, when
sleeplessly he hac
waited with me through the last
long
night the coming of the King of Terrors

spirit-these

were

The night etan peered like meklene ehy;
The wind*, ke unladed from the north,
Bespoke the winters gathering wrath;
When wooded hill and valley low
Would soon be white w»th drifting snow.
The herds would masticate the mow;
The husbandman would gladly bow
Unto the andiron's burning sway,
And smoke in peace his pip® of clay.
Who does not love the genial nre
That mocks the winter’s rampant ire.
And on the.hearth sputters and roars
Defiance to the wind that soars.
Who does not musing there, insooth
Recall the songs that cheered his youth,
And live again within their charms
Their fond embrace in magic arms?
That eve we sat on father's knee
And heard him pipe out cheerily
In varying cadence, high and low,
Singing, “Blow ye the trumpet, bbw;”
Ana mother’s lullabies made dumb
The spinning-wheel's persistent hum.
The jarring rattle of the loom,
The day’s vocation to the gloom;
Of evening twilight giving way,
When eyelids droop at close of day;

verily went on the stage and sang the I
piece with grand effect, and were encored to the echo. Responding, two

■|

credulity,

Dukes

in?

Do you want to see another such as
this? Do the American people want to
let political bias, the disposition each to

of it must be

nee some
■

for it’s

song?
Had the Knight Bannert been there.
He’d heard one tenor split the air.

One

moment I

lingered, to pay my
my modest annual tribute,
to the Dale of incomparable natural
grace. One appeal I make to the bright
glad homage,

young people there. Young as we were,
young who love to rehearse the treasures
of its memories of years gone by. It iB
the appeal that they cherish and guard
in most sacred honor the

simple and

as

rule don’t

a

The Earl,
party.
hugely pleased at be-

his faction win or defeat another,
lead to another great industrial crisis

,,ar

see

and even Scotchmen in preparation for
in progress and in prospect. Verily
the age of peace has not yet dawned.

wars

The best proof that he is a sailor, not to
The Chief most likely to culminate not more than say soldier, is that he was the first man
■ur.g in !ooks.
rl right into the hall two years hence, in contrast with the to respond to the gong for his three
r
daily meals, the first to sleep and first to
ist formality, and there,
magnificent hum of industries today?
In the State of Maine he called atten- rise. He, of course, had to tell a big fish
r:
of the assurance of
tion to those wise men two years ago story—no whale story, for he told the
■on an hour before, was
r-d

■

: to the limit of its seat-

...

wno were

lightfui

sale of

shaking

task of

going

10 nna a Detier

Prohibition to regulate

the Chief at once set

the

liquor,

alcoholic

and

way tnan

accursed
asked

whales are not

wcic

ocnuuis,

if, them,

Among those present with the power they had,they had shown
the disposition. He was glad the heople
1.. F. Sukeforth, Mrs. have thus soon repudiated them.

in

iur

a

fishes;
wiioie

but

they

scnuui

uj.

old he ones, he said—dull scholars
down alongside of the returning

—came

to show how much or little they
knew. All of that, and of the way he
He referred with pride and feeling got down to an answer of Mrs. Sukeforth’s question and owned that the
once more to the beauties of the Dale of
the Georges, declaring that nothing he sight that most interested him in Europe

A. Conner, Minerva
A. Dinslow, Georgia
F.sancv. Mrs. Sarah
Howes, Olive RanEffie E. Went., Mrs.
Ariams, Helen A. Colby,

M.
■

meeting

M

has ever written

or

will be retracted

as a

spoken

in its

praise

result of any landscape he has seen in comparison anywhere in the world.
That statement

Cunningham, Liberty,

Helen M. Adams, E. S.
■istman, Alfreds East-

ship

was
at

the

one

peaks

eternally

snow-crowned

Alps,

virtues of

benefits it has enjoyed. For many years
it has been customary at the close of
the year for the national executive to
call upon his fellow-countrymen to offer
praise and thanks to God for the manivery
fold blessings vouchsafed to them in the
Columbia trembled at her fate,
past and to unite in the earnest supFour weary years in doubt to wait.
pliance for their continuance.
The turning of the crimson tide
“The year now drawing to a close has
With peace and victory on her side.
been notably favorable to our fortunate
And as those years moved slow along.
land. At peace within and without, free
O’er hills and dales was heard the song
Of patriotic youths aglow,
from the perturbations and calamity
Pondering their country’s weal and woe.
that have afflicted other peoples; rich
At summer noon, in winter night,
in harvests so abundant and industries
On rolling hills, in fair moonlight
so productive that the overflow of our
They sang, "The Union forever, hurrah
prosperity has advantaged the whole
boys, hurrah,
world, strong in the steadfast conservaDown with the traitor, and up with the star/
tion of the heritage of self-government
And kindred
songs. Then Sundaybequeathed to us by the wisdom of our
school songs:
fathers and firm in the resolve to transFair troopers from horizon gold,
mit that heritage unimpaired, but rather
As when Elisha’s vision rolled
improved by good use, to our children
O’er Dorthan’s top, and spake her cheer
and our children’s children, for all time
To the young man quaking with fear,
to come, the people of this country have
I
Then led the Syrian to his fate
Within old Shechem’s iron gate.
abounding cause for contented grati"Call the children early, mother,
tude.”
There’s a light in the window for thee,
brother,
Pittsfield Personals.
And all the rest in the "Golden

as

view appeared a wilderness of
where raged relentless winter,

under the splendor of clear sunshine, where below the snow line appearHervey Jackson, brought down the house.
Laurence Oxton, Robie
He called attention, however, to the ed the green of summer in unspeakable
Jackson, Hervey Jack- fact that as
compared with European loveliness. For the telling of that alone,

Elnora Harriman,
Jl. Cram, C. M.
A dims, Everett Morse,
:
Maddocks, Clarence
A. Oxton, Hattie E.
Howes, (baby), Ruth
E. Cunningham, Edna
Sukeforth, Arthur A.
.1
Esancy, Edwin C.

even

people have not learned the he passed in utter silence and seeming
living in robust health, forgetfulness the panoramic array of
round faces and rosy cheeks; and urged his land touring. Funchal Madeira, Gibthat our splendid air in outdoor life, pure ralter and the African coast, the Medii
water and simple living be directed to terranean Spanish coast, including the
little port of Palos, out of which Columbetter account in that particular.
He then with deep feeling, and with bus sailed with his fleet of three little
Howler, Searsmont, Me., emotion at times almost
choking his caravels to find a western way to reach
Austin Wentworth,
onslow. A. V. Martin, words, paid the following tribute to the the ancient coast, but they found a new
K. A. Ramsay, C. I’, memory of his cousin, the late Charles world—Genoa, Naples, Pompeii, Rome,
irr y, W.
E. Prescott,
F. Conner, the Grand Duke of the Dale old and in ruins, in the arms of great
A. Eastman, John Q.
modern New Rome and St. Peters beJcClure, Mary Pease, organization.
side the Yellow Tiber; Florence, Pisa,
■rnice I’rescott, DonoCHARLES F. CONNER.
W. E. Prescott, F. F.
Milan, Zurich, Lucerne, Bern, Basle,
i would attempt to speak; but I am in
Strausberg, a hundred miles on the
the
of
a silence that I dread to
presence
the
ancient
business,
Rhine with its vineyards, and castles,
and
am confronted by a mystery
break,
tary, Marquis B. F.
Cologne, Amstersdam. The Hague,
ord of the last an- as old as is the human race. The heart
Rotterdam, Brussels, Waterloo, Paris,
.il vas promptly de- struggles for expression, though lips be
London, Oxford, Warwick, Stratford,
and
be
The
earthsealed
dumb.
P always is: the Chief
tongue
Chester, Liverpool, Edinly lips of our gracious Grand Duke are Birmingham,
ire in perfect accord.
and Glasgow—all of these went foi
forever sealed, and his tongue will speak burg
"ve a great sigh and
naught in comparison with those hoary
an election.
He had no more to ears of sense.
old Alps.
Had he got another dig, he
Left us and yet with us; his spirit is to
: dd years and was too
might have talked an hour on any one
t again, but too proud this presence that of the just made percity, cathedral, palace or castle; but
asked in turn George fect by that mystery of refinement
after he made such a time over anc
Knowles, Charles S. which it is our common wont to call by under the
Alps, Mrs. S. was too wise t<
und Adams, all of the the unwelcome name of Death. To the
press any more questions. She coulc
ithey were candidates Dale Clan, and to its Chief, the annual have
gone to Europe and back while he
office. All said “no.” meeting will never again be what it has
He did say that Holy
was telling it.
but
it,
concluded to ap- been for a score of years, though in a
rood Palace, the home of Mary Queen ol
people,

K.

IK.
[Be

our
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as

on

nominations

his

judgment

sense

as

1J.

x
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Karl Randall declined

Kief said he

■

1

v

1

lor

fUn

S. Adams for Vice
Knowles for Secretary,
Randall for Treasurer.
chief heard his name re-

]

'm

thought he
promptly apAdams instead. They With us
reported F. F. Phillips meadow,

ament and

C.

■

more

in-

spirit

of

its Grand Duke, whose life has become a
star of holy light in the serene heavens.
A fair-faced, bright, blue-eyed boy of
mirthful mark our childhood knew. He
went with us to school within the Dale.

What candor! He ap-

“i'lau,

it may become belter and
because of the beautified

spiring

could

he

ranged

and

otvonm*

swam

Via VI1

n

the grove and the
and rowed and fished

Ail

ITT

Vi

lln

tL a

miiwiia

games of pomp and pride and circumstance of peace and war. He coasted
the road adown our hills of winter glare.

again he whistled, He skated the surface of the meadow, i
forgot to put the ques- flowed and frozen to the sheen of youthK'incc- and adoption of the
ful delights. Thus and thence to manCharles Howes called hood’s days and ways his young life
K and he retorted that passed—a pageant of simple grace and
prevailing notion of all Europeans seems
lamentary usage before beauty, and sturdy fibre and sterling to be that America is the Eldorado ol
though that was but worth.
the world.
K'! ( was born.
He early knelt at the shrine of his
Io illustrate tne iaet tnat tidmburg,
:
and
there
took and
the committee on nomi- ! worthy ancestors,
Scotland, has a vigorous climate, he hac
accepted and adopted. j lived the vows that become the Christian to indulge in a bit of grim humor in his
In young manhood he led his
Bertie Murray of Lib- name.
favorite medium, verse, thus;
-ent

"
1

of Scotts in Edinburg, as he was showr
through it, broke him up, and made
child of him again. Retracing his steps
somewhat he allowed that the Scotch are
free talkers and show an easy familiarity
with Americans; that the English are
kind and hospitable but are behind us ir
industrial science, while the Germans
are ahead of us in that particular; thal
the Dutch boys and girls are round anei
rosy and merry; that the French are offhand and breezy; that the Germans
wont allow that they know any language
but their own; that the Swiss are brighl
and hospitable and skilled in all hand!
craft; and that the Italians are true
lovers of art and science; but that the

no

school-mate his bride to the altar of matrimony, and lit the pure, loving fires of

sent who was not £

norary member of the
was

promptly

domesticity.

acclaim-

)rarJ member.

came

Uinsiow spoke with

1

Kx'Rep-

mutt

A- V-

anc

[■

’1'iartette of South Montville.

^ization.

|bn Sukeforth, Edmunt
Carles Howes, with Mrs
■

an,‘

1

|

th(

general interest in

■

While the relation of

Martin'

«...

,

as
organist, having sanf
election at the opening, thei
all who could
sing joining
was

sanction,

one

of them

to be transferred to the skies almost before the passing of life’s morning dews.

enthu-

Vi*lue of association

Two lights of childhood

to seal that

inspiring.

good citizenship,

including public duties and trusts, was
claiming his attention, the transferrence
of a light of the household, thus mentioned, to the realm beyond our ken made a
bridge, so to speak, for hie own passage
from this world of alternating sunshine
and cloud to that of cloudless day.
Bravely and without a murmur he bore
his Iobs; but to what his heart refused
complaint the physical man, all too frail
for its habitat, yielded slowly but surely,
until from our reluctantly expectant
earthly sight he passed, to be with us no

then stated that James War
tlie Sage and Banneret o: :
t-hacook, had been by twi
“tamunieations invited to b< !
Sive an account of at leas : more on earth forever.
18 °ld
In the by-play of our Dale organizaworld travels, but fo
had failed to
tion, who can ever forget our Grand
appear, Thei
Waceeded with his annual ad Duke’s unique place, manner and exC
llnK first or. the late troubl • press ion? The good cheer, for which the
■

“One bitter night a thin old man
Stood out upon the street;
His dull gray eyes were full of tears;
His shoes were full of feet.”
That brings us to a report of the fina

features of the meeting; the reading oi
the President’s Canto, number 22, entitled Songs of My Youth, and the singing of Village Bells, an account of which,
as figuring in the old time singing schoo
of the Dale, had a prominent place in tht
canto. He was reluctant to read thi
canto this year because Prof. Abdoi
Keene late teacher of vocal culture ir
the Boston Conservatory of Music, ant
in the old days the teacher of said sing
ing school, though expected, was no ;
present, owing to the bad condition of thi
roads from Camden for an auto, in whicl
J. H. Montgomery, Esq. was to brin|
Prof. Keene to the meeting. Some urg
ing and suggestion that there is no timi 5
like the present, started him out. Heri
are a few scraps from the Canto: Intro
duction.
Out of the clear autumnal sky

Pentecostal way,
naught but judgment day.
Then the poet made a final appeal, thus:
Now heaven give me zest to tell
In fitting strain the magic spell
That came by note and measured rule
In Abden’s winter singing school:
For if that task be fully done,
The laurel for my brow is won.
When weekly singing night came round,
Each member in his place was found,
Some well matured, some young and gay,
Filled the red schoolhouse an, array
As promising as e’er was known,
Proud as a king upon a throne.
Each desk a pair, with light and book,
Its compliment becoming took,
While Master Abden at the desk
The pointer wielded at the risk
Of punching out his own bright eyes,

As in the
Second to

science and art of

I
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SATISFY THE

WEARER

NEW.
UP-TO-DATE MODELS TO
STYLES OF LEATHER SHOES

|

FIT

THE

LATEST

FRESH. NEW RUBBER AND THE BEST OF MATERIALS
AND WORKMANSHIP
IN

SHORT. YOU
YOU PAY

GET

FULL VALUE

FOR

THE

l

PRICE

WE HAVE SUGGESTED BEFORE THAT IT IS POOR
ECONOMY TO D&LAY THE PURCHASE OF RUBBERS
AT THIS SEASON.
WE VENTURE TO AGAIN REMIND
YOU THAT AN INVESTMENT IN MALDEN RUBBERS
FOR THE WHOLE FAMILY WILL BE THE MOST SENSIBLE
AND PROFITABLE OF THE YEAR

\
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A. H. BERRY SHOE

CO., PORTLAND,
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D. P. PALMER’S

| Furnishing Goods Store
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,'not

But I

too bad, and not too good,
see men 'dress as they should'

do like to

do it if

they buy their Furnishing
Goods, Hats, Caps, Neckwear, Hosiery (Interwoven or Everwerr), Lamson & Hubbard Hats
and Caps, Hathaway, Earl & Wilson Shirts and
Collars, Yale Union Suits—I am agent'for these
goods and they are not to be found elsewhere in
the city—Nice line of Hats and Caps foonestle
DWIGHT P. PALMER, Masonic Temple
can
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Chain,”
Young voices dinned, like summer rain.
Arnold Dodge of Troy was in town
One old fellow in the social meetings
Wednesday.
is recalled thus:
Mr. and Mrs. W. A. Seekins spent
■When prayers with fervor higher ran,
Sunday with relatives in Troy.
His goggled eyes would eager scan
The pages of the hymn book through;
Mrs. Bert Chandler and Mrs. M. G.
Then as an earthquake shakes anew
McGray of Burnham were in Waterville
The ground it's traversed much before,
for the day Monday. —Pittsfield AdverHe’d break forth in terrific roar,
tiser.
"Hear the Christian pilgrim sing.”
And all the house would soon take wing,

in,

*1

I

pure

life, so simple and well known
Of the various old-time singers honorthat I need not rehearse them; virtues
ed by mention in the canto,
that nature with her inexorable laws
One gifted rustic tapped his bones,
bolds in most holy trust, laying her awAnd wildly sang of John Paul Jones.
ful ban on those who break
them, setPoetic haze was in his brain;
and in the light of a
ting her seal of nameless loveliness on
new-rising sun he
And fervor high was in the grain;
the
forms
and
waved a feebly uplifted hand, and forced
faces,
manners of those
Each nerve and fibre caught the thrill
who adhere to them. In true and worthy
That vibrant seemed his soul to fill.
through the bars of death a smile, that
memories the cherished dead of the Dale
his voice like bugle horn;
Quavered
must have been the begotten of
are held, in imitation of whose virtues
His thin locks shook like silk of corn
angel
On spindled stalk by zephyrs tossed;
the living will make it twice
peace and joy.
f. f. p.
lovely and
Lo in his song-tide was he lost.
blessed.
Dale Meeting, South Montville, Oct. |
Hairbrain.
was
old
Nov.
Another mystic
singer
4, 1912.
depicted
!
THANKSGIVING DAY NOVEMBER 28th.
Grim yisaged sat he by the hearth,
As he sat down he received a reminder
Whose blazing maple fought the wrath
that he was not going to be let off with*y
Of winter in his ghostly rage
AonmuiuiN, iNovemuer
rresident
About the rustic heritage.
Taft issued the time-honored Thanksout giving some account of his summer
His drilling pantaloons bagged out
giving
proclamation
in other lands. That feature of the
today, calling on
Around his shoes of oxhide stout;
the nation to give thanks Nov. 28th for !
His faded frock, neat patched, withal,
meeting having been assigned to the
past blessings.
He departed from the
Hung like a lamb’s pelt on a wall,
usual text in a paragraph which speci- !
Banneret, had wholly passed out of the
About his withered rocky form,
Red
how
mind of the Chief, but Mrs. John SukeThe po’-tent of the lowering storm,
strong and steadfast the people !
were in the “conservation of the heriThat soon would wreck and cover all
forth challenged him to tell what he
Beneath oblivion’s shroud and pall,
tage of self-government bequeathed to
saw in Europe that most interested
But when his song burst into blaze,
us by the wisdom of our fathers,” and
him.
His visage took a wilder^d haze.
Well he thereupon got himself
their firm resolve “to transmit that heriquickly
The fire without, the fire within
tage unimpaired.”
Flashed up and blazed as if akin,
together, and his ardent mind took wing;
The proclamation says, in part:
The shimmering coals and vibrant strain
but it flew over the great blue ocean and
“A God-fearing nation, like ours, owes
Defiance bade to frost and rain;
through the great blue Mediterranean
And ages snows melted from sight
it to its inborn and sincere sense of
Before the thawing gusts of night.
moral duty to testify its devout gratisea, and then back over the stormy
‘Neath shaggy brows flashed out his eyes,
tude to the All Giver for the countless
North Atlantic before it once perched on
Like stars out of storm-clearing skies.

drilling Italians, Austrians, Hungarians

m

more old time members of Prof. Abdon
Keen’s singing school went up and sang
it with them. Indeed, did not the old
times come back on that glad wing of

George evidently didn’t there, though having tasks enough at a mountain peak, or a cathedral dome or
War songs had a place in the canto:
a castle tower on land.
My, but on his “My young life heard the note of war
know, Mr. Editor, in home.
He asked: Did you ever know of such say so, isn’t he a sailor? Through storm That echoed from the hills afar;
campaign years it wont
When might and hate and fury blent.
a ;
Its too a political campaign as that we are now and calm for 27 1-2 days, he was on deck And shook the
you hear.
firmament.
human

--

j
|
j

j

i

He wielded it with such surprise
And startled movement, so alert,
None dared to whisper, none to flirt,
Now flew he to the board and wroteWith chalk the proper chord and note,
Now whirled and briskly tapped the seat,
And made us sing the tune complete.
Full many a maiden sang the air,
Equally many others fair
Sang out the alto sweet and low,
And one lad sang the alto too,
Because his voice not then could grace
The deep, full tone at singing bass.
That was the part of full-grown men:
They sang it well enough, and then
Some sang the tenor loud and clear:
It rings out yet in memory’s ear;
Proudest of all, one gallant earl
Sang it with grace and with a swirl
And eddy of the slurring note:
At times his voice leaped from his throat,
And bounded out in open air
Like a tiger bounding from his lair.
Endwise stood out his waving locks:
Ticked Abden’s stick liketicking clocks.
As cried he, “swell, swell that is good,”
Well, wasn’t it a singing brood?
lone bird, night-hawk, no owl,
Perched in the corner with a scowl,
Voiced not a note unto the tune,
Indeed, how could he grant the boon
Of hia proud tongue unto tue song.
Trained to the note of war so long?
His sword in scabbard at his side,
His steed hitched to a post outside,
His military cloak sloped down
From neck of tan and locks of brown.
Pointed mustache and goatee too,
Pointed his nose 'neath eyes of blue,
He sat and pointed with a stare
Where the Earl’s voice had split the air.
But

one

The song-tide usually set in
cadence low and accent thin,
“Father, whate’er of earthly bliss”
None could its flowing rhythm miss.
Then came, “Our Heavenly Father, hear
The prayer we offer now,
Thy name be hallowed far and near,
To Thee all nations bow”
Then sprightlier tunes were eager sought,
And last, never to be forgot,
Came Village Bells,” whose jingling chime
Broke through the Dale in peals sublime.
“Ring on, ye bells, with joyful tale
Far over lake and lea,
Make glad my lovely, native vale,
As it was wont to be.
Ring out your gladsome earnest chime,
And bid the gathering throng
Within these walls keep holy time
With heartfelt praise and song.”
That in all of the parts sung through,
They broke and parted clean in two.
Three parts sang jingle with a might,
With

Health Talks.
By
We must trace sickness back to its
We must ask the question,

source.

“Whence comes my sickness?”
My practice as a physician showed that
nine-tenths of human sickness, from infancy
to old age, comes from stomach or bowels
being out of order.
Headaches, tired feeling, nervous de-

pression, weakness, spots before the eyes,
bad

breath, sleeplessness, irritability, dizziand many other signs of sickness stop
if you treat the stomach and bowels right
and get them into working order.
ness

Look first to the stomach and bowels.
Get them working right and health will
be yours.
My prescription, known as Dr. True’s
Elixir, has done wonders for sick people,
because it is the one remedy that you can
rely on to set things right in the stomach
and bowels.
Costs 35c, 50c and $1.00 and is sold by
all druggists, big or little, everywhere.

Druggists, as

a rule, are very honest.
They
do not try to substitute something else for
Dr. True’s Elixir, because they know its
value. Many druggists use it for their own
families, fnr rhilrlrpn nr crmwn nonnlu
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While the Earl’s tenor took to flight,
And frenzy seized upon his brain.
He shook like leaf in pelting rain
The fire flashed out of his blue eye,
Outshining stars in winter sky.
Erect his frame, high tossed his head
His peals of song nigh woke the dead,
And on that purpose seemed he bent,
Such zest into his part he lent,
As, 'mid the three part gingle, he
Hurled out and over lake and lea
His clarion tones,
“Ring on, Ring on, Ring on, bells,
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double hitches, buckboards, etc. Careful drivers if desired. Your patronIs situated

ij

or.

V ?sl:in<:tc

age is solicited.

»

r.

Telephones-stable 235-2, house 61-13.
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W. G. PRESTON, Proprietor.
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liabilities.

1857

.910

will tell you to use E. FRANK COE FERTILIZERS. Manufactured
in the Best Equipped Factory in the Country at Belfast, Maine.

They

|
|

LET YOUR CROPS DECIDE

COE-MORTIMER

COMPANY

NEW

(

|

JACKSON & HALL, Beliast Agents.

THE

g

YORK.

lv

|

____

resources.

Loans and discounts.$10,705 00
Loans on mortgages of real estate. 6,308 21
63 31
Overdrafts.
Bonds. 65,245 00
estate
Real
foreclosure. 1,000 00
Furniture and fixtures.
870 00
Cash on deposit. 2.080 82
Cash on hand.
2,778 32

$89,050 66
ROBERT F. DUNT0N,
Bank Commissioner.

Thus:

“Ring merry, merry bell,
Ring, merry, merry bells,
Ring, merry, merry bells,
Ring, merry, merry bells,
Ring, ye joyful bells.”

»V'S

STATEMENT OF THE CONDITION

H. C. Hoffses
CLEANING.
STEAMPRESSING
and REPAIRING.
CUSTOM CLOTHES TO ORDER
At 52 High Street.

Tel. 216-13

16tf

Ring on. Ring on, Ring, ye joyful bells.”
Then the male quartette, Sir John
Sukeforth, with his inimitable voice of
sweetness, Marquis B. P. Knowles and
<TC PLYMOUTH ROCK PULLETS. HatchDuke Edmund Adams, with their round, I 3 ed in
April and May. Some nearly
C. B. CUSHMAN,
deep and clear bass, and Sir Charles ready to lay.
44tf
Freedom, Me., R. F. D. No. 2.
Howes, with his fine, thrilling tenor,

Pullets for Sale

I

J. WESTON DEANE,

TRUCKING.

LICENSED AUCTIONEER.

1

prepared to do all kinds of truckingFurniture and piano movinga specialty. Leave
orders at the stable, corner of Main and Cross

Real Estate. Live Stock, Anything.
Terms Reasonable.

3m38p

FREEDOM, MAINE.

■

am

streets, and they will receive prom pt attend
Hen. Telephone connection
W. W. BLAZO,
14tf
1126 Waldo Aveaoe, Belfast*

Republican Jounral

Blood Humors

BELFAST. THURSDAY. NOVEMBER 14, 1912

Commonly cause pimples, bolls, hives,
eczema or salt rheum, or some other
form of eruption; but sometimes they
exist in the system, indicated by feelings of weakness, languor, loss of appetite, or general debility, without

The

PUBLISHED EVERY THURSDAY BY

Republican Jour. Pub. Co.

The
C

ARLES

A. FILSBURY.

For

Terms.

Advertising

\ business Manager
one

square,

one

inch length in column, 25 cents for one week
and 25 cents for each subsequent insertion.
Subscription Terms. In advance, $2.00 a
year: $1.00 for six months: 50 cents for three
months.

The services at the First Parish Church
(Unitarian) will be held next Sunday at 10.46
а. m. Sunday school at noon.
The Seaside Spiritualist Society hold regular
Sunday services at their place of meeting on
High street at 2.30 and 7.80 p. m.

Sarsaparilla

Get it today in usual liquid form or
chocolated tablets called Sarsatabs.

back.

come

Wonder what Roosevelt thinks of it in
his sober moments?

“mentioned” tor
Secretary of Agriculture in President
Wilson’s cabinet.
Obadinh Gardner is

The government has officially decreed
that a herring is a herring; but every-

body knew

that before.

The “colonel” can now brush the dust
off the desk in the Outlook office—Portland Press.
And he

dearly

loves a brush.

New let’s see. What can we pick out
for Governor Plaisted? —Portland Press.
Plaisted has
Din’t trouble yourself.

picked

for himself.

The article

Half-Baked Laws,
legal reference bureau

on

and the need of

a

at

SEARSMONT.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Rokes of North Searsmont spent Nov. 3rd with Mr. and Mrs. F. E
Gelo ...Mr. John Cummings left for New
York Nov. 2nd, called there by the serious illness of his wife.... Elsie Buck spent Oct. 27th
in Belmont, the guest of her brother, Henry
Buck....Ed. Butler was in town last week
with his threshing machine.
EAST

10.45; Sundav school at

noon.

The services next Sunday at Mason’s Mills
will be held at 10.30 a. m., followed by the
Sunday school, and at Trinity Reformed
church at 2.30 p. m., followed by Sunday
school.

Maine....The prevailing presidential exciteextended even to Islesboro. Many houses
were lighted from garret to cellar Wednesday
evening, Nov. 6th.... Mrs. Sarah P. Hatch has
Mrs.
gone to Millinocket to visit her daughter,
Mack Wingate_Rev. David L. Wilson of
ment

Sunday
б. 30 p.

at 12

m.;

the sick list. Mrs. Sybil Flanders is seriously ill. Mr. Leslie Smith has been in the
house over a week with the grip and little
Martha Smith has been quite sick the last few
days. All are glad to know she is improving.

Epworth League praye meeting
Sunday evening at 6.00 p. m. Praise and
Evangelistic service at 7.00 p. m. each Sunday

evening

at 12

are on

West Virginia has adopted State-wide
prohibition, and Woman’s Suffrage won
in four States-Kansas, Arizona, MichiColorado turned progan and Oregon.
hibition down by a decided majority.
Francis T. O'Hair is said to have defeated Uncle Joe Cannon in the race for
Congress, but only by a hair’s breadth,
1he4th of next March Mr. Candischarged from the public

and

or

non

will he

service.

Bryan turned his

unsuccessful contests

for the presidency to account in boom1 ng the circulation of The Commoner,
and the third term candidate may have
had in view the

of

performing

like

a

ser-

vice for The Outlook.
Oof

\

rrroon

none

green corn, crisp lettuce and tomatoes
from Criehaven gardens were served.
From that favored island a “fish story”
be looked for, but this “sass”

might

What place in

story takes the cake.
Maine can beat it ?

The total vote of the State in the elec-

Wilson and
Marshall 50,987; Roosevelt and Johnson
48,459; Taft and Sherman 26,538; plurality for Wilson and Marshall 2,528. In-

tion Nov. 5th is

as

of cement construction
thought that wood as build-

set in it
ing material had had its
was

day, but

an

arti-

cle in The Woodworker assures us that
wood is holding its own. The automobile
has not put the horse out of business.
Good horses were never in better demand
Labor savor commanded better prices.

ing machines do not lessen
workers, but increase the
who

are

the number of
pay of those

skilled.

E. H. Grubb, the potato expert of Carbondale, Colo., who has been making a
general observation ail over the country,
is convinced that the potato crop has

vastly over estimated, which will
be good news to those who have not disposed of their crops. He says: “A
drought affected the crop in the Atlantic
States, and they generally overestimate
the crop, anyway.
Maine always re-

been

than the crop
The potato crop in
Colorado is not more than 50 per cent, of
the normal. The crops in Idaho were

ports 33 per cent,

actually

cut

more

turns out.

down from what they might have

been

by

late

frosts,

and

two

three

or

growers near Idaho Falls told me that
their crops would not exceed 90 sacks to
the acre.” He therefore concludes that
the country will face another
.shortage this winter.

potato

When President Taft began proceedthe trusts he is said to have
been notified that if he did not desist he

ings against

could not be
threat had

renominated;
effect on

no

character and caliber.

a

but such a
man

of his

Then came the

financing of a candidate to defeat him at
Chicago. Three men—one of them
prominently identified with the biggest
trusts in this country—contributed for
the primary election in
New York
State alone an amount equal to $7 for
every vote cast for their candidate, who
was defeated.
Their campaigns in other
States, and the money spent in Chicago,
are
one

estimated to have cost not less than
million dollars. That arch stock j b-

ber, Tom
the fray.

Lawson,

was

in the thickest of

Now see how these agents of
the trusts will reimburse themselves, at

the expense of the people. Taft was interfering with their methods for robbing
the people and so they used some of their

ill-gotten gains
Embargo

to defeat him.

on

Christmas Trees.

Washington, Nov. 7.

The Depart-

Agriculture, Thursday, placed
embargo upon interstate shipment of
Christmas trees from Maine, New
Hampshire, Massachusetts, Rhode Island and Connecticut, because of gypsy
and brow'n tail moths.
The quarantine
ment of

.an

becomes effective Nov. 25th and also
affects the shipment of decorative
plants, such as holly and laurel, known
as
“Christmas greens or greenery.”

in cases where the plants and plant
products have been inspected and pronounced to be free from these two insects by the Department of Agriculture’s inspectors will they be permitted
to enter interstate commerce.

Only

Itching piles provoke profanity but profanity won’t remove them. Doan's Ointment is
recommended for itching, blaeding or protruding piles. 60c at any drug itoie.
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HECALS

if

(tlft
THE

handful of
keep up the enthusiasm
ungraded pupils. Miss Hazel Nickerson, the
six-year old daughter of Mr. G. T. Nickerson,
did not miss one day of school in twenty
weeks. and was tardy but once during that
time_The Union Sunday school closed last
with such

L.

annual fair and sale at an
A. S. will have
early date in December. Mrs. Z. D Hartshorn,
the vice president, will entertain the society
We hope all will make an effort to
Nov. 21st.
attend, as there is much to be done.... Mr. and
its

Eugene Nickerson and family were
guests of Hon. A. E. Nickerson the first of the
week....Miss Doris Nickerson was at home
from Castine to spend Sunday with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. W. S, Nickerson.... Mr.
Irving Sawyer of Stockton Springs was in
town Sunday.... Mrs. W. E. Damm is spending the week with her sister, Mrs. S. D.
Mrs. A.

NORTH UNITY.
Rev. James Ainslie

out some, as
.Nov. 3d
...

her friends will be glad to learn.
clear, cold day with a raw,

was a

cold wind,giving

us a

foretaste of what is

com-

did not regist er above 32 for the day.... Mrs. L. H. Mosher
of Unity, who runs a large dry and fancy goods

ing

later

on.

The thermometer

store, also groceries and general merchandise,
was given a surprise in the form of a shower
of post cards last Monday, it being the anniShe received about
versary of her birthday.
! 200 cards, which goes to show that she is very
j popular and much liked by the community
| She always greets her customers with a smile
and a pleasant word. Young or old, rich or
; poor, ail are cordially received, and may she
1 ive to enjoy many happy returns of the day is
the wish of her many friends.Mrs. E. M.
Soule of Unity has sold her stock of millinery
and trade to Mrs. Fred Harold Whitehouse and
Mrs. Eddie Whitehouse and they have taken
possession. We wish them success.Dr. C.
M.Whitney of Unity has been very sick, but is
now able to be about again.
Dr. Whittaker of
F airfield will come to Unity for the winter and
assist Dr. Whitney in taking care of his long
distance patients_Mr. Percy Nutt and family of Massachusetts visited at R. E. Stone’s
one day last week, returning home Saturday.
Miss Wren of Thorndike is stopping at her
cottage at Windermere Park for a time while
the warm weather continues. It is beautiful
at the park now, since nature has colored the
leaves so bright and fine.The farmers
ha ve finished digging their potatoes and many
are
hauling to market but some are holding
....

for

a

m
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dresses
1

Dresses for school and street wear. Made of dependable serge in blue, brown and
garnet and selected for their serviceable qualities.

Sweaters and

|

Knit Goods

j

Underwear and Hosiery

j

j!

Fall usually finds the children’s supply of underwear and hosiery much in nee-: 0f
replenishment. These departments are stocked with new and dependable mdse. Cadet
Hosiery, linen heel and toe, guaranteed to your own satisfaction. For these days 19c
all sizes.
per pair. Flannel night robes and sleeping garments in

\
«

Infants’ Department
Coats of serge, flannel, bearskin :
and opossum.
daintiest embroideries. Hosiery and C: 1
and
Dresses
of
materials
finest
opossum.
in finest qualities.
Bonnets of

silk, corduroy, bearskin

This display and sale begins Saturday, October 16th. We desire to make
davs a pleasure to evervone. and especially to the younger set.
these
ing

i

9.

shoppir,

JAMES H. HOV/ES.

The News ot Brooks.
■

1

The Men's Club, which met last season at
the Universalist church, and which was so
8 'ccessful, began it sessions for the winter the
first Sunday in November with a good attendance.
Crimnology is the general theme under

Gabriel Brown and family have moved into
the A. J. Roberts house, now owned by C. E.
Lane, for the winter.

discussion and the subject next Sunday is,
The Formula for Crime.” All men are cordially invited and it is hoped that there may be a
large attendance. The hour is noon on Sun-

P. E. Luce, who spent several days in

day.

j Brooks recently, returned to Northport last
enjoyable parish supper was given Saturday to close their cottage there.
Friday night in the small vestry of the MethoGeorge Peavey has put up a building in Emdist church, Mrs. C. E. Frost, Mrs. E. F. Bram- mons
street. He will use it for the present as
A most

hall, Mrs. Charles Woods and Miss Ethel Frost
acting as housekeepers and waitresses. The
tables were laden with many tempting viands,
including escalloped clams, baked beans, cold
meats, hot rolls, pickles, fancy pies, cake and
coffee. It was a very social affair and a pleasant opening of the winter season.

a

shop

and later will

finish it for

a

Monday evening, Nov. 4th, Harvest Home
Grange conferred the 4lh degree on two candidates and furnished a harvest feast, which
the morning
everybody enjoyed.
Maurice

;

Agate Ware, Tin Ware,

At
Freefort, Me., Nov. 10.
service of the Baptist church Rev,

»*• o.

Dunbar of Topsbam, who wras supplying for
the day, read the resignation of Rev. Walter
F. Sturtevant, pastor of the church for eight
Rev. Mr. Sturtevant came to Freeport
years.
from Essex Junction, Vt., and during his pastorate the church has prospered. The debt
has been paid and many improvements made.
One hundred and eleven new members have
been added, 84 by baptism. Rev. Mr. Sturtevant has also taken an active interest in town
affairs and has served three years on the
school board.
He has received a call from the
Baptist church of Belfast, but will take no action toward accepting until he has been released by the Freeport church.

ljvw

nas

ueen

luunmg

alter

interests and has left his store in charge of
help. Next week he will be back for good and
will have some special sales.

j
j

|

F. H. Hewey, Mrs. C. P. Crowell, Miss
Covelle, Mrs. S. Harris, Miss Danforth, Miss
Coburn, Mrs. G. N. Gardner and Miss Ingraham. There were musical numbers by a quar-

zy, Mrs.

...

U

|J

price they

|I

BASEMENT SALESROOM

1=_4

built by Mr. Smail some years ago for a home
and later was bought by Melvin W. Roberts,
who has now taken rent in the Forest Roberts

Days—

14,
Thursday,
Friday, November 15,
Saturday, November 16,
Monday, November 18.

tpl

!

women

of

seventy.

is

as

smart

as

j

r

;

F
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CARLE & JONES.

•

ioi

Heating
Let

him.
Mrs. Louisa H. Cilley, widow of the late !
Ransom I. Cilley, a prominent citizen of
! Brooks for many years, has resided in Augus-

‘

with

The Home of Good Values"
ON

I ta with her

daughter Florence,who was a clerk
[ in the pension office,and since the death of her
I daughter has remained there, as it seems like
! home to her. She is now past eighty years of
age,and recently sent various articles for keepsakes to some of her old friends in this town,
thinking that she might not come back here

I

HWIIH'iiU |I

AN and
Yf
L 1 uated

In order for the men of Waldo County to know the
‘‘
South worth’s
VALUES we are giving in the
this
Special” Derbys, we offer you
opoprtunity
l to secure one of these.

_

They will do more; if after using two bottles
of PARISIAN Sage you don't think it the finest
and most delightful hair tonic and dressing you
Can you beat that
ever used—money back.
offer.
Young women who neglect their temples,
grow'old before their time. If your hair is thinning at the temples; if it is losing its natural
color, fading or turning gray, put your faith in
PARISIAN Sage and you won’t be disappointed.
Large bottle GO cents at A. A, Howes & Co. and
dealers everywhere. Girl with Auburn hair on
every package.

Mitchell &
'll

•**

I

WANTE

again.

Falling Hair and Scalp Itch. A.
A. Howes & Co. are Authorised to Guarantee it,

i:'.

Cutlery.

|

AT

i

show

us

Aluminum Warn

Special Saturday Sale

She attended services at

£

Tin, Agait- oi

*HATV

Quaker chapel last Sunday. Her husband,
Dr. Joel T. Collier, was for years a practicing
physician here and everybody was acquainted

C

or

Kitchen Ur

NO MAN NEED GO WITHOUT A

the

Dandruff

i

fff

!

most

Money Back
Remedy for

|

a

g

Think this over carefully and see what it means to
you. Stock up your kitchen with the very best quality
of goods you need at one-half the usual outlay.
We’ve got to move tte goods at once.
Yours truly,

!

Mrs. Mary Collier of South Brooks, who for
many years lived in this village, visited some
of her old friends here last week. She is now

old,but

send

or

'm

E

November

to Eben, and the social latch
string is hanging out for himself and his attractive bride.

years

Come

ever

»:

congratulations

nearly ninety

-kGOES

*i iiiiiBiiiiwiimnmil1 in miii

Eben Young, formerly of Liberty but now
claimed by Brooks, recently made a raid on
Monroe and capturing one of her fairest daughters, Miss Florence Colson, brought her back
in triumph to Brooks, where she is being kept
a willing captive, it is said.
We all extend

Kn Mias Ualon Cnaaran

OUR-

-IN

Hamilton E. Jenkins has moved into the
new house he recently
bought and which is
known as the Charles E. Small place. It was

day, Nov. ?th, with a large attendance. The
entertainment program had as the feature the
i house for the winter.
three-act comedy, ,“The Elopment of Ellen,”
Large quantities of apples have been brought
given by an amateur cast, including Wendell
! to our station and have sold at the low price of
Piper, Miss Linnie Ray, Ralph Chandler, Marshall Torrey. Miss Hortense Hopkins and $1.50 per barrel for ones and twos. The price
Frank Maxfield, with incidental music by Miss j is now off from that. There is no money for
Elsie Tibbetts. The fair clo'ed Friday night the farmer in apples at that price. We notice
with a large attendance. In the afternoon that they are all brought in packed in clean new
there was an entertainment for the children barrels, which makes a nice looking package.
Everett Tasker and Clarence Hamblin have
in which Dorothy Doe, Dorothy Smith, Raymond Tibbetts, Helen Crowell, Donald Holmes, been packing apples at various places in this
George Smith, Beatrice Davis, Janet Mason, vicinity and it is said that they have a good
Alan Crowell, Marguerite and Gertrude Pom- knowledge ©f the different varieties of apples
roy took part. In the evening the members of and make good assortments of them in the
the Thimble Club appeared in an amusing proper grades, which is a valuable asset for
farce, “Packing the Missionary Barrel.” The merchantable apples and should bring extra
parts were taken by Miss Hutchins, Miss Muz- prices to the holders of the fruit.

...

BLACK IRON WARE

Mr. Francis M. Forbes, a veteran of the 4th
Maine Vols., spent the summer at the Isaiah
Forbes homestead, a6 usual
He usually goes
south or lives with some of his children in MasHe finds it
sachusetts during the winter.
rather lonesome alone on the old place during
the winter.

The annual fair of the Bangor Universalist
Church Floral and Aid society opened Thurs-

tot onrl

Galvanized Ware and

uuiaiu-j

sar Mag

Our stock is Ian
\\t
shall reduce it b
ni§
the people of
!
Maine a chance
;
Windows at the lowest

y

ALL

—ON

Golden Crown Lodge, K. of P, conferred
the 2nd rank on two candidates in good style
and the work was followed by a stag luncheon.

'•

Prices.

PRICE SALE

house.

Down
Window

2

Pearl Crockett & Co. have been engaged for
some time drilling wells in this vicinity and
are now at the Bert Lane
place.
Mrs.

i

rr

Miss Christine Lane is now housemaid for
Mrs. A. B. Pay-on, who is bookkeeper for
Younar & Cox.

Marian Luce, Mrs. A. L. White.

THORNDIKE.
FRANKFORT.
At the Center church last Sunday Mr. Miller
The schooner Robert W. is discharging a sx>ke from
Isaiah, 6-8; “Also 1 heard the
c argo of fertilizer at Mt. Waldo wharf.... Walvoice of the Lord, saying, whom shall I send,
ter Cochran, Louville Quigley and Albert
and who will go for us? Then said I, here am
Quigley have left for Redstone, N. H., where I: send me.” Miss Beatrice Parson presided
they have employment ...The food fair and at the organ-Miss Hattie Gilliatt has gone
sale of fancy articles held in the vestry of the to Salem,
Mass., to pass the winter_Miss
Congregational church by the Willing Work- Hamblin, who taught the Center school, went
was
well attended and to Boston
ers Thursday evening
Saturday to pass her vacation with
proved a great success... Charles Webster relatives. She will return and teach the windied Monday evening, Nov. 4th, after an ill- ter term... The first snow
squall of the seaness of several months.
The funeral was held son came last
Sunday night_Mr. and Mrs.
in the Congregational church Thursday afterInterment was in West Hill cemetery. Gus Cates went to Waterville Saturday, renoon.
-Eugene Grant has moved into his new turning Monday....Mrs. Joseph H. Saywaid
bunga low, recently completed on the Point and son were in Waterville Saturday_Mr,
farm-John Jordan of Old Town, accompanied by his niece, Miss Virginia Jordan of Oro- Paris Dyer will pass the winter with his son,
no, was the guest of his sister, Mrs. James F. Edgar Dyer, and family.... Mr. Will Hunt is
Hurley, a few days this week. ...Daily rehears- pressing hay in this section cf the town_
als are being held for the drama, Higbee of
Mr. E. L. Bartlett and brother went to Bangor
Harvard, which will be presented in the K. of
P. hall for the benefit of the graduation fund Friday afternoon, returning Monday morning.
of the senior class of the High school_John
....Mrs. V. N. Higgins passed Nov. 7th and
C. Carr, Bowdoin ’13, made a short visit to his
8th with Mr. and Mrs. A. S. Higgins
home here this week-George Peirce of New
York city, who has passed the last month at Mr. and Mrs. Richard C. Higgins went to AuPoland Springs, is spending a few days with gusta last Saturday for a short visit with his
his brother, Haywood Peirce.... Ralph Averill
brother Fred and famity. While there they
and Edward Allen have left for Woodbury,
Vt., where they have secured employment.... visited the Capitol; also the Soldiers' Home at
Frank ^McIntyre, who has been in Milford, Togus....Miss Anna M. Martindale is passing
Mass., for several months, is spending a vaca- her two weeks' vacation with her sister, Mrs.
tion at his home here... .Harry Somes recentin Clinton....Mr. and Mrs. F. L. Philly moved his family to his former home in True,
Somesville....Mrs. Charles Crossman and son brick passed Nov. 10th with Mrs. V. N. Higof Fort Kent are visiting at the home of her gins. Mrs. Higgins goes to Pittsfield Nov.
parents,'Mr. and Mrs. Freeman Snow.... Mrs. 12th to pass the winter with her daughter,
Charles Newcomb has returned from a visit j
Mrs. S.F. Files....Mr. and Mrs Ross C.Higgins
with relatives in East Millinocket.
were in Brooks Sunday.... Mr. Fred Cates and
HOW'S THIS?
Mr. Arthur Berry are cutting Christmas trees
1
We offer One Hundred Dollars Reward in this vicinity and hauling them to Thorndike
for any case of Catarrh that cannot be Station, where they are shipped away.... Billy Oxton recently bought a horse of True Cole
cured by Hall's Catarrh Cure.
in Knox
Several of our farmers have their
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo. O.
We, the undersigned, have known F. J. fall work all done, houses warmly banked and
Cheney for the last 15 years, and believe him brushed; others have not finished their fall
perfectly honorable in all business transac- plowing or the hauling of their dressing, but
tions and financially able to carry out any oligaif these nice days continue for a little longer
tions made by his firm.
NATIONAL BANK OF COMMERCE,
all will be ready for winter soon....Mrs.
Toledo, O.
Arthur Oliver left Thursday for Montreal,
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken internally, actwhere her buaband will meet her and accommucous surthe
blood
and
ing directly upon
faces of the system. Testimonials sent free. pany her to Bisco, Ontario, where they will
all
75
cents
bottle.
Sold
Price
Drug- pass the winter. Mr. Oliver ia engaged in
by
per
gists.
civil engineering there.
Pills for
Take Hall's

constipation.

|

COATS
GIRLISH new styles in Coats for Young Ladies and Children.
STYLES that are true to the youthful figure.
MATERIALS that will prove the test of vigorous wear.
PRICES that will please the most economical mother.

I

m.;

rise.

Family

cater for their necessities.

evening.

a

Sunday with appropriate exercises-The

espeeialy

Swear

a

Dinsmore Store

o

for them and

Warm Garments knit from the best of yarns, knitted sacques, socks and mittens for
Sweaters, toques and leggings for the children.

$5.00

a

partiCu.

larly

|H|
baby.
fthe

you

The Elm street Congregational parish,
Bertha Luce is assisting her aunt, Mrs. Kate
Bucksport, held their annual meeting, ad- Lane, as cook and waiting maid.
journed, from October, Nov. 6th, and elected
a very successiui
Potatoes were sold here Monday for 52 cents
the following officers for the ensuing year:
Although
term of school here last Friday.
per bushel and a good many teams came in.
A. L.
O.
P.
Clerk,
Cunningham;
treasure-,
she had less than a dozen pupils they showed
Mrs. L. C. Cilley, who has for a long time
White; auditor, Fred Blodgett; parish commita great deal of interest and pride in their j
been an invalid, rode out to the village recentRobert
Walter
Parker
Gardner,
Spofford,
work. Much credit is due Miss Rose, for no tee,
Emery; music committee, T. Blodgett, Mrs. lyone but a teacher knows how difficult it is to

follows:

era

I

SWANVILLE.
Miss Nellie Kose closed

is holding religious meet| ings at Green’s Corner, Troy, and will altera total Social- 1
indicate
returns
complete
nate Sundays with Troy Corner as long as the
ist vote of about 2,700 and a total of less I interest holds that is now manifested ...Mrs.
than 1,000 for the Prohibitionists.
Mantie Gregg is improving and is able to ride

When the

H

m.

Tuesday
proposed legislation, is timely. hall on the
“Boy Scout” movement.
too much fool legislation by
George Lewis and Preston Player of Boston
half-baked legislators.
were here Nov. 5th to vote.. ..Several in town

Belfast lectured

11

Tan Russia
Calf
Lace Shoe

C. E. Society Sunday at

The services for the week at the First
Methodist church will be as follows: this,
Thursday, evening, the prayer meeting: Sunday at 10.30, morning worship; Sunday school

There is

[{}]}
M

here next
time you
need
shoes.

The services at the North church will be as
follows: Junior C. E., Thursday at 3.45 p. m.;
prayer meeting, Thursday at 7.30 p. m.; Castle
North, K. O. K. A., Friday at 7 p. m.; morning
worship Sunday at 10.45 a. m.; Sunday school

in the town

to sift

bring

The services at the Baptist church will be as
follows: Prayer meeting this, Thursday, evening; morning service Sunday at 10.45 a m.;
Sunday school at 12 o’clock. All who do not
attend Sunday school at any other church are
cordially invited. Evening service at 7.30 p. m.

Pendleton,
tives_Horace Pendleton,
Alpheus Pendleton and E. D. Hatch have gone
on their
annual hunting trip in Northern

1!

Note the invisible eyelets—a typical touch
of Regal advanced modishness..
Note the latest
hand-made ideas
—flat sole.arched
instep, low heel,
no pull strapall the fashionable London
look.
These points of
appearance will
please you—but
the sturdy old
Regal wear is
what will

Christian Scientists hold services in
their hall, 127 Main street, Sunday morning
at 11 o’clock and Wednesday evening at 7.30
o’clock, to which all are welcome.

Loranus

Hg

For years all your shoe-experience has told you to get a pair
of Regals. Don’t put it off any
longer. Come and see this
BOND STREET MODEL.

The

ISLESBORO.
The N. S. C. class gave a Hallowe’en party
at Union Hall, Thursday evening, which was
well attended and good results netted.... Mrs.
Luther Farnsworth has returned home from
Brockton,Mass., after a month’s visit with rela-

NOVEMBER 16,18

DAYS!
and 19.

the children with you these days. It will be a liberal education to your sons
and
daughters to help do their own shopping. We have set aside these three days

M D

day night; preaching service Sunday morning

Rah! rah! Maine!

CHILDREN’S

m

Next Sunday morning the Belfast Fire Department will attend the Universalist church
in a body and listen to an appropriate sermon
by the pastor.
The services at the Universalist church for
the week will be as follows: K. 0. K. A. Satur-

County Correspondence.
“Uncle Joe’’ will

|£

The Christian Endeavor of the Baptist
Church will meet next Sunday at 6.30 p. m.

causing any breaking out.
They are expelled and the whole system is
renovated, strengthened and
toned by

Hood’s
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The Churches.

,

$2.50 Hat, For Saturday Only, $-| 75
RALPH
12 Main
Belfast

WINDOW
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Street,

Street Railway.
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FLAGGED TRAIN WITH SHIRT
Tearing his shirt from his back an Ohio man
Editor People’s Column—Will you please tell flagged a train and saved it from a wreck, but
H. T. Alston, Raleigh, N. C-, once prevented a
me whether the street cars of the city of Belfast are operated by the city or by a private wreck with Electric Bitters. "I was in a terrible plight when I began to use them,” he
James Major.
corporation?
writes, "my stomach, head, back and kidneys
Dorchester.
The tramway lines of the city of Belfast are were all badly affected and
my liver was in bad
owned by the city corporaton, that is, by the
condition, but four bottles of Electric Bitters
city itself. Belfast also owns its gas and electric lighting plants, a set of markets, baths, made me feel like a new man.” A trial will
and a municipal lodging house.—Boston Globe convince you of their matchless merit for any
We rise to remark that this refers to Bel- stomach, liver or kidney trouble. Price 50
cents at all druggists.
fast, Ireland, not Bslfsst, Me.

House No. 107 Waldo ai
Rent reasonable. Inquiry
premises.

tnnual

Meeting of the vvalJ
Company.

The annual meeting of the
;he Waldo Trust Company of 1;<
ywill be held at their banking
>n
Tuesday, November ninett,nt:yL0.30 a. m., for the purpose of re'
ar'-: Jr‘n#Sfi^
aws, electing a board of trustee?
ng such other business as may
>efore them.
W. R. BLODOb»
November 9, 1912.—lw40
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•ersalist Social Aid will meet with
Haselton this, Thursday, evening,
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^30o'clockPI

tlC a dance at Silver Harvest
Waldo, Thanksgiving eve, Nov.
mu.ic by Gurney's orchestra.
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But if you will insist
the original
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stockings is about as
agreeable as a date with the
dentist. Iil fitting, coarse
heavy material is their penalty for the Guarantee.
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Leonard & Barrows shoe
hour work day schedule—
to 2 30 p. m.—and this will conai weeks. Most of the orders
ater delivery, principally Febthe work slack at presen t.
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itb Mrs. C. A. Hubbard, No. 4
Monday afternoon, November
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and twelve.
European Ruler.
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ver, cups

same monev.

6 prs. Men’s,
6 prs. Women’s,

$1.50 and $2.00
2.00 and 3.00

6 prs. Children’s,

$2.00
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that your money
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Thursday night there
the lecture by Mr. E.
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The

government rulings on the Christmas
business from Main* does not affect shipments to Boston and cars are now loading here.

will

mton

his

move

tree

Our friends

word

good to us
Partridge stew

were

last

week, and

Deer meat, too,
Graced the menu.

machine

building to the building
Charles M. Conant of this city and Monroe
:-lex Roller Bushing Co. as a
recently placed in the hands of Ralph Burrill,
the local trainer, his five-year old gelding by
i will occupy an adjoining
Sultan Wilkes.
me

His dam was known as the
Wood mare, afterwards owned by the late
Thornton Lyford of Bangor, and hardly ever
headed in the road races. A peculiarity of
this mare and foal is that they are dun or
buckskin color. The dam is one of the best
known mares and this trotting gaited gelding
seems to be following in the line of his dam.
Although not of an especially fashionable
color he is said to be one of the best five-yearolds owned in this vicinity—Bangor Commercial.
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Lane building will be fitted
Tae C msumers Fuel Co. and
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power than sail.
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society, under the auspices
and Social Aid, will hold
Memorial hall, Friday, Nov.
and evening. The doors will
of useful
p. m and a variety
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-i
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will be served at 6 o’clock.
sired that neighboring unions
C. T. U. InstiNov. 20th. The more who go,
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petition

postmaster of Belfast.

as

^

J

EDISON I
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I
50c. psr waak
S
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I

schools, be it resolved:
(a) That Superintendents be urged to request or require, in engaging teachers, that
such teachers are to remain at the building
during the noon hour, and that remuneration
be given for this extra work.
(b) That teachers be urged to exert such
influence over both parents and children that
wholesome lunches be provided; that the
teacher prepare hot cocoa or something similar for the children and teach them simple
lessons in
courtesy, neatness and hygiene
during their participation in lunch.
(c) That the teachers closely supervise the
play ground, and that the children be urged to
bring to school dolls, toy and games, for use
during the noon hour, when the weather forbids outdoor play.'*

there are eight or nine
among those mentioned being
Hanson, Fred W. Pote, Dr. G.
Justus Colburn and S. Augustus
!
rard A. Wilson, chairman of
Democratic committee, is a
‘•"hector of customs for this disof the most active political

1

1

so

nt:

The N. E. 0. P.’s 26th Anniversary. Belfast Lodge, No. 140, New England Order of
1
Protection, celebrated th ? 25th anniversary of
the qrder last Monday evening. Belfast Lodge
is only two years the junior of the parent
order and was organized Dec. 30, 1887, and all
! these years the original charter members have
action.—Belfast correspond- kept the faith and twelve of the cl arter
mmercial.
! members were present at this
anniversary.
the first to start a petition
Several of the grand officers were expected to
as postmaster, and his petibe present, and were on the program for adnerally signed by the business
dresses, but at the last moment notified the
>' of
He
has had
party lines.
program committee that they were unable to
office, l aving been assistant
attend. After a brief busiress session in the
>■ Postmaster
Henry L. Kil- | anteroom Mr. William
Stevens, master of the
e
latter’s death served the
lodge, called the open meeting to order. He
as postmaster by
request of
spoke of the failure of the Grand officers to be
smen.
present and asked Mr. Jefferson F. Wilson, a
charter member, to give the address of welcome.
Although unexpectedly called upon
Mr. Wilson was equal to the emergency. He

n"ent

fl- ^r

8

can

ah}.ting is circulating

^. Keyring,
•tfospirnr,*?.

„r_
J,

track,

into the

aigoes

-‘r

the

building and discover.
Other improvements
iude the building of a wharf

run

W.

the sill of the build-

over
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“Whereas, the noon hour In our rural schools ]
has been, and is, a moral menace to such j

The headhouse has been
side of the railway track,

P

•g

comm

--AT-

'’ULE & JDlf
I^LfASr. M\)N£

gave

a

cordial

welcome to all present and

spoke briefly and convincingly of the benefits
derived from cooperative insurance. Rev. D.
B. Phelan, for 23 years

member of the order,
was then called upon and spoke for about 30
minutes. He was not prepared to give an address, but commanded the close attention of
all present. He paid a glowing tribute to the
order, and ,told of many instances that had
come under his observation where it had done
great good. He compared this method of insurance with that of the merchantile companies, claiming many advantages for the former, and closed with fervent words of approval of the work of the New England Order
of Protection for the brotherhood of man and
of its care of the widows and orphans. It may be
added here that the Belfast lodge has paid out in
the past 25 years as death benefits of its 26 deceased members $51,000. After Mr.Phelan’s address, Charles R.Coombs rendered a miscellaneous program on his Victor machine and Mise
Alice E. Simmons recited two selections from
James Whitcomb Riley and one from Joseph C.
Lincoln, each time reaponding to hearty encores.
A social hour followed, when ice cream
and cake, fruit punch and wafers,were served.
It was an occasion enjoyable alike to members
and guests.
a

North Belfast. The Ladies’ Aid
will gjv,
harvest supper in the church
vestry Wednesday evening, Nov. 20th. All the good
thing!
that compose a "boiled” dinner will
be served
An entertainment will be
given following the
supper. Tickets 25 cents. Come
one, come
all....Mr. and Mrs. Perkins of
Bangor visited
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. M. F.
Hurd, a few
days last week... Mrs. Ada Wiley, who has
returned from Di.
King’s hospital,
is
a

The Travellers’ Club met Tuesday afternoon
with the president, Mrs. Amos Clement, instead of with the Misses Field. Mrs. Clement was on the program for a paper and having met with a slight accident that confined
her to the house the place of meeting was

Portland,

rapidly recovering from her recent severe illness
Capt. E. A. Wiley, who has been con...

fined to the house for several weeks
with sciatica, is able to be out
.Mrs. Henry B. Ladd
The annual meeting of the Parlor Musical
was taken
very seriously ill last week, but is
Society for the election of officers will be held much
improved in health at this writing.
at the music rooms on Tuesday, Nov. 19th,
Shipping Items. Sch. Brina P. Pendleton
1912, at 7.30 p. m. It is earnestly desired that !
with a cargo of 33,000 bushels, 300
all members make an effort to be present as
bushels of
j postage.”
parcels will be mailable only at post arrangements are to be made for the Chap- turnips, apples and hay, for Norfolk, Va., sail| 2. That
offices, branch post offices, lettered and local man Concert.
ed from Cape Jellison Nov.
4th. but anch .red
named stations and such numbered stations
i n our
lower harbor to await a crew. She sailThe Belfast Musical Society has received a !
j as may be designated by the postmaster,
j 3. That all parcels must bear the return communication from Director William R. td last Sunday for destination... .Under direct
sender; otherwise they will not be
>rders from President Taft the
j card of the
revenue cutter
fnr rmihmr
Chapman of the Maine Festival, saying that he ervice
|
will patrol the entire Atlantic coast of
! wishes to include Belfast in his Maine tour -ne United
iPtrrn & (In.
ftUdmrls.
A Happy Birthday.
States
from December to April to
Mrs. George T. Read this winter, when he
brings the famous Gior- i ifford
Rochester, N. Y.
relief to ships in distress
celebrated her birthday anniversary, Nov.
during the
dano, the Italian tenor who made such a furore
eason
s
bad
weather and hazards on the ocean,
7th, by entertaining the Thimble club, of at the recent festival. Mr.
“fatted
for the
Chapman wishes !
son—but we
which she is a member.
Mrs. Read has been ! to come to Belfast the week before Christmas ^ fhe Woodbury will cruise from Portland to
do
offer
and the
comfort
ill for some time, but is
and
t-astport
satisfaction
to
from
the
Portland
Androscoggin
regaining strength and all lovers of good music are hoping that a
n Cape Ann, Mass
and it was a happy occasion to all concerned.
...Sch. T. M. Nicholson,
date may be arranged.
ER.
Those
who have
!■
'spt. Lester Gilley, arrived at Bucksport last
Bridge was played. The hostess was the
Misses Isabel and Emeroy Ginn entertained ; ;
in the
Sunday from a six months’ trip to the Grand
for both custom-made and
recipient of a shower of cards with birthday Nov. 6th at a dinner
j
party given for Miss Ida
5anks, with a full fare. This is the first of
greetings, of two large birthday cakes, violets,
clothes-and have not found satisfacAmes in honor of her approaching marriage, i < .apt. T. M.
a beautiful bouquet from the Thimble
Nicholson’s fleet to arrive this seaClub, 1 The
guest of honor was surprised as she s on
.The schooner Mary Augusta, from Cal- >
and other gifts from family and friends. Her
tion—will be
at the satisfaction
will
moved her chair at the table, to find it laden
ls for New York with
lumber was in collision
daughter, Miss Louise J. Read, served refind
with packages which were found to contain 3 7ov. 11th
in
Michaels-Stern
near
freshments at the close of the game and the
garments.
Huntington, L. I., with the
many dainty and useful bits of linen, gifts of s teamship
Boston, and had her headgear carguests departed with sincere wishes for the
the other guests. Others present \rere, Mrs.
Not
the
but the
led away. The Boston was
fit and
hostess’ continued improvement and wishing
but little damaged,
;
Luville Pottle, Mrs. Allen Patterson, Miss
t towboat for the
her many returns of the anniversary.
schooner was summoned by
will
;
We
I
you.
Margaret Keen.
, tireless.The
Pendleton schooner F. C.
The Food Fair. The executive committee
welcome the
back to the Home of
Poor’s Mills. Mrs. O. A. Wade returned ! ^ 'endleton has loaded stone at Stonington for
recently elected by the Belfast Board of
*
few
York.
Trade to take charge of the big food fair to home last Saturday after spending two months
'■
>
Clothes Comfort.
take place in February, met, Thursday night, with her husband, Capt. Wade, on his barge in
He Built The Journal’s Engine.
Mr.
the
of
New
York
...Mrs.
Jane
Cole
vicinity
with a full attendance. The resignation of
\
Castle of East Weymouth, Mass., came
Harry W. Clark as a member of the commit- has had a paper hanger at work for her for a t 3 Belfast last week to see his old friend
few
Mr.
and Mrs. Charles Wood visitdays
I •chard H. Moody, who is
tee was accepted and Orrin J. Dickey was
critically ill at his
elected in his place. The committee is now, ed at Mr. and Mrs. J. F. Sheldon’s last Sunday, h ome on Court street. Mr. Castle was for
-Melvie Wentw'orth of Stockton is visiting n
12 MAIN
a
Dr. W. L. West, chairman, Ralph D. South•any years
resident of Belfast and was the
her grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Wentp rincipal stockholder in the Belfast
worth, E. S. Pitcher, Walter J. Clifford and
Foundry
.Mr. and Mrs. Delbert Rolerson spent (.
Orrin J. Dickey, the latter to act as secretary. worth.
o., chartered in 1849, and whose first
plant
in Belmont with their parents, Mr. and v
as located a short distance
The executive board has appointed the follow- Sunday
below the Head of WHITE’S CORNER, (Winterport).
Mrs. J. A. Hartshorn-Rufus Dyer cut his t ie
Tide bridge. It then moved to Front
ing sub committees: Entertainment and
Mr. and Mrs. W. A. Thompson of Wollaston, I
ankle joint while cutting wood last v/eek, but s
;reet, where the building of the Duplex Rol- Mass., arrrived on
music, E. S. Pitcier, chairman; advertising,
Saturday’s boat and are ]
is getting along nicely.
j, r Bushing Co. now
Dr. D. L. West, Walter J. Clifford, Irvin T.
stands, and was twice guests of her brother, C. H. Libby_Mr. and j
Bible Class Reception. The Woman’s Inb urned out in 1851 and 1873. In
Dinsmore and Charles A. Townsend; food, I
connection Mrs. Bradbury
Clarke of Hampden were
Ralph Hayford, chairman; exhibitors, Ralph j ternational Bible Class, Mrs. O. E. Frost, presi- v ith the foundry was a machine shop, and the guests of Mr. and Mrs. C. W.
Nealey, Sunday. !
an
e
informal reception to the adult
H. Howes, chairman; soliciting, Elon B. Gil- dent, gave
ngine now in use in The Journal office was -Mrs. E. E. Ritchie and children visited her
christ, chairman; finance, William H. Quimby, j members of the Baptist Sunday school in the b Jilt there from designs by Mr. Castle and un- niece, Mrs. Riley Prime, in
Brooks, Saturday
chairman; treasurer, Clement W. Wescott. It j vestry last Tuesday evening. The program d -r his personal supervision. He was an inti- and Sunday-Mrs. C. B. Jewett and
Mrs.
n ate friend of William H.
wTas voted that the dates of the fair should be j consisted of a piano duet by Misses Margaret
then
the
M. A. Haley visited Mrs. George Clarke
Simpson,
and Myrtle Frost; reading, Mrs. George e
Craig
to
Feb.
inFeb.
and
the
11th,
Saturday,
loth,
iitor,
the
j H.
Tuesday,
engine,
only one made, was in West Winterport November 7th.
Robertson; vocal duet, Mra. Maurice Curtis
a special piece of work.
elusive, at the Belfast Opera house, a fruit j and Miss Isabel Ginn; song, Mrs. K. B
At the same time Mr. Mrs. Julia White is spending the present week
Craig;
connection
in
with
Mr.
^
be
held
the
astle
made
show will
L. G, Putnam; song, Miss Isabel
the plans for a boiler to adapt it with Mrs. Briggs in Swanville.Misses
fair, j reading,
and all raisers of apples in the county and Ginn; readings, Mrs. H. W. Rhoades.Mrs, L. F. I > a certain place in the office. The engine Louise Libby, Ellen and Marjelia Bartlett and
1 Gannon and Mrs. L, F. Robbins,
The
commitin this vicinity especially will be requested to
v as installed in 1875, has been
running con- Laura Bickford were at home from Bucksport
tee in charge wish to publicly express their
contribute.
appreciation of Mr. Charles R. Coombs kind- s ;antly since, has cost practically nothing for seminary for the week-end. Miss Margaret
ness in adding much to the pleasure of the r
ipairs, and is as good now as the day it was Ames of Fort Fairfield accompanied them and
Crossed Wires. Last Thursday night’s ( evening with the free use of his Victor talk- ^ Liilt. Mr. Castle called at The Journal
office was the guest of her aunt, Mrs. A. R. Well- i
storm was one of the most severe that has I ing machine, selections on which were inman.., .Mrs, 8, P. Stevens of Monroe was the
* ist Saturday afternoon, and as he entered the
in
the
and
a
concert
program
visited this section in a long time and more or i terspersed
given at the close. An original guessing game e ditorial room remarked that it was one of the euest of her daughter, Mrs. R. C. Nealey, sevj
less damage was done to telephone and tele- by Mrs. Roy E. Young was of much interest, f 2W
places in Belfast that seemed familiar. He eral days recently.... Mr. and Mrs. Llewellyn 1
graph wires and the roadbeds of the railroads 1 Sandwiches, tea, coffee and doughnuts were a Iso v sited the press room and inspected the Clarke of West
visited
and
Mr.
Winterport
f
throughout the State. The rain came down in served and a social hour followed the exercises, c neine. He left for home on Monday’s buat.
Mrs R. C. Nealey Sunday.
torrents and the wind blew a gale. In this !
i
city there was trouble with the electric light
and fire alarm wires. The wire to the ChenPROSPECT.
ery house crossed the arc light wires on j
Mrs. Melinda Littlefield of
Searsport is visitFranklin street, and Mr. Chenery, fearing the
ing her sister, Mrs. Hannah Dow, for a few
1
of
fire
in
the
called
partitions,
possibility
.Mrs. Lydia Reed attended the church
days
Chief Shute at 11.15. Mr. Shute atonenotifi- ;
convention held in Dexter last week_Mrs.
ed the Relfast Livery Co. that the horses were
Clara Haley has sold her farm to her son, Fred
needed and when he arrived at the stabie they
Haley, and both w ill move very soon.... Mrs.
Not waiting for the
were ready at the door.
May Alley and Miss Bernice Alley were guests
—
with
several
driver
he,
took
firemen,
regular
of Mr. and Mrs. Frank Gra t last week
.Ed,
November
1st we advertised in this paper that
the hose carriage to the Chenery house, and
win Killman, who is a brakeman on the B. &
were oil
the way when the wires became j
WORK only on your Edison
A. railroad, spent the week-end at home_
brought in to
crossed at the corner of Main street and Wal- |
The next meeting of the Busy Bee Club will be
our store November 18th, 19th and
or
would
20th,
before,
do avenue and rang the regular alarm. It was
with Mrs. Minnie Copp, Nov. 13th....The
be FREE to yon and that a
would be made for the
daylight before^the crossed wires could be lo- !
I Mountain school closed last Friday after a very
cated and repairs made. Latef in the nig,at !
» successful term of ten weeks, taught by Miss
1
the street lights were put out of commission
Lena Torrey of Frankfort. All are glad to
We have been notified by the Idism
that
by the sane cause. At the Belfast Savings
know that she is coming back for the winter
not
the
WORK
an
on
but
that ALL PARTS, with the exBank building
the second story
only
awning
K term_Miss Evelyn Clark of Clark’s Corner
broke one of the large arched windows in the
is stopping with her aunt, Mrs. Lester Dow.
ception of the main
would be furnished FREE as
office of Dunton & Morse.
Remember the children of today are
-Miss Vera Benson was the guest of Mrs.
h
as well as the WORK.
This is
one of the many inthe future sight of this great nation.
(g Clara Skay in Winterport last week
Sunday School Institute.
Rev. A. W.
Lewis
Not one pair of eyes should be neglectstances that show that the Edison
will go more
K White of Winterport has
Bailey of South Hadley, Mass., conducted a
ed for want of properly fitted glasses.
j
just shipped a carYour children will receive careful atthan half way to
Sunday school Institute last Friday evening in
their customers. They want
load of potatoes from Prospect station-Miss
tention
from
we
realize
their
imus,
the Baptist vestry. There was a good attend
Ella Kelley of Brewer is spending her vacation
every Edison
owner to be satisfied.
Talk is
portance.
ance from the Congregational, Methodist, Uniwith her grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. Lemuel
H.
J.
but the Edison
WOOD, 0. D.,
proverbially
do
as the
versalist and Baptist churches, consisting of
Ames.
EYE SPECIALIST,
above shows.
the Sunday school superintendents, the pas- K
14 Main Street, Belfast, M aine,
tors, the teachers and others interested in the a
are
to the expense of sending one of their
Over XV. f. Swift’s >Iaoe More.
Sunday school. The evening was devoted to a
men to the dealers to be at the service of the
expert
conference meeting, and Mr. Bailey took up
the various phases of Sunday school work as ft
Edison
their
owners, not only to
suggested by the audience. The leading topic a
FREE of
but also to furnish the parts
graphs
fg
discussed was the teachers training class and
FREE, with the
of
No
the need of the teacher to understand the 1
aspect of the child’s mind at different stages
company could do more.
A FRANK HOLTON LOR ME T.
of its growth in order to produce better reNo matter how old your Edison
is
nor
(1
Practically n;\v. Apply ti
sults in their work. This topic was one of
043
W .1. M. THAYER.
where you bought it. Bring it in to our store-the more
special interest as plans are being made to 1
the better—get it
organize a training class here in the near fu»
repaired by an
ture. Other topics discussed were the substiexpert
man, FREE of
a
tute teacher, the observance of special days in
Its
to
from
one
of
the
and
and
how
you
to
school,
the Sunday
greatest
get the children
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gal CLOTHES-BUY
spent riotously
past
ready-to-wear
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they

ready-for-service

only
price,
wearing qualities
prodigal
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BELFAST, MAINE.
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Friends in Belfast. Camden and Rockland
have contributed funds to buy the bricks for
the chimneys for the new chapel, nearly
finished, at Mason’s Mills. A supper given in
the chapel, Wednesday night, Nov. 6th, netted
about $10 for the chapel fund.

|

to

grounds with plants and shrubs from the park.
following musical program was ;
The Noon Intermission at School
net, Miss Flossie Heal and
Many
•vocal solo, Miss Edna Hop- hundreds of children of Maine are accustomed
Miss Edith Burgess and Miss to eat their noonday meal at school. TeachIhs;
reading, Rev, Hosea. ers and the public both recognize that the
Alton Braley. The sociable period of the noon intermission constitutes a
funds to help defray the ex- possible source of physical or moral injury to
the pupils. The proper regulation of pupils
service last Sunday night
era House, w’hen Jefferson
during the noon hour is a serious problem of
secretary of the Maine school administration. In recognition of this
the teachers of Washington county recently
e an address.
passed the following series of resolutions,
The work which have
‘•kovements.
already excited much favorable

The sewing circle of the
Woman’s Hospita
Aid will meet at the
hospital tomorrow, Fri
day, afternoon at 2 o’clock.

..

doughnuts and

;er

The employees of Read’s Garage motored to
Orono Hast Saturday to witness the MaineBowdoin game.

j

into his

the wonder is that he did not go farther
stock his conservatory and embellish

sil-

cards.

■

sioner

held in the Baptist church
ay evening, Nov. 6th under

linen,

playing

...

committee, accompanied street commisBurgess to the park and found the
mayor engaged in leveling gravel which a team
was hauling from the beach in front of the
Gordon will be present duiing
park. Of course it is now generally recognizthe
in
evening,
give an address
ed that we have had for years a one-man city
U\ t
T. U. will furnish baked
government and the order forbidding taking
Conveyance from Belfast
gravel from the park beach could not have
nted about by applying to E. F.
been passed without his approval. It would

ft,

anil

Ui 3:its. Oil 7e!!av;’ d!j;k

!

the

.-.ted at the W.

saucers
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I

$40,000 mansion on Northport
avenue many cartloads of gravel were hauled
from the park beach and placed on the driveways. The attention of Alderman Littlefield,
chairman of the committee on highways and
bridges, was called to the matter, and last
week Councilman C. L. Pooler, a member of
move

\\

y\

u

^

ficer was detailed to see that the order was enforced. Yet when the mayor was preparing

.rcie

and

f>JT

..

Who Owns the Park ? The Improvement
Society some time ago complained that gravel
was being hauled from the beach in front of
the park and the city government passed an
order forbidding the practice and a special of-

to have cost

I

t» us and we will make an
examination,
and if you need glasses will tell
you so.

I

at

man’s Alliance. Mr. Pierce
i talk on the Grand Canyon
ihe many beautiful views pre-

( '■

Parcel Post Regulations. Public attention is called to the following features of
the
| proposed parcel post regulations,which go into
[ effect Jan. 1, 1912:
1. That distinctive parcel post
I
stamps must
| be used on all fourth class matter beginning
January 1, 1913, and that such matter bearing
i ordinary postage will be treated as “Held for

last

n

unce

pfSe Home of Good YaluesT

be at their mercy. If you have the least
trouble with your eyes, you should not
delay in having them looked at. Come

Steamer Notes.
The steamer Stocktoi
came off the marine
railway at Camden las
Monday after being got ready for the winte
service and has resumed her route
betweei
Bucksport and Camden. The May Archer
Capt. Archibald, which has been on this route
is to run this winter between
Beverly and Boston direct. It is a new route and the
wintei
business will be largely freight...
.Steamei
Anna Belle towed the steamer Castine t<
Rockland Sunday, where repairs will be mad<
to her boiler.

Contemporary

in

Progress
u>rs

on

still, for the

DO YOUR DUTY
to your eyes; don’t treat them as if
they
were slaves, for if you do some
day
they will refuse to work, and you will

The first in a series of card parties
under thi
of the Arts and Crafts
will be givei
this.Thursday,evening at the home of its presi
dent, Mrs. E. R. Pierce. There will be abou
20 tables of bridge and auction
and thr pro
ceeds will be applied to improvements
of theii
room in the Marsh
building, principally for
matting for the floor. The ladies in
charge 01
tables are requested to bring their

enjoy wearing those
•‘Silky-soft fine spun warm
as toast kind,” and better

the

I
I

auspices

you can

fidf*

Staples

letters.)

holeproof

]

The H. L. Whitten Co. have
bought an Inter
national Harvester Truck of the
local agent, £
A Parker, for use in their
grocery business.
Advertised Letters.
The
following let
ters remained unclaimed in
the Belfast pos
office for the week ending Nov.
12th. Ladie ,
-Mrs. Joseph Bartlett, Mrs.
Eleanor Butlei
Gentlemen-F. A. Bucklin, Manoel
Chantei
Walter Carter, C. D. Curtis, J. W.
Davis, Ran
dall Knox, F. L. Sleeper,
Henry B.

!
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charge

(parts.

Company

spring,

|

only
Company
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please
Phonograph
cheap,

|

|
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to study their lesson before coining to Sunday
school. Mr. Bailey gave many practical suggest ns and illustrations taken from his own
experience in the work. He resigned from a
pastorate in Keene, N. H., about a year ago to
devote all his time to Sunday school work.

|I
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repair
complimentary

MI-O-NA
BANISHES

INDIGESTION

Sourness, Fullness, Belching and all Stomach Misery Disappear in Five Minutes.
“Tried them all,” you Bay, “and not one
cured?”
Well, you haven’t tried Ml-C-NA
Stomach Tablets or you would not be bothered
with stomach trouble today
Perhaps you bought a bo* and took one or
two and then let the rest stand, forgotten, in
the cupboard.
Make no mistake; if you will take MI-O-NA
Stomach Tablets regularly you can forever
end all stomach misery and have a stomach as
strong and vigorous and as able to digest
the heartiest meal as the best stomach in
Amenca.
If you suffer from Indigestion, Dyspepsia,
Gastritis, Catarrh of the Stomach, or any
Stomach Misery A. A. Howes & Co. are authorized to refund your money if you are dissatisfied with the results obtained from MI-O-NA.
Price 50 cents.
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want

putting up their good
in earnest. Could any

ask

doing?

Yours very

Public

CARLE &

||

Edison

JONES,

Phonograph Distributors.

p- S.

We will give a glass water set to the person
bringing the most
repair Edison Phonograph into our store before November 19th.
The repair man will be the judge.

out

H

Office ol H. C. Buzzell,

I
L

Esq.,

Pythian Building, Belfast.
Tel.

26-4.

Maine.

Office hours 9 to 4.
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To let or hire, or bargains in city and
farm property. Call on
M. R. KNOWLTON.
8w44
66 High Street.

(a

fe

For Rent

j?
I;

jg

Eight

room

|‘

Sale

house,

with bath, fine stable,
Situated at the corner of Union

NOTICE

|

S

or

furnace heat.
and Condon streets, a few steps from Northport avenue.,
43tf
R. W. PATTERSHALL,
East Belfast.

person seen taking the collar and cuff
set at H. M. Black’s store on
Saturday
evening is requested to return or pay for same

THE
at

once

^
I

Stenographer

GENEVA P. HEAL.

w
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truly,

I
H
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more than what this
company are voluntarily
Its your first 1913 Christmas present.
Read it over again. Remember the dates, on or before
November 18th, 19th and 20th.
When you bring your machine in hear one (or more
the new wonderful Blue Edison Records.
They are
played with the same reproducer that you are now using.
You don’t have to have a new reproducer.
one

For Sale

1
3

'mainsprings.

experienced
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Tnor rlrvro ’F worof if-
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phono-

charge.

money to show you that

I

5

most liberal human companies doing business today—The
Thomas A. Edison Co., Inc.
The Edison Co. do not want
all your money, what they want is for you to have an
Edison Phonograph and enjoy it.
it to be

EYES

fe

things

thoroughly
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I

3

Phonograph
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School Children’s
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people

They
going
repair
Phonograph
charge,
single exception
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Phonograph
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and avoid further trouble.
H. M. BLACK.

via-

a

said:

our State Legislatures actually
attempted the passage of a law making
ground hog day a legal holiday. A new
member of another, in his desire to ac-

commodate

a

constituent, indorsed and
without even
the alimentary

FLOUR

canal.

“Among bills now pending is one to
compel a man to take out a license before buying a drink, just as he has to
hunt. Another makes it a penal offense
for a doctor to perform an operation for
appendicitis if it afterward appears that
it was not absolutely necessary.
“Another makes it a penal offense for

ma: to put his feet on his desk while
to a young lady stenographer.
Another taxes bachelors between the
of
and 45.
25
Another compels
ages
single men to give up the title of mister
and wear one equivalent to the title of
miss, to prevent single women from flirting with married men, supposing them to
be single.
“There is another to nunish with imprisoninent profanity over the telephone.
Another compels hotels to furnish bed
shee's not less than nine feet long. Anothei punishes railway ticket agents who
fail to answer any questions put to them
by curious travelers.
“Bills have recently found their way
into Congress to regulate the washing
and ironing of shirts and collars, for the
regulation of women’s hatpins, making
it a penal offense for a man to exhibit a
clock in front of his place of business
which is either fast or slow. A bill recently forwarded to a prominent member
of Congress authorized its promotor to
run a lottery on condition that from the
conduct cf it he agreed to pay off the
National debt.”
Better considered legislation will be
had when all our lawmaking bodies, Federal, State and municipal, maintain legal
reference bureaus. These are new neither
in practice nor in theory. In all some 14
States have established bureaus of this
kind in on “form or another, viz: Alabama. Indiana, Iowa, Kansas, Massachusetts, Michigan, Nebraska, North

Is famous pie crust flour
—makes it tender and light

Reference bureaus have already been
successfully established in Baltimore,
Milwaukee and Newark, N. J., and departments of statistics have for some
years existed in New York, Chicago and
Los Angeles has a privately
Boston.
maintained bureau. Foreign cities years
ago recognized the necessity of similar
departments, to which might be assigned
such duties as the following:
To have the custody of all documents,
reports, records, etc., belonging to the
city and not in actual use by the departments.
To collect laws, ordinances, reports
and records from other cities.
To collect and make available for the
various departments information relating to the practical operation of laws
and ordinances in other cities.
To prepare or advise in the preparation of bills, ordinances and resolutions
primarily as to their contents, not as
to their legal form. —Case and Comment;
—

WOOD

HOLDING

ITS

OWN.

Tile substitution of other material for
wood in structural and even in factory
and cabinet work has progressed so far
with practically no concerted effort
either to study or to advertise the desirable qualities of wood.
Now, however,
the country seems to be waking up and
to
this
beginning
investigate
subject.
There are really more desirable qualities about wood than undesirable ones.
There is a striking instance in the case
of the railway tie, illustrating a certain
property of wood that escaped attention
until time told the tale.
Steel, concrete
and various other substitutes were offered and put into use, being heralded as
the great thing of the future.
But it
was found that these things were lacking in certain cushioning qualities possessed
not
as

by wood, consequently they were
good in actual service as the

wooden tie.
There have been a number of experiences in
connection with metal spokes
and tubular parts of wagons and vehicles made of metal instead of wood.
The claim of greater strength and wearing qualities was accepted without question, because people are impressed with
the idea that steel and other metal has
wood backed clear off the platform when
it comes to these qualities.
Yet actual
service has taught manufacturers a few
things. It has taught'them for one thing
that metal will not stand shocks as wood
will, and when once kinked or battered
its strength is seriously pmpaired and
cannot be restored.
When it comes to cabinet work and interior finish, there are so many desirable
qualities about wood that there is no
of any other material replacing
danger
it in anything like a general way, so long
as there is wood enough to supply the
needs.
Indeed, it is a safe prediction
that 100 years from now there will be
more wood used, comparatively, for inferior trimming and cabinet work than
there is today.
For one thing, there is no comparison
in the beauty between the natural color,
tone and finish of wood and the cold
imitations of it in metal and concrete.—

The Woodworker.

difor
bread and cake and biscuits
and whatever you are baking.
And the most economical flour
milled
gives you most
loaves to the sack.
—

Your grocer keeps William
Tell. Insist on it next time
you order flour.

Guilty.

“The le^l of the great lakes has been
lowered several inches in the last 10
years,” declares the statistician.
“Don’t blame me,” says the man with
the red nose and the cloves in his vest

pocket.—Chicago Evening Post.

RHEUMATISM
ATTACKS THE HEART
Rheuma

Will

Rheumatism

Get

Rheumatism

Gets

Before

You.

freed from the bondage
there are hundreds of others.
Read his advice and judge

yourself..

“I had Rheumatism for a
long while, and tried many
medicines said to cure the
disease, but was not cured
until I used RHEUMA, and
it has certainly done all that
it was recommended for. I
cannot praise RHEUMA too
highly. My advice to those
suffering from Rheumatism
is to use this great remedy,
as I believe it will effect a’
permanent cure in any case.’
—C. B. Lanham, Sattes, W.
Va., April 27,1912.
A. A. Howes & Co. will be glad to sell you
RHEUMA for Rheumatism, Gout, Lumbago,'
Neuralgia and Kidney ailments on money-back
if not satisfied plan. Why nut play a sure
thing? A bottle costs but 60 cents.

physicians

as

showing

are

Glass
Putty
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Winter is

Coming

Fuel is

When shown positive and reliable
proof that a certain
remedy had cured many cases of female ills, wouldn’t any
sensible woman conclude that the same
remedy would also
benefit her if suffering with the same trouble?
Here are five letters from southern women which prove
the efficiency of Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable
Compound.

High

Make good your Ceiiur
^
Outside Window
All

regular sizes

of

Odd sizes

stock.

Elliston,
great medicine.

I feel it my duty to express my thanks to you and your
I was a sufferer from female troubles and had been confined in bed over one third of
I could not do my
my time for ten months.
housework and had fainting spells so that
my husband could not leave me
alone for five minutes at a time.
•‘Now I owe my health to
Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound and
Blood Purifier. Whenever I see a.
suffering woman I want to tell her what
these medicines have done for me and I will
always speak a good word for
them.”—Mrs. Robert Blankenship, Elliston, Montgomery Co., Va.

groceries

i

DRUGS and.

MEDICINES

LETTER FROM LOUISIANA

BELFAS;

flashes,

BURNHAM
On and after Sept. 30, Ini:
ing at Burnham and Waterv.
trains for and from Bangor. V

LETTER FROM FLORIDA.
Wauchula, Fla.—“ Some time ago I wrote to you giving you my symptoms, headache, backache, bearing-down, and discomfort in walking, caused

land and Boston will

A.M

Belfast, depart. 7 05
City Point. tT 10
Waldo.|7 20
Brooks..
752
Knox. t7 44
Thorndike. 7 50

Unity.

—

chula, Florida.

7 58

Winnecook. r8 08
Burnham, arrive. 8 20
Clinton. 8
Benton. Si.'
Waterville. 8 54
Portland. 11 50
Boston. 315 pi

LETTER FROM WEST VIRGINIA.

Martinsburg, W. Va.—“I am glad to sav that Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound has done wonders for my mother, daughter and
myself.
I have told dozens of people about it and my daughter says that when
she hears a girl complaining with cramps, she tells her to take your Compound.”—Mrs. Mary A. Hockenberry, 712 N. 3rd St., Martinsburg, W. Va.

Bangor..
TO

1145

BUM _W1

ANOTHER LETTER FROM VIRGINIA.

P.M.
A.M.

Bangor.
Waterville.
Benton..
Clinton.
Burnham, leave.
Winnecook.

Unity.

Thorndike.

Why don’t you try this reliable remedv?

|

Knox.
Brooks.
Waldo.
City Point.
Belfast, arrive.

■.

7m>
7
7 21
7 3o
8 35
t8 l'>
8 54
9 u;
»j* i<:
9 2.'
t9 3..
t9 4;
yf
AM

'Bji hi

.y, ±ji
M2|ten

1^#
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Flag station.

Limited tickets for Boat
$5.00 from Belfast and al! m
H. D. WALDRON, General 1
MORRIS MCDONALD,
Vice President & G.
Portland

i

i
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ri’l

I
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BELFAS

Hook & Ladd

I

NO,

!

WiLL HAVE THEIR

Concert

—

an

...

Nov. 7th, when their daughter
Miss Katherine, was united in marriage
to Harry S. Kearney of Masardis, by
Rev. Mr. Webb of the Congregational
church. The single ring service was
The bride was very
very impressive.
prettily gowned in white messaline.
The wedding march was played by the
bride’s sister, Miss Eva Hooper.
Only
a few friends and relatives were present.
At the close of evening, refreshments
were served, after which the newly married couple left amid a shower of confetti and old shoes for parts unknown.
On their return they will reside in Stockton. The presents they received were
many and very beautiful.
THE

BIG

SNEEZE
INVADES
COUNTRY.

THE

Its Medical Name is

Coryza

and it is

Spec-

ially Fond of Women in Low Necked
Gowns.

“Everybody’s getting

coryza

or

influenza,

coryza.

Coryza comes when the time has arrived to
change uuderwear. Many meet it when sitting at the open windows of street cars.
Particularly, say the Health Department
physicians does coryza attack women in low
neck gowns.
Dr. Humphreys’ "Seventy-seven" for Grip
and Colds meets the epidemic conditions and
breaks up the disease. At all Drug stores 25c.
Humphreys’ Homeo, Medicine Co., Cor. William and Ann streets. New York.—Advertise-

‘mid

While Summer

the flowers

Were hers! I

wove

see

her

yet,

knitting-work within her lap
On apron white, and quaint old cap
Upon the gray locks set.

Ktc. dUUKa

On

the treatment

of

|

Eye, Ear, Nose

1

g

New

Office hours—10 a. m. t-.»
7 to 8 p. m., and by a]

|gj
f§|

York

an

AND nLIKAl

|

1

Boston

ha-

to diseases of the

§

Ever^mbmte

Albany
Buffalo
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Here Is

Cattle,

Birds

|

CORNER CHURCH AND BRi

I

Telephon

on

A. A. For

the Farm

FEVERS, Milk Fever, Lung Fever.

C. C. For SORE Throat,

II

sea

For

E

E. For COUGHS, Colds,

F

F For COLIC',

G. G. PreventH. H

—

APPLEDORE.

We heard the curlews cry,
And watched, (the green hills all around),
The fishing boats go by.

I.

Influenza.

connection.

Bellyache, Diarrhea.

For KIDNEY' and Bladder disorders

j. K. For BAD

Mange, Eruptions,

CONDITION. Indigestion.

60 cts. each bottle.
Oil for Hoofs &c. $1.00.
Stable Case, full outfit $7.00.

Veterinary

druggists

or

sent

prepaid

on

receipt

of price.
Humphreys’ Homeo. Medicine Co.. Cor. WUUam
and Ann Streets, New York.

Fox-Trapping

Also Mink, Coon and other
animals taken with success

Page Methods,
Fully warranted; land, snow,
Stamps for testiwith

the

water Beta.

monials and terms. Bait for
sale in pint, quart, two quart
jare; fox scent in pint jars.
EDGAR R. PAGE, Orland.
Maine.
8w40p2

Bargain
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By special advertising arrangement wit'

50 of the newest
to every woman.
designs of celebrated McCall Patterns in each issue.

lishers of McCall’s we are able to offer yen
known popular Home and Fashion Journ;.

1,100,000 copies of McCall’s,
ful of latest fashions, fancy work, interesting
stories, and scores of labor-saving and money

the

There

MISCARRIAGE.

I. For SKIN DISE ASES.

At

MAGAZINE
MCCALL’S
Is the Leading Fashion Journal in America.
In the matter of dress, McCall’s is indispensable

Epizootic, Distemper.

D

Genuine

I

WORMS, Dots. Grub*.

D

a

McCall’s Magazine, One Year,
The Republican Journal, One Year,
Any 15=Cent McCall Pattern,

and

B. B. For SPRAINS, Lameness, Rheumatism.

stranger faces now are seen
About the dear old place;
And other hands the garden till.
But rare sweet fennel blossoms still
Shed odor there, and grace.
[Edwin B. Lowe.

the breakers, white with foam,
Now
The fierce storm seemed to ride;
And now, upon the shining sands,
Crept murmuring the tide.
Not lost! the Singer and her song
Shall live forevermore;
Her memory speaks in every wave
That breaks on Appledore.
—Marian Douglas.

j

STANDARD OIL COMPANY OF NEW YORK

Humphreys’ Veterinary Specifics.

And

Bright glow the flowers in Appledore,
The waves are glancing free,
But mute she lies with folded hands,
The Singer of the Sea.
Far inland, through her magic verse,

Horses,

For Every Living Tiling

control.

But ah! the fair kind face I loved,
The voice so soft and low
Which uttered Wisdom’s words to me
In that far time, have crossed death’s
A happier home to know;

r

Sheep, Dogs, Hogs, Poultry,
Animals, mailed free.

And often, when the woes of earth
Have overwhelmed my soul,
And life seems void and hard to bear,
I am refreshed by wandering there,

on

At Dealert

Trained

Grown older now and severed
From that loved spot of yore.
My mind oft loves to wander back
Over life’s varied, irksome track
To childhood’s happy shore.

Fancy’s sweet

Announces that he

them many a cold and sickness for it easily
warms the rooms not reached by the ordinary heat.
The Perfection Heater is made with nickel trimmings (plain steel or enameled turquoise-blue drums).
Lasts for years.
Ornamental.
Easily
Inexpensive.
moved from place to place.
saves

t

■

Her

In

All winter long—on the Zero days and the
windy, blustering days—the Perfection Smokeless Oil Heater gives them real solid comfort.

its

spell.
Fond Grandmother! What pansies

or

will be.”
When the tip of your nose starts to blush,
when your lipB and the roof of your mouth begin to feel dry and hard, and your eyes All up
with tears for no apparent reason, you’ve got
soon

moot.

Oh, gladsome
Spent with her

December

It

Each month

are

over

brimshort
ideas

for women, are welcome visitors to 1,100,000 wideawake American homes.
McCall’s is a large, artistic, handsomely illustrated

100-page monthly periodical that is adding to women's
happiness and efficiency everywhere.
The publishers of McCall’s are planning to spend
thousands of dollars extra in 1913 in order to keep
McCall’s head and shoulders above all similar publications. Every issue will be full of delightful sur-

prises.

with

our own

,«

k

Portland. 12".

I soon found relief. The medicine strengthened me in every way and
my
doctor approved of my taking it.
“I will be glad if my testimony will help some one who is
suffering
from female weakness.”—Mrs. W. J.Blayton, 1029 Hampton Ave., Newport
News, Va.
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Newport N£ws,Va.—“About five years ago I was troubled with such pains
and bloating every month that I would have to go to bed.
“A friend told me to take Lydia 11. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound and

-.

f.

run as

FltOM l!i;i,F\s|

by female troubles.
I got two bottles of Lydia E Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound and a
package of Sanative Wash and that was all I used to make me a well woman.
“I am satisfied that if I had done like a good many women, and had
not taken your remedies, I would have been a great sufferer. But I started
in time with the right medicine and got well. It did not cost
very much
either. I feel that you are a friend to all women and I would rather use
remedies
than
have
a
Mattie
doctor.”
Mrs.
Box
your
Hodnot,
406, Wau-

hr,—-—--™~~—■—■—
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A.A.Howes&Co 1

New Orleans, La.—*‘I was
passing through the Change of Life and before 1 took Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound I was troubled with
hot
weak and dizzy feelings, backache and irregularities. I would
get ujrin the morning feeling tired out and not fit to do anything.
Since I have been taking your
Compound and Blood Purifier I feel all
right. Your medicines are worth their weight in gold.”— Mrs. Gaston
1541
Blondeau,
Polymnia St., New Orleans, La.
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Kearney-Hooper. The home of Mr.
and Mrs. Stinson Hooper in Bucksport
was the scene of a very pretty wedding
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little like that royal old New England
dish of other days as to lead visitors not
“to the manner born,” when served
FOR SALE AT YOUR GRC?ERS.
with “baked beans” for the first time,
to wonder at their world-wide fame.
With the buyers of a generation ago,
A SMOOTH, PLAIN RANGE FOR THE
WEDDING BELLS.
Vermont hand picked pea beans were
KITCHEN.
the prime favorites, but today California
Gilkey-Eord. Miss Ida Ford of Ohio j
The modern idea in the work of the home as beans are the best that are available,
and Hebert Lincoln Gilkey of New Bedand their best is very good indeed. Forford, Mass., were married Oct. 4th at Is- !1 well as in business is economy of time and
run irregular in size, and
land Pond, Vt.
Mr. Gilkey was formerly labor as well as economy of money, and for the eign pea beans
their flavor is by no means so delicate
of Rockport, Me., and his many friends j
up-to- date home, kitchen furniture must be and at the same time so rich, as good
there extend congratulations.
wholly practical—free from useless features. Californias. Therefore, select the latTake for example the kitchen range.
wash them thoroughly and soak over
Manufacturers for years vied with each ter;
at
Oct.
31st
Nickerson-Carver.
in sufficient cold water to keep
the home of I>ennis Carver at Duck other in covering their product with rosettes night
and filigree in the fancied belief that a showy them covered. Many old-fashioned cooks
Trap, Lincolnville, his daughter. Emma range
would please the housewife best.
parboil their beans to remove some of
E. Carver, was married to Herman
But what a mistake!
Ask any housekeeper the strong taste, and when this is done,
Nickerson, editor of the sporting depart- to-day and she will say, “The kitchen is the
long soaking is unnecessary. For a famment of the Boston Journal, by Rev. L.
chief work-room in our home; its fixtures
of four, a pint of dry beans is suffiD. Evans. The happy couple left by should be neat, plain and sanitary. The cook- ily
cient. To this must be added a generous
evening boat for Boston. They have the ing .range should be in keeping with this idea
—outside finish smooth and plain. You know piece of fat pork. A thick piece from
best wishes of their many friends.
the back is best, and the best is none too
a smooth casting is always easy to clean.”
To the makers of the Glenwood Range
good. Lean streaks when cooked in the
Williamson-Bartlett. The wedding
should be given chief credit for the modern
beans are tough and stringy, and the soof Dr. Llewellyn P. Williamson, U. S.
plain range. It is in their modeling depart- called “bean pork” sold in the markets
A., and Miss Mary W. Bartlett took ments and pattern shops that the graceful,
place Wednesday morning, Nov. 6th, at pleasing lines of the present-day plain range derives its name from the idea that the
cheaper and poorer the meat, the more
the residence of the bride’s sister, Mrs. have been carefully worked out.
suitable for baked beans.
But remember—it is one thing to make a
Rev.
James H. Webster, in Orono.
Having placed the pork in the bottom
plain range and quite another to make it
Joseph B. Lyman, pastor of the First smooth
A plain casting shows all imperfecif the bean pot, which should be of stone
Congregational Church, officiated. Fol- tions. If the
iron is poor or the workman
ir earthernware, with a working
cover,
lowing a wedding breakfast the couple careless, the finish will be coarse and
left for New York and will sail for Pana- not fine and smooth like a Glenwood.rough, i idd a quarter teaspoonful of mustard,
For md salt and
sugar to taste. If molasses
ma on Dec. 5th.
right here is where Glenwoods excel—they are s used instead
of sugar the beans will
smooth as well as plain.
lave
a
darker
color when cooked, though
In making a smooth range, it is attention to
Edtnund J.
Litteefield-Jackson.
:his
is
better
that
attained
detail
counts.
At
the
Glenwood
by long cooking
Littlefield and Miss Erma E. Jackson,
Foundry,
both of Stockton Springs, were married the moulding sand is put through process after :han by other means. Some like a
process until it is as fine and mellow as flour
ittle
onion
cooked
in
the beans, but
Rev.
Nov.
7th, by
Thursday morning,
The iron must be just right, too. No one mine
his is entirely a matter of taste. Pour
Ashley A. Smith of the First Universa- in the country can furnish the strong, fine :he
soaked or parboiled beans over all,
list Church, at his residence on Fountain grained, lasting quality which the Glenwood
street, Bangor, the ring ceremony being formula demands, and so the best irons from vhich should fill the pot nearly to the
Add enough hot water to just
op.
used. The bride is the daughter of Mr. several mines are carefully proportioned and
over and place in a hot oven.
From
and Mrs. Frank B. Jackson, well known blended exactly right in the great melting furnaces at the Glenwood Foundry.
And so on ; low on the cooking is simply a matter
people of Stockton Springs, and the through
each Glenwood department an army of j >f
the
fire
hot
and
the
beans
the
keeping
the
son
of
Isaac
Littlefield,
groom,
skilled workmen is watching and car.ing for a j
covered with water, for if they once go
blacksmith
and wheelwright at that thousand little details
that are essential in pro, Iry, or even
partially so, they will never
Hnrimr
a rhirahlo
nlain rartro rViut ic
I..
place.
ie the same again.
Cook until thoroughsmooth.
A quiet home wedWinslow-Patno.
Glenwood Ranges are male in hundreds of
y done, from ten to twelve hours is none
j
:
Oct.
took
afternoon.
oo
different patterns and sizes to suit all purses,
ding
place Thursday
long, but do not stir until they are
31st at two o’clock, when Dr. D. D. It matters not whether your kitchen is large ] loured out for the table. Cooked like
Winslow of Pittsfield and Mrs. Mabel R. or small there’s a Plain Glenwood made to fit 1 his baked beans are palatable, nutritiPatno of Unity were united in marriage it. They can be had for burning coal, wood or ( ous, and comparatively
inexpensive, while
in the presence of a few invited friends, gas, with powerful Hot Water Fronts for
n food value they rank very high.
the kitchen boiler or for country use
heating
of
the
home
by Rev. F. S. Walker, at
The necessity for a return to such old
with large copper reservoir on the end
oppoMr. Winslow on the corner of Park street site fire-box.
ashioned dishes as baked beans and
and Hartland avenue.
Mr. Winslow has
oiew England boiled dinner arises from
They are fully guaranteed by the makers to
been a prominent resident of Pittsfield give the service and satisfaction that they 1 he continued
high cost of nearly all
for many years, having had a large and were intended to give.
] finds of meats.
Attention has been
successful practice as veterinary sur- |
-] ately called by a Transcript correspongeon in this and many surrounding
Clubbing Offers. The following clubbing ( ient to the act that the Romans eontowns, and he has many friends who ex- offers apply only to
subscriptions paid in ad- j ( |uered Italy and Carthage on black bean
tend to him and Mrs. Winslow best
and when payment is made it should be j 1 lorridge, and one of the things that
wishes for the future. —Pittsfield Adver- vance;
nade Japan formidable to Russia in the
stated what premium, if any, is desired. It is
tiser.
ast war was the large use of soy-beans
also necessary to say that none of these
publi| iy her people and soldiers.
With beef ;
A very quiet cations are mailed
Higgins-Hamilton.
with The Journal or from ; md
pork practically unchanged, and j
wedding took place at 3.30 p. m., Nov. | this office. We have to pay for these
]
nutton
and
lamb
a
little lower,
publicaonly
7th at the Methodist parsonage in Buckstions one year in advance, and they are then ] >eople of moderate means have been
port, Rev. Thomas Whiteside perform- I
1
to
turn
to
a
less
sent
from
their
exclusively meat
The contracting i
respective offices to our sub- ibiiged
ing the ceremony.
(
In the end this will tend to betparties were Joseph Morrison Higgins scribers. Our clubbing offers are as follows liet.
el' health and mure economical living,
of Denver, Colo., and Elva Mabelle for one year’s subscription paid in advance:
1 hough the process of transition is
pain- j
Hamilton, daughter of Mrs. A. B. Davis The Journal and Farm and
Home.$2.00 : 'ul enough. Boston Transcript.
of Orland.
The bride was becomingly The Journal and
Tribune Farmer.
2.25
gowned in white satin with crystal trim- The Journal and McCall’s Magazine. 2.10
mings, while the groom wore the con- The Journal and Woman’s Magazine. 2.25 1 -onsequences of a Shipwreck of Long Ago.
ventional black.
Mr. Higgins was forThe publications included in our clubbing ofmerly an Ellsworth boy and until a few fers may be sent to different addresses.
How Thatcher’s Island came by its
years ago conducted a successful grocery
lame is an interesting story.
Some 269
The
of
the
Woman’s
business in Millinocket.
publishers
Mrs. Higgins
Magazine rears ago the Rev. Anthony Thatcher
have advised us of an increase in their sub- ; ind his
is very favorably known in Bucksport,
family and several other passenwhere she has passed much of her time scription price and a consequent advance in j
gers set sail on a day in August from
and made many friends, who wish them
The
clubbing rates, and The Journal and Woman’s ipswich for Marblehead, Mass.
a long, happy wedded life.
uckless vessel was overtaken by a furiMagazine are now $2.25.
and
on the rocks of this
>us
storm
driven
The publishers of McCalls magazine have
Kearney-Hooper. Only a few friends
sland, where she soon went to pieces.
and relatives were present at the wed- Bent us this notice: “The subscribers may
All were lost save Mr. and Mrs. Thatchselect
and
their
free
of
Miss
Katherine
within
30
H.
S.
after
Hooper
patterns
days
ding
;r, and among the drowned were the
Kearney of Masardis, which took place the receipt of their first magazine by making Lev. John Avery, his wife and six chilat the home of her parents on Main a request on an ordinary
iren. The name of this unfortunate
post card, stating
street, Bucksport, Thursday evening, that the pattern desired is a free pattern to ’amily is commemorated by Avery’s
Nov, 7th. Rev. Henry W. Webb of the which
Lock, a hidden reef near the island and
they are entitled.”
Congregational church officiated, using
ihunned by mariners.
Fortunately some
the single ring service. The wedding
jrovisions from the wreck were washed
march was played by Miss Eva Hooper,
BORDER STATE BALLADS.
ishore and the two survivors were thus
her sister. Refreshments were served.
laved from starvation before they were
Mrs. Kearney is very popular and has a
A MAINE HOMESTEAD.
aken off by a fishing vessel and carried
large circle of friends. She was former:o Marblehead.
More than a century
(Sweet Fennel.)
ly employed in the postoffice, but for the
ater the twin lighthouses that now warn
It grew in a grand old garden,
past year had been employed at Bangor.
ihe mariner from this island were built
She will be missed in the local entertainLong years and years ago,
ind took their name from the island,
Where the bright, old-fashioned posies,
ments in Bucksport, in which she was
vhich had been called for the two surThe dawn-red climbing roses
is
She
the
of
Mr.
daughter
prominent.
vivors of the long ago wreck. The first
In Summer used to grow.
and Mrs. Stinson Hooper, and her many
fleam of light sent out across the Atlan•Twas dear Grandmother’s garden,
friends wish her much happiness in the
:ic from these lights was on December
And she loved it passing well;—
future.
11, 1771.
were the hours

Thursday,
Not

Potatoes.

naan

to recommend the addition of
beans to the ordinary diet, on the ground
that they are especially rich in proteids,
or tissue-forming material.
It is doubtful, however, if they could conscientiously recommend the so-called “baked
beans, New York style,” or the “Boston
baked beans” as supplied in the ordinary Boston restaurant. The one appears to consist of underdone beans
swimming in a weak gravy, while in the
other they are still only partly cooked,

flaky and perfectly
gestible. Just as good

a

consin.

regretted,
disposition

and

dictating

Dakotja, Ohio, Pennsylvania, Rhode
Island, South Dakota, Texas and Wis-

to be a Lost Art in Boston. The
True New England Method of Cooking.

letting

jaked beans.” Certain it is that while
10 dish is more often found among the
terns on the bill of fare at city restaurants, there are few that are lessuniformy satisfactory from the standpoint of
the discriminating diner.
Indeed, it
may well be questioned whether the
taste for this good old dish has not departed in many cases with the ability to
cook it properly.
This is hardly to be wondered at, for in
most cases stewed or steamed beans
have taken the place of “baked” beans,
while the serving of the larger and
coarser, and consequently the stronger
tasting kinds, has led many to give them
up altogether. This is the more to be

“One of

introduced, apparently
reading, a bill to improve

Smelts and

—

desire to write their half-baked ideas on
the statute books of the State.
In speaking of legislation of this class,
Congressman James Frar.cis Burke re-

cently

Fortune in Fur.

Monday morning, Jesse Herrin, a CaRobert Jordan shipped 1,500 pounds |
trapper, found upon investigating of smelts to Boston Tuesday night, the
his traps that ensnared therein were results of a
good catch.
Many a New Englander is prepared to animals bearing fur which was valuable
Prince has harvested about
George
to the extent of thousands of dollars.
1 lay that
among the “lost arts” must
from four acres,
His findings included a black fox, valued 1,000 bushels of potatoes
! loon be classed
the cooking of that deat $2,000 and a gray fox valued at $1,000, which is a remarkable yield considering
ectable dish, pork and beans, or, to as well as two red foxes.
Brunswick
—Independent the unfavorable season.
ipeak more after the vernacular, "Boston Reporter.
l Record.

<

Legal Reference Bureau to Sift!
Proposed Legislation.
There is a crying need for less legislation, for better considered legislation |
and for uniform legislation. It would be
a rare public service if the lawyers, who
are often in a majority and who frequently control our legislative assemlies. should gently but firmly repress
newly fledged legislators burning with a

Need of

A

of Beans.

Proper Baking

Laws.

Half-Baked

paper for only a few cents
of our paper alone.

regular price

The above extraordinary offer may be a
all persons who subscribe, renew or ev
Th
time ahead for the time mentioned.
quisite is that you pay in advance.

Remember, if you accept our big McCall i
we have ever made—you may selec:
charge any one of the celebrated 15c. M>
terns from your first copy of McCall’s by
postcard request to The McCall Company.
the best

Call at this office
scribe today.

or

send your order by

ma
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milk fever.
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no

Workingmen

Journal.
dread this

The

of

Editor
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They

1 have had two cases;

They

in the old

will not crack

is

i.u:

a

The additional wear over
ordinary
rubbers makes the GLOVE brand
the cheapest and best to buy.
Made in all styles and sizes

The recent one

anything.
near neighbor

but only

Our

one

j

grade—the BEST.

Dealer—W. A. Swift, Belfast.

and

For the benefit

:it once.

crumble and they give the
that sense of security and

satisfaction which one enjoys when
wearing the best the market affords.

linely. In both cases
two days after calving,
•wed no signs of trouble,
ig they were down, and
■tice of

or

wearer

other case was this fall,

get up.

fs

have the

o

,;

XgJJS.

quality of materials that
***
make them wear longer and feel better
than ordinary rubbers. In their making only the best
grade of rubber gum is used.

fifteen years ago, which

veterinary

The

Trade mark

com-

Goodyear Glove Robbers

cow’s throat. Now air
None but
into the udder.
oils ever have this sickness,
ovelops within three days

a

Farmers

Will find comfort, economy and
plete satisfaction in wearing

whjch a few years ago nearly
Then medicine was
,,roved fatal.

,r

and

who may not be near
1 will describe the treat■limal. After milking her

..me

air into each quarter of
lii it was quite full and
with

done

was

bicycle

a

Two hours after

.1 tube.

chewing

was

her

cud,

nates later got up. She
constipated and the doco

her one and a half

ive

one-foruth
quart of warm

salts and

a

in

r

one

and she has been in
In

emergency a
by putting a medium
a piece of cork, if
■

ave

an

perfectly clean,

it

euld be blown into the

<

should

project

half

an

ie of the cork. Whether

microbes, bring on
•ven, I think, but
pumping in air.

this
it is

A. J. Robertson.
T BUILDING FALLS
undermined, and if the

ui—good digestion—is
follows.

.: so

at-

the first

On

King’s New Life Pills

Pr.

stomach and regubowels. Pleasant, easy,
at all druggists.
the

id
1

\YS OF KANSAS.
:ry to hear people
of hard times,” reKeagy of Wabaun•A hv, it is like paradise
ti.e early days in Kan....
remember a story
or, Herman Meseke,
Kansas in 1860 with his

i

settled

.-

on

drouth

!

a

homestead

was

so

severe

nothing. Aside from
•■ments they had a yoke

;
:

t

liens. In the late Au-und that he had enough
:e flour for himself and
"i winter and enough rye
flee. The two hens ocirg=. but Mrs. Meseke
Mould keep the eggs until

|
|
j

■

one

!
■

j

was

fairly

on

Literary News

,

Notes.

and

Colby Freshmen defeated
Skowhegan High school eleven, 13
The

the ;
to 0, I
The demand for John Kendrick
Bangs’
November 6th. Touchdowns were made
jook of Christmas, stories, “A
Little
and
Knowlton.
The
features
of
Book of Christmas” has already been so
by King
the game were the 45-yard run by Shum?reat that his publishers announce a
Skowhird printing.
way and the good work of Viles.
This book has been
hegan had hard luck on fumbles. Dark- recommended by the American
Library
ness closed upon the teams too early to
Association for purchase by sm ill librado much scientific work.
I ries.

Coburn Classical Institute defeated !
A volume sure to interest readers
of
Waterville High, 20 toO, on Alumni field,
he younger generation as well as the
Nov. 6th, the score indicating the re- i
speetive merit® of the two teams. Co- ilder is “Artemus Ward’s Best Stories,”
edited by Clifton Johnson.
burn has a great team, but Waterville
Onlv the
High, outweighed about 10 pounds to the [ >est and most characteristic stories have
The i )een selected
man, put up a splendid resistance.
Mr.
Johnson and
by
game was witnessed by a large crowd of
’how the kind of humor which was they
popurooters for both teams, and others.
ar a decade
To
the
ago.
present generThe final basketball games of the ition of readers Artemus Ward will
leem like a new writer, and, like their
women’s division in the inter-class series,
’athers, all will enjoy his quaint humor,
which were postponed from Colby day,
were played at the Foss hall courts Nov.
yhieh always bubbles over with kindly
6th, the Seniors, in a hard fought and un. There is an introduction by W. D.
and not the least
pretty game, winning from the Juniors, Lowells,
interesting
lart of the volume is the
5 to 0, and the Sophomores winning, 15
biographical
1 lotes which tell in outline of
the life of
The winning
to 4, from the Freshmen
of this game places 1913 the winner of t Charles Farrar Browne, born in Waterthe fall tournament, having defeated I ord, Me., apprenticed to a printer, and
each of the other three classes, with I * he later advent of his quaint humor into
he
of the country to be folseven points toward the general athletic j
J newspapers
by his lectures, which brought him
cup, on the inter-class
championship 1 3wed
ame.
New York: Harper & Bros.
spin. The Juniors won three games,
being only beaten by the Seniors,
The Theosophical Path for

November,
Wednesday, capturing five points toward Point Loma,California,Katherine Ti
ngthe cup. This general athletic cup will
j
be awarded next May to that class win- | * ;y, Editor) opens with an able and
ning the most points in the basketball j s evere criticism of Schafer’s presidential
contests, the Ivy day celebration, and „ ddress before the British Association
First j c r the
the spring tennis tournament.
Advancement of Science on “The
place in the tennis contest counts five i ( h-igin and Nature of Life.”
Kenneth
points, and second place, three points. ! j lorris, the Welch pee: and writer, conFirst place in Ivy day drills counts 15 t Lbutes a
strikingly original article on
Last year, 1912
points and second 10.
Language,” and “The Adolescent
won the cup.
Before the basketball y
■ge,” by Lydia Ross, M. D., deals with
games were played a goal throwing con- : Q ne of the most vital problems of
today,
test took place between the four teams. !
j rof.
F. S. Harrow continues his
The Sophomores won, making 19 baskets
Studies in Orphism,” one of the most
in three minutes; Juniors, second, 17 in v aluable contributions to the
j
subject of
the same time. The Sophomores won ! y .ncient Greek
Philosophy. Other artithereby the large championship team c les of real interest are “Education and
work banner.
j t ie Social Problem,” by Rev. S. J. Neill;
-j < Master
A Wise Man of

j
j

ONLY A FIRE HERO
but the crowd cheered, as, with burned hands,
he held up a small round box. “Fellows!” he
shouted, "this Bucklen’s Arnica Salve 1 hold,
has everything beat for bums." Right! also
for boils, ulcers, sores, pimples, eczema, cuts,
sprains, bruises. Surest pile cure. It subdues
inflammation, kills pain. Only 25 cents at all

saleratus (the
She had ! druggists.
ante for soda.
>rder to make biscuits). I
Most disfiguring skin eruptions, scrofula,
: to go to the nearest tradpimples, rashes, etc., are due to impure blood
That was Burdock Blood Bitters as a cleansing blood
some soda.
.18 miles away. He and tonic, is well recommended. $1.00 at all store,
up and found they had
They looked all over the
find one mure in order to
Meseke
izen, hut failed.
sen and started to town
sgs. He met a neighbor
an extra egg to make an
,m

i

greater.

winter
out of

e

COLLEGE GAMES.

1
I

finally obtaining the building.
He closed by saying: “How much then
will a chapel fashioned to inspire worship, set apart wholly for that purpose,
add to the highest dignity of Bates College, contribute to the stron -er, deeper,
religious life of the men and women here
and thus the better develop the spirit,
the third part of that Sacred Trinity of
human life. May it not be true that this
building, the corner stone of which we
lay today, completed by the Divine
Presence, shall bear a large part in developing the students of Bates College
for best things, as here in silent communion and utter devotion aspiring souls
shall find the source and object of all
We would have it so.”
true aspirations?
The corner stone was then laid by
President Chase, followed by the prayer
of consecration, given by Rev. James A.
Howe, D. D.
The ode and college hymn were then
sung by the student body. The ode was
especially written for the occasion bv
Mrs. Mabel S. Merrill, ’91.

NO RISK.

...

I

Are you prepared to relieve sudden cramps and
pains
■ that may come any time?
I
9 Johnson’s Anodyne Liniment responds
Quickly in relieving coughs, colds, bowel
■ troubles, burns, cuts, chaps, etc.
1
m
“ar^ons
PillS
25c and 50c everywhere
I
I

9

^i9

£“«»• Jetter

! DRINK HABIT
dealings

ihe

Democratic

Victory and the Stock
Market.

SHORT COURSES

|
j

THE NEAL INSTITUTE.
141 Pleasant

AT U.

Telephone 4216.

OF M.

Practical instruction at College of Agriculture in General Agriculture,
Dairying, Or-

j

The extension of

:

:

|
;

|
j

I

I

and

Money

is Back

rominent feature of this magazine are
strikingly beautiful views of
^ Iave and Rock on the Pacilic Shore at
J omaland, and also interesting views of
I alenque, Mexico, views of Colorado,

j, ?veral

j

:c.

agricultural education among the people of the State by
the College of Agriculture of the University of Maine is oecoming more ef-

The Cure of Tliis Case Is of
Vital Interest to the Parents
of Every Nervous Child.

fective each year and the short courses
in general agriculture, dairying, horticulture and poultry management arranged for the year 1912-13, are intended to
be intensely practical in nature and of
real value to persons engaged in the
various lines of farming.
The courses in general agriculture and
dairying will open January 7 and continue for four weeks,
The courses in horticulture and poultry management will open Feb. 4 and
continue for three weeks.
No tuition or fees of any kind are
charged, while it is announced in a circular just issued that board and room
can be secured for $4.50 to $5 a week.

Mr. James F. Thompson, f. wellknown printer, of No. 301 West Iowa
street, Memphis, Tenn., has recently
told of a cure in his family that will interest every nervous sufferer.
Parents
of

pale, weak, nervous school children
be especially interested.
Mr.
Thompson said:
‘‘I have a son, Ray, who at the age of
five years was scared by some boys. In

will

about two weeks’ time lie broke down
or gave
He had to
away completely.
go to bed and the doctors suid that ha
had St. Vitus’ dance. During the entire night and formnnynights he would
lie awake and cry. He could not sleep
at all, but would'roil and toss all night
lung. His arms and head jerked an 1
twitched and he bee tine so nervous that
lie could not feed himself.
He got so
that he couldn’t even speak.
Pie had

has shown that what is capable of eradicating
scrofula, completely cures catarrh, and taken Students are not required to purchase
in time prevents consumption. We cannot sec 1 textbooks.
In the course in dairying
how any sufferer can put off taking this medieach student will be expected to provide
cine, in view of the widely published recorc 1
himself
with
two white suits.
These
of its radical and permanent cures. It is undoubtedly America’s Greatest Medicine foi ! suits will cost about $1 each and can
be obtained in Orono if the student deAmerica’s Greatest Disease.—Catarrh
j sires.
]
A list of boarding places will be supOne way to relieve habitual constipation is
to take regularly a mild laxative.
Doan’s plied students on their arrival or adRegulets are recommended for this purpose. commodations will be engaged in ad25c. a box at all drug stores.
i vance for those who make application.
The courses in dairying and general
More Steam Coiiiers.
agriculture are designed to give buttermakers, milk dealers, milk producers and
Boston, Nov. 7. Capt. John Ross, general farmers as thorough training as
formerly ‘commander of the schooner possible in the four weeks. The work
Gardiner G. Deering and who has recent- is exceedingly practical and is of such
ly been master of the steamer F. J. Lis- a nature that those who take the courses
man, has gone to Detroit to bring the can put the principles learned into pracnew steamer Laura V. Stoddard to the
tice immediately on returning to their
coast. The Stoddard is one of four business.
steamers built on the Great Lakes this
The object of the short course in fruit
summer for the Harper Transportation
growing is to present through lectures,
Company of this city. It is understood demonstrations and laboratory exercises
the company has placed an order for the most approved modern orchard pracfour additional colliers, to be constructed tices and methods.
next season.
The course in poultry management
aims to give special attention to the
Fire in Washington.
various breeds and varieties of poultry,

|

particularly bad spei Is, which

ri

won't

remove

Doan’s Ointment is

them.

commended for itching, bleeding

ir g

piles.

50c at any

drug

or

|

protrud-

j

store.

neurasthenia, neuralgia, sciatica, nerand nervous dyspepsia
tired, weak, exhausted ner-

vous headaches
are due to

The correct treatment in each
is to build up and purify the blood,
which alone can give the nerves nourishment.
Unless you build up the
blood, it is useless to try to reach the
nerves with medicine or nourishment.
Dr. Williams’ Pint Pills for Pale People contain the very elements which
enable the blood to nourish the nerves
fc
until they become strong.
Write today for tl ie freo booklet, Diseases of the Nervous System.”
Dr. Williams’ Pink Pills are sold by
all druggists, or will be sent, postpaid,
on receipt of price, 50c. per box: six
boxes fur $2.50, by the Dr. Williams
ves.
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getting

the potatoes
med up from their stables
the cold weather, so that
l tie past week have not
is as
they were the week
few Cobblc-rs indeed are
hat are offered bringing
i. 35.
The Green Mounling from $1.05 to $1.15.
ms about fairly to
equal
art
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Carpets
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Potatoes.
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James H. Hons

larvey D. Hadloek, at
■
well-known
lawyer,
J. Gorman, who is entheatrical business,

y

Carle & Jones

ion in the late 50’s.

■arties out of court.
protested his undying
e for her; dined frequentt her home and obtained
it at divers times to buy
and pay different bills,
ged she gave him three
The plaintiff claimed she
and loved him, but he
He married anry her.
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*'Pa'th anything and everything
th a sick headache, indigestion
-lutrt poor nourishment and lack of
^
ik ,ppP. the whole of life’s effort is at
h»-

v

I,

Im
pit Tf,

Je“E. F.” Atwood’s Medicine begins
°n* put8 the stomach right, acts on
tlieves the system of its impuri*
pk<!
r'ach a normal condition.
Lt lleen using your “L. F.” Atwood’s
f
*atJt two years for biliousness
r itr
|L Jrr»plaint. I have found that it is
Clne which meets
my case in every
P l,
price
P®r bottle, I would
il at that
price than any other I
a® *
know it means good health to
R I did not know until I comfc U8« the "L. F.” Atwood’s Medi^
^Bpo^eon Beaudry, Lewiston, Me.

|v

f’t-v

|'r

Jhki'
request.
ilf„ree°n
I MEDICINE

CO., Portland, Me.
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KENNEDY’S LAXATIVE
COUGH SYRUP

bed town he traded his
Aus. It took him two
to make the
for

(in

He was
confined to bed for two months when
he was first taken sick.
“I had a nerve specialist and two of
the best physicians in Memphis with
him during the first year of the disease.
They couldn’t do anything for him and
didn’t help him a bit. Finally the last
physician said that he would have to
out grow it.
I then bought a box of Dr.
Williams’ rink Pills.
They lie!pod him
right away and, although lie had been
sick for a year and a half, he began to
cat and to gain strength.
I gave him
the pills until he entirely recovered his
health. He has never had an attack
of St. Vitus’ dance since.
He is attending school andisin perfect health.”
St. Vitus’ dance, nervous debility or

THE HOUSE THE JOURNAL BUILT

®

came

about every three months.

—

Itching piles provoke profanity but profanit;

Atc., Portland, Maine.

ST. VITUSJANGE

charding and Poultry.

housing, incubating brooding, feeding
Fire, early Monday morning, Nov. of chicks and adult birds, killing and
the
of
farm buildings
4th, destroyed
packing of poultry for market, and othWe pay for all the medicine used during the Warren Smalley in the north part of the er phases of the poultry industry that
as
the
Deatown
of
known
will be of value to the practical poultryWashington,
trial, if our remedy fails to completely relieve
We take all the risk. con Samuel Cunningham place, consisting
man.
you of constipation.
You are not obligated to us in any way whatof house, shed and barn, together with
Information concerning either the short
sver, if you accept our offer. Could anything 30 tons of hay.
This was not the per- winter courses or the regular courses can
be more fair for you? Is there any reason why
manent home of Mr. Smalley, who lives be secured by writing, Leon S. Merrill,
you should hesitate to put our claims to actual in
Union, though he lives on this place dean. College of Agriculture, University
test?
while
working the farm and was there of Maine Orono.
The most scientific, common sense treatment
a few days this fall, and went to the
for
is Rexall Orderlies, which are eaten like candy.
They are very pronounced, gentle and pleasant barn with his lantern to feed his horse,
Where* WasJ Pat?
in action, and particularly agreeable in every
when the cat jumped on and overturned
way.
They do not cause diarrhoea, nausea, the lantern. The fire quickly spread,and
ifi Siimtob; a w/p-isi i; dearth
flatulence griping or any inconvenience whatalthough neighbors responded readily to
atta-i jallism in this N itional camaver.
Rexall Orderlies are particularly good
the call for help nothing could be done
He even failed to show up at the
For children, aged and delicate persons.
n»m'•
We urge you to try Rexall Orderlies at our to prevent a total loss.
rally held in Waterville the
pe“ocratic
risk. Two sizes, 10c. and 26c. Remember, you
r evening.
You don’t suppose
that
h(.
:an get Rexall Remedies in this
community
K
MMgestion. ^^ory is to repeat itself! Still, there’s
OIa For
mly at our store The Rexall Store—City Drug &
Relieves sour stomad%
2..="Progra3sive party; he has never tried
store, Edmund Wilson, Prop., 93 Main Street.
Palpitation 01 the he art. Digests what you eat
hat.—Independent-Reporter.
f £
Reputation

tan be
overcome bv the NEAL i.hAr
TREATMENT. N<» hypodermics used. Results absolutely certain. All
cntiden-

■

THEaS ?a^p^af&%Un^r

New York, Nov. 6.
The stock market’s immediate response to the Demostone of the first Bates College building
cratic
was
a
sweep
general advance in
was laid.
He then outlined with some
detail the progress of the building of prices, in which it followed the lead of
London
where
numerous
American issues
Bates College, which has increased rapclosed at gains of 1 to 2 points. The
idly in the last few years. He told of most marked
exception to this tendency
the continued attempts made to obtain
fere was in the sugar shares, both Amermoney for the new chapel, and at last a ican beet
sugar and American sugar disNew York lady, whose name has not
pronounced weakness on possible
yet been revealed, gave a total of $65,- playing
tariff
agitation. Soon after the opening
000 dollars for the building, which is to
include one of the best pipe organs that the market recorded general recessions
and a number of prominent issues had
can be obtained.
Thomas H. Stacy, D. D., pastor of the registered substantial declines.
Curtis Memorial church, Concord, N. H.,
An English Author Wrote,
gave the oration. He said in part:
“The cottage shrine has from the first
“No shade, no shine, no fruit, no flowers, no
been given a home in Hawthorne hall
Many Americans would
and as the Ark of God blessed the home leaves—November!
add no freedom from catarrh,which is so aggraof Obed Eden, while permitted to rest
vated during this month that it becomes conthere, so have the students of Bates stantly troublesome. There is abundant proof
been blessed by the shrine of Hawthorne that catarrh is a constitutional disease. It is
hall.” He then congratulated the presi- related to scrofula and consumption, being one
dent, faculty and overseers in their work of the wasting diseases. Hood’s Sarsaparilla
in

thre* patients
who went to your
institute no longer eihibit any
signs of that
but are entirely freed from the fetters
that held them so
long in slavery.” From &
among the scores we have,
proving absolutely that the

I

Used 108 Years lor Internal and External Ills

AlOGTOR

FROM

IjohnsdTs^hSentI

6th.

This Offer.

Art

e

Stone Laid November

Lewiston, Me., Nov. 6. The laying
of the corner Btone this afternoon for
the new Bates chapel marks an important epoch in the history of Bates
College. For many years a suitable place
to hold chapel services has not been obtainable, and for evermore Bates will
have one of the nnest cnapeis among the
Maine colleges.
The afternoon was warm and ideal for
the occasion, a large body of the students
and alumni attended, surrounding the
foundation of the building.
Invocation was offered by Rev. Arba
John Marsh, pastor of the Court Street
Free Baptist church of Auburn. President Chase then gave a brief but complete historical address of the college,
saying that 56 years ago the first corner

Our

t ie

I

Corner

YOU TAKE

Pierre,
Picardy;”
Among the Indians;” “The Dog and
Bone;” “Recent Archeological Proand others, all worthy of attenj £* t'pss;”
on.
Among the illustrations, always a

j

-—

-—

THE NEW BATES CHAPEL.

The above is Mr. Smith’s first view of his newly completed home. He was surprised to find it covered with the signs of those who had built and equipped
this elegant residence, with the signs ot his grocer and others with whom he did business. When the signs were removed he was still more pleased and gave
orders for building a garage for his 191? model Ford touring car bought of Carle & Jones, the agents for Waldo County.

STQCKTON

SEARSPORT.
Arthur E. Colson left Saturday
to Boston.

on a

business

Mrs. Manter Decrow, School street, left recently for visits in Boston and will be absent
several weeks.
Mrs. Elden Shute, Sylvan street. MrB. L. S
Titcomb, Sylvan street, and Miss Fannie MudChurch street, drove to Belfast last Sat-

trip

Mrs. Ella Mowry went to Boston last week
friends.
Mr. and Mrs. Shepard Shute are visiting in

to visit

a few days.
Capt. Henry G. Curtis was in Bangor Friday
and Saturday on business.
Mr. A. T. Shute returned Saturday from a
visit in Boston and vicinity.

Nickels accompanied by het
daughter-in-law, Mrs. D. W. Nickels of Sears
the Misses Hichport, dined with her cousins,
born, Church street, Monday.
Mrs.

Rev. C. H. McElhiney left last week fora
visit in Boston and vicinity.
Edson A. Buker has bought the John Wronski house at the foot

was

in

Esther M. Beach left last week for Boswhere she will spend the winter.

Mrs. H. G. Curtis returned Saturday from
week’s stay with friends in Presque Isle.

a

Eugene N. Shirte has secured a position with
the firm of Cobb, Bates & Yerxa in Boston.
Mrs. A. V. Nickels returned Saturday from
Boston, where she had been visiting relatives.

Mass.

Mrs. Sarah P. Staples left last week for
Winthrop, Mass., where she will spend the
winter.

Barge Boylston arrived Friday from Weyof fertilizer to the

these

James Pattee of Belfast arrived last week to
winter with his son,Dr. S. C. Pattee,
Main street.

Vj.

Cj.

AUitUlS

lCi-L

4UUOJ

*-'''■**'-*

Steamer Kennebec, Capt. Parmenter, finishdischarging coal at the Penobscot coal dock
Saturday and sailed for Norfolk.
Rebecca M. Ross left Monday for Winwhere she will spend the winter with Mr. and Mrs. Robert P. Nichols.
Miss

Hill, Mass.,

From Cape Jettison piers the following shipping report was telephoned Monday evening:
Nov. 5th, sch. Harry W. Haynes arrived, ligh*,

serious accident, Nov. 6th, while employee
handling the great paper bales at CapeJelliSeveral ribs were broken. It ie
son piers.
his
may be rapid. Sympathy
recovery
hoped
is extended to the sufferer and his family.
a

A. Eugene Nickerson and family of Portland
who have been spending a week at the Searsport House, returned to their home Monday.

suspicious, food

SEARSMONT.
Mrs. George Luce underwent a very critical
operation at her home Monday, Nov. 5th. She
is doing well-Mr. Eben Cobb is having the
water pipes repaired and put in good condition
for the winter.... A very quiet wedding took
place at the Methodist parsonage Wednesday
evening, Nov. 6th, when Mr. Charles Cushman
was married to Mrs.
Nettie Betts. Many
friends congratulate the happy couple.... Mr.
Wilson Whitten, who was very sick last week,
is able to go out again... J. E. and Mary
McFarland leave this week for Rockport,
where they will spend the winter_Our
thanks are due to Franklin F. Phillips, author
of “The White Isles,” for a copy of his very
interesting book.

to load lumber, and steamer Millinocket arrived with a general cnrgo from New York.
Nov. 6th, sch. Brir.a P. Pendleton sailed with
potatoes and hay for Norfolk, Va., and
schooners Helen Benedict and Ella Clifton ar| rived, light, to load lumber; steamer Millinocket sailed with paper freight for New
York. Nov. 9th, sch. George P. Edmunds
Nov. 10th,
sailed, light, for Nova Scotia.
j sch, Carrie A. Bucknam arrived, light, to load
ar.d schooner Ella Clifton sailed with
j lumber,
| lumber for New York.

in

County Correspondence.

TROY.
The Troy High school closed Friday for a
vacation of two weeks. Mr. Dane, the teacher,
returned Saturday to his home in Skowhegan
....Mr. and Mrs. John Henderson and family
Sch. Cattawamkeag, Capt. Webber, sailed
of Rockland visited Mrs. Henderson’s parents,
Sunday for Boston with 5,000 bushels of pota- Mayville,
Mr. and Mrs. H. G. Hill, last week.... A meettoes and 1,000 bushels of turnips, shipped by village.
ing was held at the church Sunday afternoon.
N.
C. A. Powers of Fort Fairfield.
Mrs. Charles Devereaux of Rutherford,
Next Sunday services will he held at the West
of her J
The residences of Mrs. E. D. P. Nickels and
J., remains seriously ill at the home
schoolhouse at 2 p. m....A few of the
Troy
street,
school
M.
Ames,
Capt. James P. Butman were illuminated mother, Mrs. John
local Democrats had a celebration Friday evenconher
in
Wednesday evening, Nov. 6th, in honor of the There has been but slight change
ing at North Troy-A dance was held at the
dition during the past week. Fullest sympaelection of Mr. Woodrow Wilson.
Grange Hall Saturday evening.... E. B. Small
anxious
PROSPECT
FERRY.
family
and
to
extended
is
patient
thy
News has been received of the death, Nov.
went to Lynn, Mass., Wednesday, where he
\
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Ladd and baby of Brewinvalid.
dear
the
for
hours
in
these
suffering
will locate. Mrs. Small will join her husband
2nd, at Saranac Lake, N. Y., of Capt. Benj. Y.
er visited Mr. and Mrs. E. W. Grindle several
this week... Mr. and Mrs. Nat Sargent passed
Mrs. Lizzie B. Brown of St. Stephens, N. B.,
Havener, formerly of Searsport. No particuFaustina Hardir.g
last
Miss
week....
days
Mrs.
the proficient nurse engaged in caring for
lars have been received. He leaves a wife,
with friends in Thorndike ...A. W.
closed a successful term o¥ ten weeks’ school Sunday
A. H. Rendell at the home of her nieces. Misses
one son and a daughter.
Dodge was in Pittsfield Wednesday_Geo. B.
Mr. and Mrs. W.
at
Mt.
last
Heagan
Friday...
was suddenly called
Garcelon returned home Saturday from BurnJ. H. Sullivan and Capt. Amos Nichols are as- Hichborn, Church street,
C. Bowdoin visited relatives in Sundypoint last
home Nov. 5th by the serious illness of her
where he had passed a week_E. L.
pirants for the post office here under the new
Miss
after
spending ham,
Sunday...
Evelyn Avery,
to her patient as
Cunningham of Freedom was in town last
administration. Mr. Sullivan was postmaster daughter. She will return
a week’s vacation with her parents, Mr. and
week packing apples-R. E. Stone left Sununder Mr. Cleveland’s last administration and soon as possible.
Mrs. B. C. Avery, returned to Brewer to re- J.Mr. Horace A. Staples of Bridgeport, Conn.,
gave excellent satisfaction to the patrons of
sume her duties in the store of her uncle,
was the guest of his parents, Capt. and Mrs.
the office.
Sam Dovey.
WINTF.RPORT.
West Main street last wreek.
The Friday Club met with Mrs. W. M. Parse Horace Staples,
Mrs. Deborah Eaton, aged 92, suffered a
CENTER
MONTVILLE.
left
and
Saturday. Many
last Friday. Those present were: Miss Lyda He arrived Tuesday
Six of our young men, Messrs. Ed. Bear, shock Oct. 28th from the effects of which she
and older friends gladly welcome
schoolmates
Mrs.
B.
Amos
Mrs.
J.
Parse,
Nichols,
Curtis,
John Bean, Carl Foy, Lauriee Poland, Ora- passed away Sunday night, Nov. 3d, at the
man in his
Mrs. Henrietta Young, Mrs. B. F. Colcord, j this exceptionally agreeable young
mandfel Morse and Harold Boynton surprised home of her daughter, Mrs. Laura Downes....
his visits might be
that
wishing
birthplace,
Mrs. N. F. Gilkey and Mrs. W. H. Goodell. The
Mrs. Cora Boynton Nov. 4th by giving her a Mrs. Clementine Stubbs,whose illness has been
club will meet with Mrs. B. F. Colcord Friday ! more frequent.
bee and digging and housing 225 bushels of noted remains about the same-Miss Marie
Mr. Harry W. Griffin of Mattapoiset, Mass.,
afternoon. Nov. 15th.
for her. This is but one example of Treat and her cousins, Mr. Edw. P. Treat and
the poor state potatoes
The Searsport Volunteer Hook and Ladder arrived Nov. 6th, called here ly
the kindly spirit that pervad» s our neighbor- wife of Boston, were in town last week*calling
Avelina C.
Mrs.
his
of
rnoiher,
health
of
the
Co. gave a most enjoyable banquet at Engine
hood... Mrs. Winfield Lunt and daughter re- on relatives and friends_The Lend a Hand
A large Griffin, Sylvan street, whom he induced to achall Thursday evening, Nov. 7th.
Club had
a
turned to their home in Marblehead, Mass
quilting party at the vestry
the
winter.
for
his
home
lu
They last
company was present and music was furnished company him
after a month’s visit with her Nov. 5th at which they tacked two pretty
Saturday
by tne Boys Band. A baked chicken supper left by Saturday’s boat for Boston. Numer- parents, Mr. and Mis. Volney Thompson. quilts, had a picnic dinner and a fine time.
ous relatives and friends hope to soon learn of
was served and the department were greatly
.“Hallowe’en’’
was
Mr. Stanley Curtis has been ill the past week.
quite generally
assisted by Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Kallock, and an improvement in Mrs. Griffins condith n.
A
Mr. John Ci x and f; mily of Belfast were observed.
surprise party was given
was
as
follows:
weather
for their many favors in the cooking line they
Last week’s daily
at his father’s, Mr. Hartley Cox, last Sunday. to Mrs. Minnie Arey
by a few friends.
have the sincerest thanks of the firemen.
j Sunday, lovely day, cool, west wind; Monday, ....The schools began Nov. 11th with the fol- Miss Clark gave a party to her pupils... .Miss
Lincoln Colcord’s New Book. “Diamonds a fine sunshine throughout day; Tuesday, mild, lowing teachers: Center, Miss Nancy Sprowl; E. M. Hall is slowly recovering from her late
have played an important part in the world's foggy morning, sunshine in afternoon; Wednes- Carter district, Miss Viola Carter; Halldale, illness... Mrs. Annie Dean of Everett, Mass.,
fiction,” writes the Washington “Star.” day, warm, hazy atmosphere; Thursday, dull Miss Nellie Clement; Kingdim, Miss Gracia is the guest of her sister Mrs. Emma Kelly.
Mrs. Bertie Mansfield of Jonesport is visit“There is something almost uncanny about a morning, slight rain in afternoon, with drivir g C. Luce; Goosepecker, Miss Roberta Wiggin,
Choate; ing her sister, Mrs. C. R. Rill_James Freegreat stone of power, whiteness and fire, that rainstorm in evening; Friday, rainy forenoon, McFarland’s Corner, Miss Leola
inspires writers to remarkable flights of fancy. dark entire day; Saturday, beautiful sunrise, i White’s Corner, Miss
Lucy Fuller. man left Tuesday for Seal Harbor where he
has employment by the Eastern Steamship Co.
Mr. Colcord in The Drifting Diamond has overcast mid-day and cloudy, cool afternoon
Mr. and Mis. Charles Littlefield will give a
written a tale which, while preserving the and evening.
reception at the Grange hall Fiiday evening in ....Mrs. Marion McNulty of Boston is visiting
honor of their marriage.... Mrs. Pembrook her parents, Mr. and Mrs. George Grant_
traditions of diamond lore, introduces some
Mrs. Charles C. Park closed her house, West
new elements and virtually a psychology of
Main street, Wednesday, and accompanied by Carter has returned from a visit in Belfast Mr. Joseph McAuliffe came down from Hampdiamond fascination. It is a story to keep on her sister-in-law, Mrs. H. J. Marden, who with the family of her son, Mr. Ralph Carter. den for a brief call on his brother_Rev. A.
reading until the end is reached.” One re- 1 spent the summer with her, left by Boston ....Christine W7alker is spending the week J. Lockhart gave an excellent Temperance
viewer summed up Mr. Colcord’s novel in the steamer en route to Revere, Mass., where she
with her sister, Mrs. Oramandel Morse-Mr. sermon Sunday Nov. 10th.
following terse manner: “It is a bewitching will be the guest of her son, Dr. Isaac P. Park, and Mrs. Perley Allen spent Sunday and Mon- SANDYPOINT.
narrative about a bewitching jewel.” It is pub- and wife, through the winter. Mrs. Marden
day with Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Carter in Belfast,
Leonard Donahue, who has been here for
lished by the Macmillan Company.
went to visit her daughter and family in New....Mrs. Oramandel Morse and Mrs. Perley some time recovering from a severe
injury re!
friends
to
see
these
Stockton
Mass.
ton,
hope
Allen were in Liberty Saturday-Mr. George ceived in Boston, returned
MONROEWednesday. Mrs.
the
when
old
!
in
town
sumladies again
good
Bolter was in town Saturday, buying lambs. Donahue and little daughter will spend the
Mr. Wesley Peavey died Oct. 28th after much
mer time comes to Maine.
....Mr. and Mrs. Cornelius Whitcomb are: winter with her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
suffering, aged about 60 years. He was a kind
George
Master Albion P. Goodhue and daughter, visiting their daughter, Mrs. John Leavitt, in Smith.Friends of Mrs. Octavia Stowers
neighbor, helpful to those in trouble and disMiddle
A.
left
Carrie
Mrs.
Gardner,
street,
Waldo.Miss Nancie Sprowl was in Apple- ! will be sorry to hear of her illness at the
tress. and his untimely end seemed sad. His
boat for Boston. The steamer ton a
family will feel his loss deeply. His wife is an last Thursday by
part of last week visiting her father, L. i home of her son, George Stowers, in Forest
in
Rockland
harbor
and
over
remained
night
invalid and has been confined to her bed since
E. Sprowl.... Mrs. O. C. Cushman and Mrs. F. Hills, Mass... .Mrs. Clara Erskine of Bucksj
Mrs
Gardner
took
the
train
his death. He leaves four children to mourn Mr. Goodhue and
A. Cushman were at Wellington Swett's, in port was here Tuesday on business.... Miss
the loss of a kind and indulgent father and Friday mcrning for their destination, not car- Knox, Sunday... Clarence Howes and family Mary Erskine of the Narrows has gone to Boston for the winter.... Miss Dora Shute visited
of Liberty were Sunday guests of Mr. and
much sympathy is expressed for them all. ing to endure the rough passage along the
Myrtle is married and her home is in South coast to Boston. They have closed their bouse Mrs. C. E. Davis... Mr. and Mrs. L. W. How- her sister, Josie Shute, in Belfast Monday....
Paris. She is with her mother. Carl, who for the winter, intending to reopen it in the
ard visited in Waldo Sunday at Roscoe Whit- j Mrs. Daphne Maxfield is here for a visit with
Many friends are eagerly looking for- comb’s....Miss Nellie Clement of Halldale,' relatives....E. J. Grant has sold his interest
drives the stage, Harry and Bernice, remain at spring.
home_A W. C. T. U. institute will be held ward to their home-coming!
has been the guest of Mrs. Eliza F. Bean_, in the saw mill to F. F. Perkins.... Mr. and
in Monroe Nov. 20th. Miss Elizabeth Gordon,
Thursday, Nov. 7th, Mr. Edward Littlefield Mr. and Mrs. Hiram Bachelder moved back to Mrs. Fred McDonald of Belfast are at E. G.
a noted lecturer will speak in the evening....
Mars Hill last Thursday....The schoolmates Clifford’s for a visit-Miss Marion Chester
The Rebekahs will hold a series of whist par- and Miss Erma Jackson, only child of Mr. and
1
ties this winter. The first was held Nov. 13th. Mrs. Frank H.
Jackson, Church street, were and young friends of Miss Florence Day gave of Owl’s Head was the guest of Miss Lillian
has
been
sick
Franklin
Chase
for
Mrs.
quite
her a surprise party Saturday evening... .B. T. Young recently.... Mrs. Josephine Stowers is
A. Smith, pasthe past week. It is hoped she will now gain married in Bangor, by Rev. A.
and soon be able to be out again.Mrs. tor of the Universalist church, the bride’s parBoy nton of Rockport is at C. E. Davis.... Mr?. in Brewer for a visit.... Mrs. Fred Shute and
Laura Palmer will entertain the W. C. T. U. at ents witnessing the ceremony. The groom and
A. D. Baker is in Searsmont at Mrs. Isaac son Ralph were in Bangor recently shopping..
their quarterly meeting,Nov. 15th,at her home.
bride were joined by Mr. Harry Carney and Paul’s.... Frank B. Luce was at home from C. F. Snow went to Orono Saturday to see
A nice boy was born last week to Mr. and
Mrs. Fred Moody... Mr. Allen Colcord, who bride, these friends having been married in Belfast from Friday to Monday... J. V. Jack- the*, football game.... Mrs. Maria Blanchard of
recently broke one bone of his leg between Bucksport, and the two newly-wed couples son has had a monument set on his lot in the village visited her sister, Mrs. Charles
the knee and ankle by falling from a building took train for Houlton and
vicinity. Congratu- Mount Repose cemetery... Mrs. D. K. McFar- Heath, over Sunday....The Tarratine Club of
while shingling, is doing well and his many
lations and best wishes are extended to these land is ill.... Mr. and Mrs. John May hew of Bangor has bought the hill just above the Narfriends hope he will soon be able to be out....
Mrs. Fred Parker is slowly recovering from a
S earsir.ont, were guests of Mrs. A. D. Baker rows Cemetery of Howard Bennett and intend
young people by Stockton citizens.
.Mr. Fairbrother from New
severe sickness.
I Thursday.Mrs. Hazel A. MacPherson building a club house there very soon. When
The results of the National election were
burgh has moved into the Eddie Neally home
| got heme frim Belfast Friday........ Grace this piece of property is improved, as they inand will do butchering.
astonishing to all Stockton residents! D> mo- Luce has been
working at the switch tend doing, it will be one of the handsomest on
are rejoicing over the unexpected, sweepcrats
“Maine Night” at U. of M.
Belfast and
Libertv telephone the Penobscot river.... Fine weather for the
of
the
infor
are
Wilson; Republicans
ing victory
lire, tut returned home last week_Charles time of year.
Orono, Me, Nov 8. Over 1,500 students, dignant over the turning of Taft’s professec
alumni and guests attended “Maine night” at
Boynton went to Thorndike recently with a
(the anything-to beat-Rcoseveli load. His horses became
the University of Maine tonight. Music was followers,
frightened and threw
furnished by the university band, orchestra wing) to Wilson throughout the country; anc
him from his load, hurting him quite badly_
and Glee Clubs. Pres. Tilley of the Athletic the Progressives are delighted at the size ol
James Clements has had several men at work
association opened the speaking and introthe popular vote thrown for Roosevelt. Sai(
duced Dean Walz of the College of Law as
the past week digging a trench for laying a
man after reading the Wednesday morn
one
Forest
included
B.
chairman. Other speakers
pipe to carry water to his house and stable
Ames, '13, of Bangor; Rev. David N. Beach, ing papers: “I agree with the editor of The Bos
president of the Bangor Theological Seminary; ton Herald 1 He says, “Roosevelt with the Re- from a well on the side hill. ..Mrs.Millie Chapman has moved her household goods to Lib__i il.
Harry E. Sutton of the Boston Alumni Asso- _ui:_the Soothing, Healing,
ciation, Gov.-Elect Haines and Frank E.
erty, where she is to live with her new hus- Booth's HYOMEI.
country.”
Southard of the College of Law.
Germ Destroying Air Gives Instant
band.Mrs. John Morrow moved her family
Relief.
to Belfast last week. They will remain there
Capt. and Mrs. Horace M. Griffin are feelinj
for a short time and^then go to New York to
a considerable degree of relief regarding th<
If you already own a HYOMEI hard rubber
sail for Brazil, where Mr. Morrow has employ- inhaler you can get a bottle of HYOMEI for
condition of their daughter, Mrs. George A
only 60c. The complete outfit, which includes
Foster of Sacramento, Calif., since receiving
m ent... Pearl Oxton is to teach school in
inhaler, is $1.00, and is sold by A. A. Howes &
brief letter written in pencil by herself, al
S earsmont, beginning in two weeks.... George Co. on
money back plan.
Just the mild, simple wash, the well
has
his
new'stable
she
still
lies
in
>
flat
the
back
th<
I
With every bottle of HYOMEI comes a
nearly
completed....
Spear
though
upon
known D.D.D. Prescription for Eczema*
I small booklet. This book tells how easy and
has
of
Etta
Adams
131
barrels
Mrs.
embolism
in
the
is
The
picked
aphospital.
lung
appar
and the itch is gone.
simple it is to kill Catarrh germs and end
\ trial will prove it.
ently absorbing, but great caution must be ex pies from her orchard and packed 30 barrels i Catarrh by just breathng into the lungs over
We have sold other remedies for skin
ercised to prevent the clot from passing int > for market with the help of her blind husband, the Catarrh infected membrane the powerful
trouble but none that we could guaranIf the circulation and
tee as we can the D.D.D. remedy.
lodging either in the h*ar t She has also dug 14 bushels of potatoes, be- yet pleasant antiseptic air of Eucalyptus from
the first regular size $1.00 bottle does
the inland forests of Australia. This book
or brain, with fatal results.
May the encour s ide ,the rest of her harvesting.... F. A. Cush- tells about the HYOMEI vapor treatment for
not do exactly as we say, it will not
.cost you a cent
aging symptoms continue to bring good re man shingled both sides of his barn the past stubborn Catarrh, Croup, heavv Colds and Sore
Wm. O. Poor ft Son, Druggists.
Throat, and other interesting facts.
porta to Edith’s many Stockton friends.
Mrs. Morris Patterson and daughter, little
Miss Florence of School street, left WednesPatterday for Providence, R. I., where Mr.
home.
son has decided to make a permanent
Mrs.
Mrs. P. has rented their house here to
who has a millinery business in oui

and Mrs. John Sullivan have closed the
Richardson cottage on West Main street and
left Wednesday for Dorchester, Mass., where
they will spend the winter.
Mr.

"*“!

CLARION
VARIETY
includes thoroughly made'
cooking and heating con*
structions of every descrip*
tion; all best adapted to the
requirements of our Maine
climate.
Clarion quality of materials
and manufacture insures
economy of operation, convenience and long life.
Descriptive circulars gladly
sent for the asking.

the ideal clarion for wood

WOOD & BISHOP CO., Bangor, Me.

_SOLD

BY W. A.

E«ta.bii5hH i33s

!

HALL, BELFAST.

..

or even

pleasant

him. “The kid glove upon the Tammany paw?”
and
The future must tell the tale. We wait
watch !
Mr. Fred Huse.Sylvan street, met with quite

ed

after the

turns her back resolute-

Baking Powder.

Dlavine of these recreation hours.
The coal rattling into the bins—fabulously
in Maine
high priced but an absolute necessity
albeit
coming,
time
cold
the
of
us
—reminds
for the
November has thus far been delightful
continue.
season.
May this good behavior
VariWhom will Wilson call to his cabinet?
if harmony is to
ous elements must be satisfied
be maintained. Will he be as M. Antin styles

ville, Mass., called there by the illness of her
sister, Mrs. Fred M. Harris.
Mrs. Elizabeth Allen left Monday for Orange,
N. J., where she will spend the winter with
her son, Andrew W. Allen.

ter

masqueraders,

participate

Robert Dyer of Portland was in town Monday, the guest of his mother, Mrs. F. S. Dyer,
on Steamboat avenue.
*

looking

|

She is economical; she knows
accessories.
that true economy does not consist in the use
of inferior meat, flour, or baking powder. She
is an earnest advocate of home made, home
baked food, and has proved the truth of the
statements of the experts that the best cooking in the world today is done with Royal

merriment of the dancers.
meet, socially,
The Ladies’ Aid Society will
Mrs. Ralph
’.with
afternoon
Thursday,
this,
All are invited to
Morse, West Main street.
chatting and cardin the

spend the

Airs.

Welcome home!

the

A. A.

en

She makes it best who,

culinary department,
ly upon unhealthful,

week foi
Mrs. Alice T. Doe left early
the coming winBoston, where she will 6pend
Miss Blanche, 11
ter. Her daughter, little
Mrs. James N
with her grandparents, Mr. and
street.
Main
East
Treat,
ball in Denslow
Don’t forget the masque
! A jolly occasion
hall this, Thursday, evening
old. Look in upon
is anticipated by young and
in
if not caring to join

ter.

mouth, Mass., with
C. Co.

The Woman Makes the Home

last

Capt. and Mrs. A. M. Ross left Monday for
Tampa, Fla., where they will spend •'the win-

900 tons

DaMngPmder

o!
Mr. Frank 3. Benson of Bangor, cashier
the Stockton Springs Trust Co., entertainet
and accomhis mother in town last Saturday
panied her to Bangor in the afternoon.
ar
MrB. Horace M. Griffin, Middle street,
of severs
rived home Nov. 6th, from a visit
husband
weeks with her older deughter and
Mr. and Mrs. Josiah L. Lancaster, Cambridge

Miss
ton

A. V.

Our thrifty housewives have given specia
houseattention to the unavoidable autumn
cleaning during the fine Indian-summei
weather of the past few weeks.

of Elm street.

Hon. A. E. Nickerson of Swanville
town last week calling on friends.

Royal

gett.
urday for shopping.

Boston for

CENTER.
Mr. and Mrs. Jewell Dowling of Brookline,
Mass., are guests of his aunt, Miss Louise Cunningham. Mr. D. gave a banquet at Marden’g
Hotel last Sunday to 22 of his relatives: Miss
Louise Cunningham, Mrs. Garry Cunningham,
Mr. and Mrs. Wallace Gray and daughter, Mr.
ind Mrs. Fred Cunningham and son of Prospect, Mr. and Mrs. Harrison Cunningham, Mr.
ind Mrs.E.H.Littlefield and three sons, Mr. and
Mrs. Lauriston Nichols and son and daughter
of Belfast, and Mr. J. 0. Patterson.
Mr. D
also gave each of his gueBts a nice present.
His mother, who died within the past year, had
for several years given an annual banquet and
Mr. D. feels to keep up the custom that she
and her.guests so much enjoyed....Mr. Frtd
Curtis is building what is expected to be when
completed the nicest house in town....Mr.
and Mrs. Win, Small and Mr. and Mrs. David
Wingate and son of Monroe were guests Sunday of Mr. and! rs. H. P. White.... Mrs. Garry
Cunningham has had her house newly shingled.
.Mrs. Ida Peavey has had her buildings put
in fine condition... Mrs. Julia White of Wint^rport .was the guest of Mrs. Briggs from
Sunday until Wednesday.Mr. Maurice
Nickerson is driving E. H. Littlefield’s team.
Mr. Clarence Nickerson, who was threatened with typhoid fever, is on the gain.
5WANV1LLE

SPRINGS.

ISLESBuRO.
Mrs. Lukie Coombs and Mrs. William Farrow and daughter Emily went to Saco latt
Thursday for the w inter.... Mr. and Mrs. Ed.
Pendleton and daughter, Miss Evelyn, left
Nov. 7th for South Framingham, Mass., where
they will spend the winter-Mrs Alice Pendleton has gone to Massachusetts for the winter.,.. Capt. Leighton Coombs was home a few
days last week.... Mrs. Grace Kindred is in
Boston on a business trip.
NORTH

n

....

1

1

....

j

[

|

S. E. & H. L,

Kfiwa.

snir

AMERICAN

Shephard Compaof|

ROCKPORT, MAINE,

PORTS.

New York, Nov 8. Sld, schs Annie P Chase.
Are prepared to purchase Oxen
Beef Cows, j j,
Port Reading for Bangor; Harold C Beecher,
eastern port; Robert H McCurdy, Jacksonand Lambs, on the foot or dressed, also
an
ville; John Bossert, Georgetown. S C; Carrie E
kinds of country produce, for which
Look, Norfolk; 9, sld, schs Abby Bowker, St
will
pus
George, S I, for Sv ans Island; J Frank Seavey,
market price and sell at bottom prices. They do a .-1 r r
Jersey City for Bangor; stmr Millinocket,
Stockton; 10. ar, sch Julia Frances, Bangor via
cash
business. .It will pay you if you are in the :,
E
Norwalk; 12, ar, schs Charles
Wyman, Bangor via Sag Harbor, L I; Mary Augusta, do.
to get in touch with them.
Boston, Nov 5. Ar, sch M V B Chase, New
York; 7, ar, schs Mary E Lynch, Dec r Isle;
Annie & Reuben, Stonington; 7, cld, son Alice
Holbrook, Calais; 8, sld, bark Mabel Meyers,
Salina Cruz, Nov 7, 10 a m. Sid, stmr NeBuenos Ayres; sch Jacob M Haske 1, BrunsBORN
j
wick; 11, sld, schs Annie & Reuben, Stoning- braskan, Knight, San Diego; 8, 4 a m, ar, stmr
San Francisco.
Nevadan,
ton, Me; M V B Chase, Rockland; Frank E
Curtis. In Rockland, Or: .•
N B, Nov 4.
sch
Newcastle,
Melbourn
Cld,
News
and
and
i Swain, Newport
Mrs. James L. Curtis, a d;.u,.h,
Charleston; Georgietta, Sullivan, Me; Emma McAdam, Bangor; P Smith, New York.
Cook. In Rockland, October
I
St John, N B, Nov 7. Cld, schs Nellie Eaton,
12, ar, sch Theoline, Gulfport, Miss.
Mrs. Roy A. Cook, a son, Per,
i
M Lunt, Hillsboro, N B (to load
Philadelphia, Nov 5. Ar, sch Josephine, Boston; Laura
Powers. In Deer Die. ( V
States
for
United
port).
New York; cld, sch Herald, Portland.
and Mrs. Edward Powers, a s
Parrsboro, N S, Nov 6. Sid, sch Annie Lord,
Baltimore, Nov 8. Passed down Sparrows
New York.
Point sch Horace A Stone, Portsmouth.
MAKKli r>
Turk’s
Island, Nov 7. sld, sch Catherine
Newport News, Nov 9. Ar, sch George E
(Br,) Bangor.
Walcctt, Portland.
Bai-ey-Hunt.
In
Unity,
Norfolk, Nov 5. Ar, sch Wm H Sumner
MARINE MISCELLANY.
Mr. Ainslee, George W. Baley
f
New York; sld, sch Gen E S Greeley, ProviMiss Florence Hunt of Alb: v
Nov
7.
The
H
Harbor,
twosch
Wm
Boothbay
Me,
Sumner, Cape Hay tien;
dence; 6, sld,
Cush an-Betts. In
Star.-j
11, ar, bark Mannie Swan, New York; sch masted schooner William Rice of Thomaston,
Carrie E Look, do.
containing 10 tons of cement, misstayed and 5, by Rev. H. P. Taylor, Char,
Mrs. Nettie Betts, both of Sear
Beaufort, S C Nov 7. Sld from Port Royal grounded today just outside the harbor and
Chester-Weeks. In Cas*:
!
will be a total loss. The crew of three
Sound, sch Daylight, New York.
Charles
L. Chester and M
shore
reached
Port Reading, Nov 5, Cld, schs Annie P
safely.
Boston, Nov 8. Two of the fleet of Down Weeks, both of Castine.
Chase, Bangor; Telumah, Islesboro.
Elms-Morris. In Belfast
Savannah, Nov 10. Sld, sch J Manchester East schooners which ply regularly to this Rev.
David L. Wilson, Frank v
t
port met with disaster yesterday while trying
Haynes, Brunswick.
The Miss Eva Lillian Morris, both
Jacksonville, Fla, Nov 6. Ar, sch White to make ports on the South Shore.
Gray-Gray.
In
0,
t
Bluehill,
schooner J Kennedy, Capt Mitchell, from
Wings, Philadelphia.
New Haven, Ct, Nov 8.
Ar, sch Flora Con- Calais, ran aground on the edge of the chan- I. Gray of South Brooksvilie a
nel at Hingham, and was hung up there for Gray of Bluehill.
don, Stonington.
Littlefield-Jackson. Ir.
Wiggins, S C, Nov 8. Ar, sch Wm E Litch- several hours before she was pulled off and
field, Hutchinson; Savannah (in tow of tug taken to her berth. Schooner A F Kindberg, her 7, by Rev. Ashley A. Smith
tlefield
and Miss Erma E
from Bangor, stranded in Scituate Harbor, and
Cynthia )
Providence, R I, Nov 10. Ar, sch Gen E S it was reported yesterday that she was full of Stockton Springs.
Littlefield-Conant. In
water.
Greeley, Norfolk.
Vineyard Haven, Mass, Nov 9. With her 7, by Rev. A. J. Lockhart, U
Bangor, Nov 8. Ar, stmr F J Lisman, Newand
Miss Ellen M. Conant, 1
so
that
strained
it
was
seams
badly
necessary
port Newj; schs Susie P Oliver, New York;
McKown-Rice. In luck
Thomas Hix, Boston; Mary Brewer, do; Nellie to keep the pumps working constantly to preWinfield
McKown and Jen
Grant, do; sld, schs Charles Davenport, Phila- vent sinking, the four-masted schooner George
delphia; C B Clark, New York; Clara L Kin- E W’alcott of Portland, was Saturday towed Frenchboro, Me.
Shuman-Kimball. In
nard,Weymouth; Eagle, Boston; 9, sld, stmr F J into the harbor here by a tug. The Walcott
Lisman, Newport News; schs Ida B Gibson, encountered violent southeast gales off Block 10, by Rev. David L. Wilsor
and Mrs. Ada H. Kimball, I t
Island Thursday. She lost both of her small
New York; Northern Light, Boston; Fannie F
Ward-Warren. In Belf..-,r
Hall, do; 11, ar, stmr Penobscot, Philadelphia; boats and when picked up by the tug her
schs Edith McIntyre, Jersey City; Lizzie Lee, cabins were filled with water and cabin parti- by Rev. D. B. Phelan, Jos. ; t
and Miss Elizabeth A.
down.
broken
The
bridge
tions
Walcott
was
bound
Harriet
C
Weymouth;
Whitehead, Boston; sld,
schs Irene E Meservey, New York; Eva May, from Newport News for Bangor with a cargo boro,
Sag Harbor; 12, ar, sch Charles A Campbell, of coal. Temporary repairs will be made here
and she will proceed to her destination under
DIED
Norfolk; sld, sch Hugh Kelley, New York.
Stockton, Me, Nov 6.
Ar, sch Helen H. sail.
Benedict, Boston; sld, stmr Alillinocket, New
Chapman. In Rockland, No
Milbridge, Me., Nov. 9. The three-masted
York; 8, sld, sch George D Edwards, Norfolk.
schooner R. B. White was launched at 10
F. Chapman, formerly of
Searsport, Nov 7. Ar, stmr Kennebec, Nor- o’clock this morning from the yard of Sawyer years.
folk; 8, ar, barge Boylston, Weymouth; 9, sld, Bros. She was christened with a bottle of wine
Eaton. In Mountainviiie,
stmr Kennebec, Norfolk.
by Miss Martina Sawyer and showers of flow- 18, Peter H. Eaton, aged
Calais, Nov 9. Sld, sch Pendleton Brothers, ers from her bunting, which was broken and 23 days.
Lubec (in tow,) for oiders.
out as she went ever. The White is 411
Grover. In Bangor, Nov
tons net., is 132 feet keel, 32 feet beam
wife cf Charles Grover, ago
FOREIGN PORTS
13 feet deep. She has a flush deck and months.
and
Hawkesbury, N S, Nov 4. Ar, sch Huma- is
Hazeltine. In Presque 1
designed for the Southern lumber trade.
rock, Campbellcon.
She is owned principally in Baltimore, which John Hazeltine.
Puerto Mexico, Nov 5, 5 p m, Sld, stmr
will be her hailing port, and C. C. Paules
In Deer Isle, 1 '• r
Howard.
Texan, Stehelir, New York; 6, 9 a m, ar, stmr
of Baltimore are her managing ownD. Howard, aged 56 years,
:i.
Californian, Blake, New York; 9, 7 p m, ar, Company
ers.
She is nearly ready for sea, and will take days.
stmr Georgian, Nichols, New York.
her first charter from Stockton.
jMurch. In National Soldi..
Boston, Nov. 8. The two-masted Bangor November 6, Nahum Mure;
71 years, 10 months and 9-daj
schooner Serena S Kendall is long overdue on
Robbins. In Belfast, N<
a passage from Port Ueadii'g for Boothbay
Arthur R.
Harbor, and it is feared she has been lost with A., infant son of
Robbii.s, aged 1 wTeek.
her crew of four men. Some time ago the
Spear. In Warren, Nov.
Kendall was placed on the list of missing vessels and it now seems certain that she must of Mr. and Mrs. Chester Sj
have foundered in the gale of Oct. 1st. The and 26 days.
YOUNG.
In Camden. V
Kendal! was last reported leaving Vineyard
T., wife of Sanford H. Y». ur ,i
Haven Sept. 30th, and it was the night after
sailing from that port that a terrific northerly
Mrs. Eugene R. Conm r,
gale sw’ept the entire eastern seaboard. The
owKendall was loaded with coal and it is feared Jones of this tow n,
that her heavy cargo dragged her to the botly been a guest in town
■■MHHSE&gMeaHBa^L
tom after she sDrantr aloak in the temDest’
Fairfield Journal.

Steers,

poultry
they

■

_

1

■

should have rich, red blood
and sturdy, healthy bodies to
withstand cold rains, changing
seasons and winter storms.

bition—has

f?

Corrected

Apples,

skin

w

con-

S

centratad, easily digested food

|

demands

special,

body development—mental 1
strain—physical changes.
for

*

Scott’s Emulsion is the

known—it )
is nature’s wholesome strengthmaker—without alcohol or )
Stimulant—makes rosy cheeks,
active blood, sturdy frames and
sound bodies.
Bat you must have SCOTT’S.

greatest body-builder

Scott &

Weekly

CURRENT.

for The

PRODUCE MARKET.

||

want of vital body
nourishment; this growing

PRICE

Wilfred E. J>

WHEREAS;
the County of Wakn

Journal.

by his mortgage deed. •:n
[ July, 1910, and recorded
: Deeds, Book 294, Page
10 ! the undersigned, a certain
dried, per lb.,
7; Hides,
12 I with the buildings there
3.00a3.25Xamb,
Beans, pea,
40c50 Morrill and bounded as E
Beans, Y. E., 2.50a2.75 Lamb Skins,
7 r stake and stones at the
28a30l Mutton,
Butter,
50
Beef, sides,
7.\alO;Oats, 32 lb.,
Townsend’s land on Bow.
45
8'Potatoes,
Beet.forequarters,
westerly on said Bowen .10 five rods to stake and
60 Round Hog,
Barley, bu,
6 00
19 Straw,
Cheese,
westerly on said Bowen
26a28 the meadow about one
20 Turkey,
Chicken,
2
Calf Skins,
18 Tallow,
channel of the brook; the;
10al2 nel of the brook to the mil
Duck.
20 Veal,
25
42 Wool, unwashed,
Eggs,
Smith mill yard; thenc.
4.00al.5C ten rods to the southwest
16 Wood, hard,
Fowl,
3.00
18 Wood, soft,
Geese,
yard; then easterly by
RETAIL MARKET.
RETAIL PRICE.
I
eight rods to the road; to
road
1.10 on the line of the
17!Lime,
Beef, Corned,
o:
on land
5 southwesterly
Butter Salt, 141b., 18a22|Oat Meal,
them-.

m

appetite or jp
or a pinched
p

no

face—it is for

period

BELFAST

jj

If your child is weary when
rising—lacks energy and am-

possibly sallow

NOTICE "OMFGREL

,*

per

17.00al8.(0

8llOnions,
76'0il, kerosene,

Corn,

Cracked Corn,
Corn Meal.

76

CottonSeed,
Codfish, dry,
Cranberries,
Clover Seed,
Flour,
H. G. Seed,
Lard,

3

12al3
7
15

Pollock,

24, Pork,
1.75j Plaster,
10 Rye Meal,

Cheese,

Bowke, Bloomfield, N. J. 12-62

PAID PRODUCER.

obi, 75al.09.Hay,

1.1S
3*
1.45

10 Shorts,
28 Sugar,
46
6.00a7.25 Salt, T. I.,
4.50; Sweet Potatoes, 101bs25
41)
15! Wheat Meal,

northwest

corner;

!
Beal’s, Winchenbach’s,
send's lands to the place
conveyance being subject
way to certain meadows.
And whereas the conditirhas been broken, now th.
the breach of the condiu
foreclosure of said more
November 14, A. D. 191SA1 A
3w46
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Write Ideas for Moving Picture Plays

...

vra T CAN WRITE PHOTO PLAYS AND
lUU EARN $25 OR MORE WEEKLY

We Will Show You How!

..

CATARRH
SUFFERERS
ASTONISHED

Skin On Fire ?

■

II you have ideas—if you can THINK—we will show you the secrets of this fascinating
No "flowery language” is wanted.
or literary excellence necessary.

new

profession,

experience

The demand for

photoplays

is

heaven

practically unlimited. The big film manufacturers are moving
supply the ever increasing demand. They are offering

their attempts to get enough good plots to
single scenarios, or written ideas.
We
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written by people
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teach you

“never
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publication

Perhaps we can
directed by us, and
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idea
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Don’t hesitate.
your future.

SEND YOUR NAME AND ADDRESSAT
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ILLUSTRATED BOOK.

Don’t argue.
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FOR FREE COPY OF
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PLAYWRITING.”

Write NOW and learn just what this new
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